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Abstract 
This thesis describes application and development of advanced solid-state nuclear 
magnetic resonance techniques for complex materials, in particular organic-inorganic 
nanocomposites and thermoelectric tellurides. The apatite-collagen interface, essential for 
understanding the biomineralization process in bone and engineering the interface for 
controlled bio-mimetic synthesis and optimized mechanical properties, is buried within the 
nanocomposite of bone. We used multinuclear solid-state NMR to study the composition and 
structure of the interface. Citrate has been identified as the main organic molecule strongly 
bound to the apatite surface with a density of 1/(2 nm)2, covering 1/6 of the total surface area 
in bovine bone. Citrate provides more carboxylate groups, one of the key functional groups 
found to affect apatite nucleation and growth, than all the non-collagenous proteins all 
together in bone; thus we propose that citrate stabilizes apatite crystals at a very small 
thickness of ~ 3 nm (4 unit cells) to increase bone fracture tolerance. The hypothesis has 
been confirmed in vitro by adding citrate in the bio-mimetic synthesis of polymer-
hydroxyapatite nanocomposites. The results have shown that the size of hydroxyapatite 
nanocrystals decreases as increasing citrate concentration. With citrate concentrations 
comparable to that in body fluids, similar-sized nanocrystals as in bone have been produced. 
Besides the dimensions of the apatite crystals, the composition of bone also affects its bio-
functional and macroscopic mechanical properties; therefore, our team also extended its 
effort to enhance the inorganic portion in our bio-mimetic synthesis from originally 15 wt% 
to current 50 wt% compared to 65 wt% in bovine bone, by using Lysine-Leucine 
hydroxyapatite nucleating diblock co-polypeptide, which forms a gel at very low 
concentration.  
In this thesis, various advanced solid state NMR techniques have been employed to 
characterize nanocomposites. Meanwhile, we have developed new methods to achieve 
broadband high resolution NMR and improve the accuracy of inter-nuclear distance 
measurements involving quadrupolar spins. Broadband high resolution NMR of spin-1/2 
nuclei has been accomplished by the adaptation of the magic angle turning (MAT) method to 
fast magic angle spinning, termed fast MAT, by solving technical problems such as off-
viii 
 
resonance effects. Fast MAT separates chemical shift anisotropy and isotropic chemical 
shifts over a spectral range of ~1.8 γB1 without significant distortions. Fast MAT 125Te NMR 
has been applied to study technologically important telluride materials with spectra spreading 
up to 190 kHz. The signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra is significantly improved by using 
echo-matched Gaussian filtering in offline data processing. The accuracy of the measured 
distances between spin-1/2 and quadrupolar nuclei with methods such as SPIDER and 
REAPDOR has been improved by compensating for the fast longitudinal quadrupolar 
relaxation on the sub-millisecond with a modified S0 pulse sequence. Also, the T1Q effect on 
the spin coherence and its spinning speed dependency has been explored and documented 
with analytical and numerical simulations as well as experimental measurements.        
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is an advanced technique that allows 
researchers to see the otherwise invisible world with traditional characterization methods. I 
first realized and appreciated the power of solid state NMR by applying available NMR 
methods and data analysis to chemically and materially interesting systems – biological and 
biomimetic nanocomposites, aiming to push forward our understanding of the compositional 
and structural design of natural materials such as bone and apply this information to guide 
biomimetic synthesis for prosthetic applications. Later on, with a little ambition and 
tremendous help and guidance from my adviser, I have been able to make tiny steps in 
developing and improving solid state NMR methods: one of the methods is to facilitate the 
accurate measurement of distances between nuclei, especially when quadrupolar nuclei are 
involved, by accounting for the fast T1 relaxation due to large quadrupolar couplings; the 
other one is to promote broadband high resolution NMR by fast magic-angle turning (MAT) 
experiments. 
 
1.2 The structure of biological and biomimetic nanocomposites 
Nanocomposites and their promises 
The research field of nanocomposites encompasses the study of multiphase materials 
of which at least the length of one dimension is < 100 nm. The promising aspects of 
nanocomposites reside in their unique functionalities that cannot be achieved in traditional 
materials. The tremendous challenges to realize the promises of nanocomposites include the 
precise control over the size distribution and dispersion of the nanosize constituents; 
understanding the role of interface structure and composition on the bulk chemical and 
mechanical properties; and the ability of engineering the interface for optimum 
performances. To overcome these challenges, we resort to our mentor Mother Nature and her 
exquisite creations of natural composites for answers and clues. One such creation is bone - a 
hierarchical nanocomposite of collagen and apatite.    
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The composition and structure of bone 
The composition, structure, and mechanical properties of bone have been studied 
extensively 1 2 3 4 5 for the purpose of understanding, of mimicking to produce similarly 
multi-function materials, and of creating desirable structures and properties beyond nature.   
      Bone, as the main load-bearing and protective organ in the mammalian body, is 
constituted of three major components: mineral (carbonated apatite, 45 vol %), organics 
(mainly type I collagen with non-collagenous proteins, 45 vol %), and water (10 vol %). The 
mechanical properties, namely modulus of elasticity, yield stress and strain, and fracture 
mechanism, of bone are largely dependent on the relative amount, the structures, and the 
spatial arrangements of these three constituents 6. The naturally optimized synergistic 
combination of these three components renders bone light-weight yet strong and tough. 
 
Composition and structure of apatite in bone 
The stiffness of bone is mainly provided by the inorganic carbonated apatite. The 
study of apatite in bone was initiated in 1926 by deJong with X-ray diffraction 7. Many 
decades of research has resulted in abundance of information about the structure and 
composition of apatite in various bones. However, some results are contentious due to the 
complications derived from the structural and compositional dependencies on crystal ages, 
locations, treatments, and characterization methods, as well as misinterpretations of 
experimental data 1. Generally agreed conclusions will be presented and still elusive 
problems will be discussed in the following. 
The chemical composition of biological apatite is significantly different from ideal 
hydroxyapatite (HAp), Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, in that apatite contains a varying amount of HPO42- 
and carbonate ions and only a small percentage of the total stoichiometric number of 
hydroxyl ions found in ideal HAp 8 9.  Other ion substitutions were also identified, such as 
Mg or Na for Ca ions and F for OH ions. Cationic and anionic vacancies occur within the 
crystal lattice and a general formula was proposed as Ca10-x (PO4)6-x(HPO4 or CO3)x(OH)2-x 10 
and confirmed by Rietveld analysis of X-ray diffraction patterns11.  
Those inorganic ions are not only present within the apatite lattice but also in the 
hydrated layer on the surface of apatite, a large portion of which are CO32- and HPO42-. The 
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hydrated apatite surface layer is referred to as a non-apatitic environment 12 13, but little is 
known about its composition and structure. Debatable arguments have been made to identify 
the surface layer as dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (DCPD) by solid state 31P NMR, and 
octacalcium phostate (OCP) by FTIR and amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) in dry 
samples 14. Nevertheless, these results are either not reproducible or not supported by other 
characterization methods.  
 
Figure 1.1. Schematic of apatite nanocrystals in bone mineral. The core of apatite crystals is a 
non-stoichiometric carbonated apatite lattice. The surface is amorphous and hydrated 
containing loosely bound ions. The ions in the hydrated layer can exchange with those in the 
surrounding body fluids including charged proteins (Pr), which affects the surface activity of 
apatite. Figure adapted from Rey et al. 1  
    
Much effort has been dedicated to discovering the possible precursor phase prior to 
the formation of poorly crystallized apatite crystals 15, 16. Identifications of OCP or “OCP-
like” and ACP were made but were disputed on two bases: the initially formed nanocrystals 
are very unstable and can be readily transformed to OCP or ACP upon interaction with 
water; and the inability of separating the non-apatitic environment and apatite precursors. 
Recently published work using synchrotron X-ray diffraction and small-angle neutron 
scattering technique to track the in vivo mineralization process of fin bony rays of zebrafish 
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has claimed that OCP nano-spheres (actually identified as ACP) are formed initially, and 
then they transform to plate-like mature apatite crystals 17.        
Structural studies of bone apatite have been carried out using wide- and small-angle 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) 18 19-23, high resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 24, 
atomic force microscopy (AFM) 25, and solid state NMR 26 27. The carbonated apatite mineral 
has a hexagonal symmetry, so normally it is expected that all six faces are developed equally 
to form needle- or rod-like structures. However, the mature apatite crystals are found indeed 
as very thin plate-like elongated nanocrystals, with a thickness of ~ 3 nm (Fig 1.2); this 
thickness, comparable to the length of 4 unit cells, is thought to resist bone fracture by 
preventing crack propagation 28. This preferentially inhibited growth of the apatite crystal 
surfaces cannot be merely from spatial constraint imposed by biology. The size of apatite 
crystals in bone varies with species, location and age within a range in the lengths and 
thicknesses, thus the growth of apatite has to be somehow regulated. This regulation is very 
distinct from solution-mediated Ca phosphate precipitation and geologic apatite formation. 
The question now becomes what initiates the nucleation of apatite crystals, regulates their 
growth, and stabilizes apatite over other calcium phosphates. The answer to this question will 
help us to meet the challenges of controlled synthesis of nanocomposites and surface 
engineering for optimal performance.   
 
Figure 1.2. Diagram of the bone nanocomposites containing plate-like apatite crystals of ~ 3 
nm thick (orange) and collagen fibers (green). Adapted from Rawal 27 
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Also, certain diseases are associated with the abnormal size or crystallinity of apatite 
crystals in bone, for instance, reduced crystal size in Paget’s disease 29 and diabetes 30, but 
increased in osteopetrotic patients 31.  The answer to what controls bone biomineralization 
will help to develop therapies for the cure of relevant diseases and fabricate composites 
similarly structured as bone for advanced tissue engineering. Bioactive organic molecules 
involved in this process are expected to have the following characteristics: initiate and 
control the formation of apatite crystals, exist in a sufficient quantity to be effective, and be 
in close contact with the inorganic apatite phase.    
 
Bio-organic components in bone 
The organic components in bone play important roles in the biochemical, structural, 
and mechanical properties of bone. Type I collagen accounts for > 90% of the total organics 
in bone. The rest are non-collagenous proteins, such as osteocalcin, osteonectin, osteopontin, 
sialoproteins, proteoglycans, and other phosphoproteins; they only make small contributions 
to the volume of bone but are important in biomineralization.  
Type I collagen is composed of three triple helical peptide chains of approximately 
1000 amino acids, each with the repeating unit X-Y-Gly, where X is usually proline and Y is 
hydroxyproline 32. Collagen molecules self-assemble into bundles of collagen fibrils. The 
fibrils are then grouped to form collagen fibers, which act as the major structural component 
of bone matrix. In vitro research using collagen separated from bone and purified to remove 
other attached organics shows no evidence of collagen initiating or regulating the growth of 
hydroxyapatite crystals34, however, it serves as a scaffold to retain noncollagenaceous 
proteins either promoting or inhibiting apatite growth as discussed in the following. 
Osteocalcin is the most abundant non-collagenous protein in bone, accounts for ~ 15 
% of the total non-collagenous proteins 33. Osteocalcin is considered bone-specific protein, 
since it is only found in bone and dentin. Osteocalcin has a high affinity to Ca-rich apatite 
and its Gla-domain may bind to the (100) face of apatite crystal, and has therefore been 
proposed to control the length of apatite crystals 34.    
Matrix Gla-protein (MGP) is another major Gla-containing protein besides 
osteocalcin, and MGP is phosphorylated, thus it is also an apatite-binding protein. MGP has 
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very low solubility in physiologic solutions and tends to self-associate by hydrophobic 
interactions. MGP is found in vivo to be an inhibitor of mineralization 35.  
Other proteins such as osteopontin 36, bone-sialoprotein 37, and osteonectin 38 all have 
a high affinity for Ca2+ due to their functional groups such as phosphate or carboxylate; in 
vitro, they were found to promote hydroxyapatite formation at low concentrations but inhibit 
its growth at high concentrations. Nevertheless, these proteins are present at less than 3 wt% 
of total organics and the number of carboxylate or phosphate functional groups is limited. 
Moreover, these proteins are only distributed within the “hole” or “pore” zones of the 
collagen matrix rather than between the collagen and apatite (Fig 1.3) 39; this distribution 
limits their interactions with apatite surface.        
 
Figure 1.3. The structure of collagen fiber and fibrils with putative locations of pores and 
“hole” zones shown. Figure adapted from Morgan et al. 39  
 
The interfacial structure in bone and “active” bio-molecules 
The organic-inorganic interface connects the structurally and chemically dissimilar 
phases and the interfacial modifications prove to largely affect the bulk properties of 
nanocomposites. Besides, the “active” biomolecules that control the biomineralization of 
bone tissue are believed to exist at the interface. 
Despite the importance of the interface, very little is known largely because the 
interface is buried within the nanocomposites and very difficult to access with traditional 
diffraction or microscopic techniques. The chemical extraction of possible “active” 
molecules is destructive, since it requires total dissolution of the mineral phase. This process 
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makes it very difficult to trace the location and orientation of these molecules and their 
conformation can also be potentially altered.       
Advanced solid state NMR is a nondestructive technique that can be used to 
preferentially select the interfacial carbon moieties from bulk collagen carbons without 
chemical or physical separation and purification, to determine the structure and conformation 
of the “active” biomolecules, and to study their distribution density and dynamic properties.  
  The knowledge of the interfacial composition and structure obtained by solid state 
NMR complemented by other techniques has been applied to bio-inspired nanocomposite 
syntheses for three purposes: i) to validate the role in vitro of the identified “active” molecule 
in bone mineralization; ii) to tailor the interface structure in order to achieve accurate size 
control for nanocomposite production; and iii) to create bone-like nanostructure with better 
biocompatibility for tissue engineering and prosthetic applications.   
 
Solid state NMR of bio-mimetic nanocomposites 
Based on the knowledge gleaned from nature, bone-like structure has been created in 
vitro. The sol-gel method 40 is chosen to achieve optimal molecular contact between the 
organic and inorganic phases and closely mimic the process of bone mineralization. Due to 
their availability and tunability, synthetic polymers are preferred to cells, proteins, and 
natural polymers to take on the role of collagen in bone matrix 41. The progress of bio-
mimetic synthesis of polymer-calcium phosphate nanocomposites is marked by three 
milestones. First, the apatite has been stabilized over other calcium phosphates with pH and 
temperature close to physiological conditions, and by using apatite-nucleating organics 42 43 
44
. Second, the formation of nanocomposites has been achieved with a composition similar to 
bone 45. Third, the size of apatite nanocrystals within nanocomposites has been finely tuned 
to match that in bone. During this process, solid state NMR has played a key role in 
identifying the phosphate phases, confirming nanocomposite formation, determining the size 
of the hydroxyapatite crystals and thus guiding the synthesis to reach a higher level.   
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1.3 Solid state NMR method development and improvement 
Fast magic angle turning 
In this thesis, all the experiments were performed under magic angle spinning (MAS) 
to remove chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) and achieve high resolution NMR. However, if 
the CSA parameter δCSA >> ωr (spinning speed), pronounced spinning sidebands are 
observed. Strong radio frequency pulses (γB1~δCSA) could be employed to suppress these or 
separate CSA and isotropic chemical shifts in different dimensions.  
Among techniques separating anisotropic and isotropic chemical shifts, Gan’s magic 
angle turning (MAT) 46, 47 experiment was identified here as the best broadband technique 
due to the use of only short pulses and particularly suitable for high-Z spin-1/2 nuclei such as 
125Te, 195Pt, and 207Pb, which have CSAs of hundreds of kHz when in non-cubic 
environments. However, with a peak width on the order of hundreds of kHz, the T2* is on the 
order of sub milliseconds, thus fast MAS is required to maximize the sensitivity. The 
adaptation of MAT to fast MAS is demonstrated on various technologically important 
tellurides in Chapter 5 and the technical aspects are detailed in Chapter 6.      
 
“REDOR” for quadrupolar nuclear spin and T1Q relaxation compensation.  
REDOR (Rotational-echo double resonance)54 was used as the major solid state NMR 
technique to select the signals of biomolecules at the apatite-collagen interface and for 
distance measurements. Instead of REDOR, the recoupling of dipolar coupling interactions 
involving quadrupolar nuclei under MAS is achieved by applying REAPDOR 48, TEDOR 49, 
SPIDER 50, or RAPDOR 48. More often than not, qudrupolar nuclei have short quadrupolar 
T1 relaxation times (T1Q) of sub-milliseconds due to large quadrupolar couplings of several 
MHz. Since the recoupling time in REDOR-like experiments can reach a few milliseconds, 
then the double quantum coherence term SyIz QTte 1/−  is significantly relaxed in the first half of 
the recoupling period and cannot be reconverted back to the observable <Sx> in the second 
half of the recoupling period; this causes the reduction or complete loss of the reference S0 
intensity. Thus the measured S/S0 (D, Ntr) yields underestimated dipolar coupling constant 
and overestimated inter-nuclear distance. This deviation can be corrected by incorporating 
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the T1Q relaxation into simulations for curve fitting or minimizing T1Q relaxation during S0 
by moidifying the pulse sequence as discussed in Chapter 7.     
 
1.4 Thesis organization 
This thesis describes solid state NMR studies of natural and bio-mimetic 
nanocomposites as well as improvement and development of NMR methods. Chapter 1 
comprises a brief statement of the objectives of this thesis study, a general introduction on 
the composition and structure of the natural nanocomposite, bone, and difficulties in 
characterizing the “buried” interface, a description of the bio-mimetic synthesis based on the 
study of bone and the role of solid state NMR in this process, a discussion of the main solid 
state NMR methods employed, and relevant method development and improvement.  
Chapter 2 presents the solid state NMR study of the collagen-apatite interface in 
bone: we have identified the main organic component as immobile citrate strongly bound to 
the apatite surface, analyzed the distance between citrate carbons and calcium in apatite, and 
determined the density of citrate on the surface of apatite. We propose that citrate inhibits the 
thickening of apatite crystals and stabilizes them at a thickness of ~ 3 nm. Based on the study 
of citrate in bone, in Chapter 3, citrate has been incorporated into the bio-mimetic synthesis 
of polymer-hydroxyapatite nanocomposites in order to regulate the size of hydroxyapatite 
crystals. The results have shown that the size of hydroxyapatite crystals decreases with 
increasing citrate concentration, which in vitro confirms the hypothesis proposed in Chapter 
2. Also, at citrate concentrations comparable to those in body fluids, hydroxapatite 
nanocrystals of similar size as apatite in bone have been produced.  Chapter 4 describes the 
bio-mimetic study to achieve a similar organic-inorganic composition as in bone. Lysine-
leucine diblock copolypeptide, which can form a gel at very low concentration, was used to 
template the formation of hydroxyapatite and the highest inorganic content of 55 wt% has 
been obtained, compared with 65 wt% apatite in bone.  
Chapter 5 reports the adaptation of magic-angle turning (MAT) to fast MAT, termed 
fast MAT, and demonstrates fast MAT on technologically important tellurides. The technical 
aspects, such as simulation and conpensation of off-resonance effects, echo-matched 
Gaussian filtering, and sharing between channels after shearing, are detailed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 7 gives a quantitative analysis on the effect of short T1Q of quadrupolar nuclei on 
REAPDOR and SPIDER measurements and presents a new pulse sequence to minimize the 
T1Q relaxation effect on the reference signal S0.      
1.5 Copy permissions 
Chapters 2, 4, 5, 7 are reprints of published papers. Copyright permissions have been 
obtained from the following publishing groups: 
Chapter 2: National Academy of Sciences 
Chapter 4: The Royal Society of Chemistry 
Chapter 5: American Chemical Society 
Chapter 7: Elsevier, Inc. 
 
 
Appendix: Solid state NMR methods for nanocomposite characterization  
Magic Angle Spinning (MAS). Without tumbling motions as in liquid, solid state NMR 
spectra are broadened due to various interactions, including chemical shift anisotropy, 
dipolar coupling, and quadrupolar coupling, which disguise the characteristic isotropic 
chemical shifts. In order to achieve high resolution NMR, magic-angle spinning (MAS) 51 is 
often employed to remove chemical shift anisotropy and partially dipolar coupling. All the 
experiments in this thesis were performed under MAS.  
The chemical shift in the magnetic field B0 can be expressed as  
,)]2cos(sin1cos3[
2
1 22
0
444444 8444444 76
876
canisotropi
cscs
isotropic
isocs B φθηθδγσω −−+=    (1.A1) 
isoσ :  isotropic chemical shift tensor 
γ: gyromagnetic ratio 
δcs: anisotropy parameter 
ηcs: asymmetry parameter 
θ and φ: polar coordinates of the magnetic field tensor B0 in the principle axis system (PAS) 
 
which yields powder spectra as shown below. 
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Figure 1.A1. Schematics of a powder pattern, magic angle spinning (MAS), and isotropic 
chemical shift. The powder pattern shown is with isotropic chemical shift positioned at 0 
ppm and the asymmetry parameter of η = 0. ωx, ωy, and ωz are in units of δ (the anisotropy 
parameter). With sufficiently fast MAS, the CSA is removed and the isotropic chemical shift 
is revealed. 
 
Anisotropic broadening can be eliminated by either reorientations of molecular 
segments via molecular motions or macroscopic rotation like MAS. MAS is carried out 
around an axis at the “magic-angle” θ = 54.74o (3cos2(54.74o) -1 = 0) relative to the magnetic 
field B0.  When the rotor performs fast uniaxial rotation ( 0=molη ) in MAS, the averaged 
chemical shift frequency is,  
].1cos3[
2
1)2cossin1cos3(
2
1 222 −−−= rPPP
mol
θδαβηβω
δ 444444 8444444 76
      (1.A2) 
αP and βP: polar angles of the rotation axis in PAS. 
θr: the angle between the rotation axis and the B0 field. 
If the MAS frequency ωr >> δ, any anisotropic interactions will be spun out (e.g. regular 
MAS for alkyl carbons); if ωr ~ δ, incomplete suppression of chemical shift anisotropy will 
result in spinning sidebands; total sideband suppression (TOSS) 52 or phase-adjusted 
sideband suppression (PASS) 53 are effective for moderate spectral range (e.g. regular MAS 
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for aromatic or carboxylate carbons); if ωr << δ, strong radio frequency pulses (γB1 ~ δ) can 
be employed for the separation of CSA and isotropic chemical shifts.  
 
Rotational-echo double resonance (REDOR) and multi-spin simulation. The dipolar 
coupling in solid state NMR is strongly distance dependent. For a pair of nuclei with spins I 
and S, the dipolar coupling frequency is 
),1cos3(
2
1
4
2
3
0 −= θ
π
µγγ
ω
r
SI
D
η
       (1.A3) 
γI, γS: gyromagnetic ratio of spin I and S 
η : Planck constant 
0µ : permeability of free space 
θ :  angle between the dipolar vector and B0 field 
 
which allows for direct determination of internuclear distance. However, in high resolution 
solid state NMR with MAS, the heteronuclear dipolar interaction is averaged to zero at the 
end of each rotor period. In order to recouple dipolar couplings, Schaefer and co-workers 
have introduced Rotational-Echo Double Resonance (REDOR) 54 and Transferred-Echo 
Double Resonance (TEDOR) 49 techniques which apply radio frequency pulses at specific 
points of the rotor periods to avoid the complete averaging of dipolar coupling by MAS and 
allow dipolar dephasing to accumulate. With appropriate data analysis, the magnitude of 
dipolar coupling can be extracted and inter-atomic distances can be determined for systems 
with isolated spin-pairs, which is the case in selectively- isotopically labeled biomolecules. 
Very often, a spin interacts with multiple heteronuclear spins, thus multispin analysis is 
necessary to account for the measured REDOR decay. 
In the REDOR pulse sequence, a π-pulse is placed at every half and complete rotor 
period to achieve the maximum dephasing. Although in principle, the radio frequency pulses 
can be applied on either channel, for spin-1/2 nuclei, preferably the number of pulses on the 
observe channel is minimized to reduce the effects of pulse-error accumulation and B1 
inhomogeneity on the intensity of observed signals.   
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Figure 1.A2. REDOR pulse sequence with a train of π-pulses applied to the unobservable 
channel I and a π-pulse in the middle of the recoupling period on the observable channel S 
for chemical shift refocusing. The reference signal S0 is acquired with an additional π-pulse 
in the middle of the recoupling period on the I-channel.  
 
  The dephased REDOR signal S is measured with the pulse sequence shown in Figure 
1.A2. The reference signal S0 is also acquired by adding an extra π-pulse in the middle of the 
recoupling period on the I-channel to cancel the dipolar coupling effect on the magnitude of 
the observed signal and measure the decays caused by T2 relaxation, non-ideal pulses, and B1 
inhomegeneity and fluctuation.            
The dipolar coupling frequency ωD becomes time-dependent under MAS and in the 
interaction frame of the REDOR pulse sequence, for the first half of the rotor period, 
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With π-pulse in the middle of the rotor period,  
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After one rotor period with REDOR,  
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The evolution phase under REDOR, 
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The scaling factor resulted from recoupling the dipolar coupling by REDOR under MAS is 
π
2
≈ 0.45.  
The observed dipolar dephasing 
equals αβββα ddNtNtNtSS rrr sin)],,(cos[)(cos)(/ 0 ∆Φ=∆Φ= ∫∫
  
 (1.A7) 
 
Figure 1.A3. Definitions of the angles used in the calculation of dipolar dephasing in 
REDOR. a) An isolated heteronuclear dipolar coupling vector under rotation around the rotor 
axis (θm = 54.7o with B0). The azimuthal angle γ is measured between the reference vector k 
within the plane of B0 and the rotor axis and β is the angle between the dipolar vector and the 
rotor axis. b) For a single spin interacting with multiple heteronuclear spins, a third angle γ is 
needed to describe all the orientations, and α defines the rotation about a common chosen 
internuclear vector.  
 
For the spin systems of interest in our research, for instance, every citrate carbon 
interacts and is dephased by multiple 31P spins in apatite, multi-spin analysis is more realistic 
and accurate. For a collection of I-spins dipolar coupled to an observed S-spin, three angles 
are required to describe all possible orientations of the intermolecular vectors in a spinning 
powder sample, as defined in Figure 1.A3. This can be simplified by rotating the B0 field 
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around the rotor axis with a fixed angle of 54.7o. The polar coordinates for B0 are (54.7o, 0) 
and for nth I-S intermolecular vector (βn, αn).  
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∫∫∫∏∏ ∆Φ=∆Φ= n nnnn n drddrSS γββγβ sin)],,(cos[cos/ 0
   (1.A9) 
For the initial decay ∆Φ << 1,  
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           (1.A10) 
The dephasing can be evaluated by simulations. The simulation requires knowledge 
of the relative geometry of the subject. The REDOR decay of multi-spin systems can be 
analyzed using available packages such as SIMPSON 55 or SPINEVOLUTION 56. 
Alternatively, since the initial part of the dipolar evolution in REDOR proves to be nearly 
geometry-independent 57 (eq. 1.A10), the data can be analyzed based solely on distances. 
Also, Gullion and Pennington have proposed θ-REDOR method, which reduces the multi-
spin problem to a spin-pair on a probabilistic basis 58. However, this approach results in an 
attenuation of the overall effects.    
Other interactions interfering with dipolar coupling measurement in REDOR have 
also been discussed. Weak homonuclear couplings are removed with fast MAS, while for 
strong ones as in 1H- or 19F-rich spin systems, they commute with relatively weak 
heteronuclear couplings. J-couplings are not affected by MAS and exist in uniformly labeled 
samples, but in organic solids they are much weaker than dipolar couplings and can be 
removed by selective-REDOR 59.  Weak homonuclear J-couplings can sometimes interfere 
with the REDOR measurement of long-distance weak dipolar couplings. However, the 
coherence term of homonuclear J-couplings have the form of IizIjz, so selective inversion of 
one of the I-spins in the middle of the recoupling period renders the sign of the J-evolution 
phase during the second half of the recoupling period the same as the first half but with an 
oppiste sign. Thus, the homonulcear J-coupling is refocused at the end of the complete 
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recoupling period, while the weak heteronuclear coupling with the form of IzSz is not affected 
by the selective pulse.   
 
HeteronucleAr recoupling with dephasing from strong homonuclear interactions of 
protons (HARDSHIP). Different from REDOR, HARDSHIP 26 recouples the heteronulcear 
interaction between X-nuclei and short-T2 protons only; this difference is essential in 
determining the thickness of nanoparticles in organic-inorganic nanocomposites such as bone 
and bone-mimicking nanocomposites.  
 
Figure 1.A4. HARDSHIP pulse sequence suitable for slow MAS. At fast MAS, the REDOR 
recoupling and 1H transverse dephasing periods can be extended to multiple rotor periods. 
For 1H chemical shifts of a large dispersion, a π-pulse can be implemented in the middle of 
every 1H T2 dephasing period. Figure adapted from Schmidt-Rorh et al.26    
 
In HARDSHIP, the 1H-X heteronuclear interaction is recoupled under MAS with a 
REDOR sequence. Without a π-pulse in the middle as in REDOR S0, the heteronuclear 
interactions between the X nuclei and long-T2 protons are refocused at the beginning of 
detection, while the multi-quantum coherence of the X-nuclei and the short-T2 protons 
vanishes before the second recoupling period of REDOR due to fast T2 relaxation; thus they 
REDOR dephasing of the X-nuclei by short-T2 protons is not refocused. Therefore, unlike 
REDOR, the measured HARDSHIP dephasing of the X-nuclei is solely by short-T2 protons 
rather than all protons. This grants HARDSHIP the special capability of characterizing the 
thickness of nanoparticles such as phoshphates and carbonates in bone and silicates in 
polymers, because without dephasing by the protons of long-T2 within the nanoparticles. The 
dephasing rate by the polymer “short-T2” protons has a strong dependence on the thickness 
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of the inorganic particle. The numerical simulation to fit the HARDSHIP decay curve is 
analogous to multispin REDOR simulations26.      
 
Centerband-only detection of exchange (CODEX). CODEX 60 61, 62 is a high resolution 
method to detect slow motion inducing molecular reorientation and spin exchange on the 
time scale of 0.1/s – 5,000/s. The motional amplitude, the number of exchanging 
magnetically inequivalent sites, as well as the average molecular distances involved in the 
spin exchange process, can be quantified with analytical and numerical simulations in 
conjunction with experimental measurements. The slow motion process sometimes is tangled 
with spin diffusion; nevertheless, the spin diffusion can be minimized with fast MAS 63 and 
motion can be reduced with low temperature measurements.     
 
Figure 1.A5. CODEX pulse sequence. Filled rectangles are π/2 pulses and non-filled are π- 
pulses. The tm and ∆ periods are exchanged for measurements of S and S0 (reference signal 
for compensation of T1 relaxation). γ-integral and TOSS are employed for obtaining 
absorptive and sideband-free spectra. Figure adapted from deAzevedo et al.61  
 
In CODEX, the chemical shift anisotropy is recoupled by a train of π-pulses with 
each pulse placed at every half rotor period just as in REDOR. After a mixing period tm, 
another train of π-pulses are applied. If there’s no motional reorientation or spin exchange 
occurs, a stimulated echo is generated and detected. Otherwise, the dephasing of the original 
magnetization is observed. The T1 relaxation effect is compensated by switching the tm and ∆ 
periods. TOSS can be implemented with γ-integral for efficient sideband removal.  
The dephasing factor D (tm, δNtr) is calculated as 
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where ω1 and ω2 are the anisotropic evolution frequencies before and after the mixing time.     
The dephasing only depends on the total dephasing time Ntr, not the spinning speed. 
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interactions (η = 0), a master curve of D(tm, δNtr) =f(1.5δNtrsinβR) can be derived. 
Otherwise, the shape of the curve also depends on other orientation angles and no master 
curve exists.  For uniaxial interactions with an orientation angle distribution R(βR, tm), the 
dephasing factor D(tm, δNtr) can be expressed as 
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where ε(δNtr;βR) is the normalized pure exchange intensity. 
The final dephased intensity is 
mrcm fMNttDD )
11(1)1,( −−=>>>>=∞ δτ ,     (1.A14) 
where M is the number of accessible chemically equivalent magnetically inequivalent sites 
and fm is the fraction of mobile components.  
  CODEX not only can be used to determine the reorientation angles and their 
distributions, number of exchanging magnetically inequivalent sites M, and the fraction of 
mobile moieties fm, but is also a method to resolve distances among molecules based on spin 
exchange theory, as used in this thesis to analyze the citrate density on the apatite surface in 
bone. 
During spin exchange among n spins, the time evolution of the magnetization can be 
characterized by  
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with Π  as the spin exchange matrix composed of off-diagonal elements  
)0(5.0 2 mnmnmn Fπω=Π ,       (1.A16) 
where ωmn is the homonuclear dipolar coupling frequency calculated as 
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ωmn depends on both the distance between two nuclei and the angle θ of the dipolar coupling 
vector relative to the magnetic field. The angle θ becomes time-dependent under MAS, 
which is a function of angle β between the dipolar vector and the rotor axis and the rotation 
angle γ. The β-averaged value of <(3cos2θmn-1)2> is 0.2.  
Fmn(0) is the overlap integral: 
 ∫
+∞
∞−
−−= ωωωωω dffF nnmmmn )()()0( ,      (1.A18) 
where f is the normalized single-quantum line shape without proton decoupling. The overlap 
integral represents the possibility of single-quantum transition occurring at the same 
frequency for both spin m and n; its magnitude is influenced by isotropic chemical shifts, 
CSA, X-1H heteronuclear dipolar couplings, and 1H-1H homonuclear dipolar couplings. The 
value of Fmn(0) can be calibrated with model compounds or with known dipolar distances 
within the investigated system 65.   
Since the sum of each column in mnΠ  has to be zero, the diagonal element is the sum 
of the off-diagonal elements of the same column with a negative sign.  
The normalized CODEX intensity S/S0 is the fraction of the magnetization still residing on 
the original spin after spin exchange, which can be calculated from the magnetization 
evolution expression, 
).0()exp()( MttM ∏=         (1.A19) 
 For )0(M = δmn, describing the initial magnetization only on the nth spin, the CODEX 
intensity 
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Wideline separation (WISE). The narrow (~ 10 ppm) 1H spectral range combined with peaks 
of broad linewidth due to strong 1H homonuclear dipolar couplings in solid state NMR 
results in severely overlapped peaks. Thus, information such as molecular dynamics is 
difficult to extract from unresolved peaks. Wideline separation (WISE) NMR integrates 1H 
1D NMR, cross polarization (CP), 13C NMR, and MAS to separate wideline 1H spectra by 
encoding the 1H information into the 13C detected spectra with a larger spectral range 66. 
Fourier transformation allows separating 1H peaks according to their correlation to different 
carbons, thus knowledge on the dynamics of individual components can be obtained from the 
resolved 1H spectra with distinct linewidth.        
 
Figure 1.A6. Pulse sequence of WISE NMR. a) Basic version, b) WISE NMR with 1H spin 
diffusion. Figure adapted from Schmidt-Rohr et al.66 
 
WISE with 1H spin diffusion probes the proximity of different segments manifested 
by the 1H lineshape change with increasing the mixing time tm. The spin diffusion 
equilibrium is reflected in the equal lineshapes of all components in the 1H dimension of the 
2D WISE spectra. The mixing time needed to reach equilibrium can be used to confirm the 
nanocomposite formation and estimate the domain size provided with the information of the 
1H densities in heterogeneous systems as described in reference 43.  
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For the purpose of separating 1H spectra via WISE, spin diffusion during CP is 
undesirable, which is usually removed by Lee-Goldberg CP with the effective magnetic field 
making the magic angle with the z direction. 
A 1H-13C correlation experiment can also be implemented with 1H homonuclear 
decoupling using techniques such as frequency-switched Lee-Goldberg (FSLG) and MREV-
8, during t1 evolution to obtain high resolution 1H spectra in the ω1 dimension for 
identification of isotropic 1H chemical shifts.  
 
Spectral editing. Spectral editing techniques aim to separate 13C signals of quaternary 
carbon, CH, CH2, and CH3 and are proven to be very important in organic matter 
characterization. The selection of quaternary carbon can be achieved via gated dipolar 
decoupling or recoupling, which eliminates signals from rigid CHn. CH3 usually rotate very 
fast with a relatively short 13C T1, thus it can be singled out by a short recycle delay. 
However, the selection of CH and CH2 signals is not trivial.    
CH selection. The CH signals are mainly tangled with those of CH2 in 13C spectra. The 
difference between CH and CH2 is the number of protons they are coupled to; CH only has 
one proton and the multiple-quantum (MQ) coherence commutes with CH dipolar coupling 
Hamiltonian, [Ix/ySx/y, IzSz] = 0 so the MQ evolution is unchanged under CH dipolar 
coupling, while the carbon in CH2 is exposed to the field of two protons, and [Ix/y,ASx/y, Iz,BSz] 
≠ 0, so the MQ coherence evolves under CH dipolar coupling. Therefore, CH2 signals can be 
removed by exciting MQ coherence and letting it evolve under the CH dipolar coupling. The 
following pulse sequence is used for CH selection 67. 
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Figure. 1.A7. Block diagram (a) and pulse sequence for CH suppression. Figure adapted 
from Schmidt-Rohr et al. 67 
 
The residual CH3 coherence and quaternary carbons can be further removed by T1 
filter and inverse gated decoupling. This experiment is usually performed at 4 or 5.8 kHz 
with an efficiency of 14%. 
CH2 selection. CH2 selection is accomplished by manipulating the spin terms using the 
following pulse sequence. Only the three spin term SxIzJz from CH2 is retained and converted 
to observables Sx. 13C chemical shift evolution is refocused by 180o pulses, and CH3 signals 
are removed by T1 filter. Three spin coherence from long-range dipolar coupling to CH to 
another 1H is compensated by setting β > 90o. 68 
    
Figure 1.A8. Pulse sequence for CH2 selection. a) Essential pulse block for CH2 selection. 
Short CP is used for reducing quaternary and CH3 signal intensity. b) The full pulse sequence 
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with 13C chemical shift refocusing by multiple π-pulses and the CH3 signal intensity is 
further reduced by implementing a Z-filter. Figure adapted from Mao et al. 68  
 
Dipolar chemical shift (DIPSHIFT) correlation. Dipolar chemical shift (DIPSHIFT) is a 
separate-local field experiment 69. It measures the heteronuclear dipolar coupling strength 
related to a particular isotropic chemical shift. The reduction of the measured dipolar 
coupling with respect to the rigid limit reveals the presence of local motions on the 
microsecond scale. 
 
Figure 1.A9. Pulse sequence of DIPSHIFT. a) original version of DIPSHIFT. b) “Double”-
DIPSHIFT for enhancement of H-X dipolar coupling measurement. 
 
In the original DIPSHIFT pulse sequence, after CP, the magnetization of the X nuclei 
evolves with 1H-X heteronuclear dipolar coupling under MAS and 1H homonuclear 
decoupling (by techniques such as Mansfield-Rhim-Elleman-Vaughan-8 pulses (MREV-8), 
Frequency Switched Lee-Goldberg (FSLG), or Waugh-Huber-Haeberlen (WAHUHA)). The 
1H-X heteronuclear interaction is decoupled after the t1 evolution period. The isotropic 
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chemical shift evolution of the X nuclei is refocused at the beginning of detection (t2=0) by a 
π-pulse positioned at ntr. Fourier transformation of the 2D DIPSHIFT spectrum gives 1H-X 
dipolar coupling pattern in the ω1 dimension and chemical shift of X nuclei in the ω2 
dimension. Information including internuclear distance, relative tensor orientations (at slow 
MAS), and the amplitude of motions (order parameter) can be extracted. Since the intensity 
of the detected signal is modulated by 1H-X dipolar evolution, the measurement of 1H-X 
dipolar coupling constant can be achieved by analyzing time-domain signal decay with 
increasing t1 dipolar evolution time or the dipolar coupling pattern in ω1 of the 2D spectra 
after Fourier transformation.  
Weak heteronuclear dipolar coupling measurements can be enhanced by applying 
multiple π-pulses to accumulate the dipolar coupling evolution phase Φ = f (nφ(t1), which is 
particularly useful for determination of small dipolar coupling constant under fast MAS 70.    
 
Chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) measurement. Chemical shift anisotropy is often 
undesirable in high resolution NMR and spun out by fast MAS; nevertheless, it contains rich 
information on the local environment, the orientation, and the dynamics of the molecules. 
Actually, a difference in CSA can add another dimension to distinguish chemical species of 
the same isotropic chemical shift, as used in CSA filter experiments.71  
CSA is refocused at the end of every rotor period under MAS; to recouple the CSA 
interaction, a π-pulse can be placed before the end of a full rotor period. Maximum CSA 
evolution within one tr can be achieved when the π-pulse is positioned at tr/2. Elegant 
modifications of this simple scheme have been proposed as described below to simplify data 
analysis, obtain absorptive spectra, and enhance the CSA interaction measurement by 
accumulating the CSA evolution phase over multiple rotor periods employing multiple π-
pulses 71. 
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Figure 1.A10. Pulse sequences for CSA dephasing measurement. a) Three-pulse sequence 
with a π-pulse in the middle of the CSA dephasing period 2tCSA generating a Hahn-echo to 
refocus the isotropic shift evolution. Two π/2 pulses retain only the cosine component of the 
anisotropic phase evolution. A γ-integral is implemented to produce absorptive clean spectra. 
TOSS is used to remove spinning sidebands. b) Five-pulse sequence to enhance CSA 
dephasing measurement, good for very long and short dephasing time. c) Equivalent as in b), 
suitable for intermediate dephasing time. Figure adapted from Mao et al.71 
       
With the three-pulse sequence, the total CSA evolution phase during 2tCSA can be 
calculated as 
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The dephasing factor is 
))2(cos(/ 0 CSAtot tSS Φ= ,       (1.A22) 
where S0 is measured with tCSA = 0 and the bracket represents powder averaging. 
Similarly, with the five-pulse sequence,   
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and 
)),2(cos(/ 0 CSArtot ttSS Φ= .       (1.A24) 
The CSA dephasing is largely determined by δCSA and has only a weak dependence on the 
asymmetry parameter η. 
The CSA parameters can be determined either from the analysis of the time-domain 
signal decay due to CSA evolution, or powder pattern or spinning sideband analysis in the 
frequency domain72.   
To preserve CSA while still retaining the benefits of high resolution NMR, various 
methods, such as separation of undistorted powder patterns by effortless recoupling 
(SUPER) 73, phase-adjusted spinning sidebands (PASS) 53, and magic angle turning (MAT) 
46
, have been developed. Among these techniques, MAT has been recognized as the best 
broadband method due to its use of only short π/2- pulses; MAT has been adapted to fast 
spinning speed to enhance signal sensitivity and demonstrated on various tellurides with 
broad spectral range as described in Chapter 5. The technical aspects including off-resonance 
effects, sharing between channels after shearing as well as echo-matched Gaussian filtering 
are detailed in Chapter 6.    
 
Multi-echo refocused (or Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill) detection. Refocused detection (or 
CPMG) 74 is used to enhance signal sensitivity by applying multiple Hahn-echo sequences to 
sustain the NMR signal and allow the decay with the time constant of T2 instead of much 
shorter T2*. This method is particularly useful for nuclei with T2 >> T2*, such as isolated 31P, 
29Si, and 13C spins. The factor of signal enhancement is */ 22 TT . Chemical shift resolution 
is compromised as a consequence of using refocused detection. 
The receiver is blanked during the pulses and the following dead time. The noise 
from radio frequency pulses is filtered out by saturating the receiver with a larger than 
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regular receiver gain (RG), such as 16k (16x1024) on a Bruker NMR spectrometer. The 1H 
decoupling power level is reduced for a long acquisition time of ~100 ms to the extent 
possible in the specific spin system.  
 
 
Figure 1.A11. Refocused multi-echo detection. a) Pulse sequence for refocused detection (or 
CPMG). b) Demonstration of refocused detection on a 13C spectrum of bovine bone. Thick 
red line: 13C spectrum acquired with normal detection; thin black line: with refocused 
detection.  
 
The distance between two spikelets in spectra obtained with refocused detection is 
1/2τ (τ is usually chosen as ntr). The peak of interest is set on resonance or exactly one 
spikelet away from on resonance. If two or more peaks of interest, the distance between two 
neighboring spikelets is chosen as a common divider of the difference in peak positions in 
the normal detected spectra.       
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Abstract 
Nanocrystals of apatitic calcium phosphate impart the organic-inorganic 
nanocomposite in bone with favorable mechanical properties. So far, the factors preventing 
crystal growth beyond the favorable thickness of ca. 3 nm have not been identified. Here we 
show that the apatite surfaces are studded with strongly bound citrate molecules, whose 
signals have been identified unambiguously by multinuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
analysis.  NMR reveals that bound citrate accounts for 5.5 wt% of the organic matter in bone 
and covers apatite at a density of about 1 molecule per (2 nm)2, with its three carboxylate 
groups at distances of 0.3 to 0.45 nm from the apatite surface.  Bound citrate is highly 
conserved, being found in fish, avian, and mammalian bone, which indicates its critical role 
in interfering with crystal thickening and stabilizing the apatite nanocrystals in bone.  
 
Introduction 
The load-bearing material in bone is a fascinating organic-inorganic nanocomposite 
whose stiffness is provided by thin nanocrystals of carbonated apatite, a calcium phosphate, 
imbedded in an organic matrix consisting mostly of collagen, a fibrous protein (1-5). The 
small (ca. 3-nm) thickness of the apatite nanocrystals is favorable for mechanical properties, 
likely preventing crack propagation (6). While the size and shape of the nanocrystals have 
been studied extensively (4, 5), the mechanism stabilizing them at a thickness corresponding 
to only about 4 unit cells has not been elucidated. A better understanding of the factors 
controlling the nanocrystals in bone is desirable for prevention and treatment of bone 
diseases such as osteoporosis, which causes millions of fractures each year (7), and for more 
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efficient synthesis of biomimetic nanocomposites (8, 9).  In-vitro experiments have shown 
that carboxylate-rich proteins such as osteocalcin and osteopontin (7) can affect 
hydroxyapatite crystal formation and growth (10, 11). These observations might suggest that 
such proteins limit nanocrystal thickening (12); however, these proteins are not sufficiently 
abundant in vivo to bind to all the nanocrystal surfaces at high enough area concentration; 
possibly, they control the length of the nanocrystals (7).   
 Here we show instead that the surfaces of the apatite crystals in bone are studded with 
strongly bound citrate molecules, at a density of ca. 1/(2 nm)2, using advanced solid-state 
NMR as a unique tool for probing buried interfaces.  Citrate is quite abundant in bone (ca. 1 
wt%, or 5 wt% of the organic components) (13, 14). Before 1975, citrate in bone was studied 
by simple wet-chemical methods and thought to regulate bone demineralization (14). 
However, citrate is no longer even mentioned in most of the prominent literature on the bone 
nanocomposite published during the last thirty years (1-5, 15-18).  We now highlight the 
importance of citrate in bone by demonstrating that it is not a dissolved calcium-solubilizing 
agent but a strongly bound, integral part of the nanocomposite. Structurally, citrate stands out 
among biomolecules in that it contains an oxygen-bonded quaternary (nonprotonated) alkyl 
carbon, which we have identified by NMR spectral editing.  We show that citrate signals 
dominate the NMR spectra of carbons near the interface with apatite and estimate distances 
from the apatite surface.  Further, we determine the area concentration of apatite-bound 
citrate and confirm it by quantitative analysis of spin exchange between 13C-labeled citrate 
adsorbed to purified bone apatite.  Thus, a quite comprehensive picture emerges of citrate 
binding strongly to apatite and inhibiting an increase in apatite nanocrystal thickness.  
  
Results and Discussion 
 Fig. 2.1A-C shows the 13C NMR spectra of fish, avian, and bovine bone. Similar to 
previously published (17-19), the spectra are dominated by signals of collagen, the fibrous 
protein rich in glycine (33%), proline, hydroxyproline, and alanine (each 11%) that forms the 
matrix of the bone nanocomposite.  The spectrum of 13C near 31P in bovine bone, obtained by 
13C{31P} rotational echo double resonance (REDOR) NMR (17, 20, 21), i.e. with 13C 
observation and 31P recoupling pulses, is shown in Fig. 2.1D.  Strong signals are observed at 
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182, 169, 76, and 49 ppm; those at 182 and 76 ppm, as well as the inorganic carbonate signal 
at 169 ppm, had been detected before (17, 18), but the strong signal intensity near 49 ppm 
had not been recognized.  We assign the peaks at 182, 76, and 49 ppm to citrate (see structure 
at top of Fig. 2.1) bound to the apatite surface, since the strong citrate peaks of bone partially 
exchanged with uniformly 13C-labeled citrate (Fig. 2.1E) and the signal positions of calcium 
citrate (Fig. 2.1F) provide an excellent match.  Citrate contains an oxygen-bonded quaternary 
(nonprotonated) alkyl carbon, which is quite rare among biomolecules; the slow H-C dipolar 
dephasing of the 76-ppm signal in both citrate and bone (Fig. 2.1G and 2.1H) is a telltale sign 
of this nonprotonated carbon and thus of citrate.  The weak C-H dipolar coupling cannot be 
attributed to mobility effects, since the 1H wideline spectrum (22) associated with the 76-ppm 
carbon shows no motional narrowing (Fig. 2.2).  We agree with ref. (17) that the 76- and 
182-ppm signals are not from collagen, but the subsequent assignment to sugar residues (18, 
19) is not tenable for the majority of this signal, since the C-OH carbons in sugars are 
protonated, not quaternary.  The dominant contribution of the nonprotonated carbon of citrate 
at 76 ppm and the weak signal of anomeric (O-C-O) carbons near 100 ppm, which is a band 
characteristic of sugar rings (23), indicates that the polysaccharide concentration is only 
about 1/4 of that of citrate. The intensity of the 76-ppm quaternary citrate carbon peak 
(0.75% of the total spectrum) corresponds to a 4.5% signal fraction of all six citrate carbons 
and ca. 5.5 wt% of citrate in the organic component of bone, consistent with wet-chemical 
analyses in the literature (13, 14). 
 In order to provide a more detailed picture of the bound citrate, we have determined 
the distances of various citrate carbons from the apatite surface by analysis of the 76- and 
182-ppm signals in bone and in bone exchanged with uniformly 13C-labeled citrate, using 
13C{31P} REDOR NMR (filled symbols in Fig. 2.3A,B).  A smaller distance gives rise to 
stronger 13C-31P dipolar couplings and a faster REDOR signal decay. The almost complete 
long-time dephasing in 13C{31P} REDOR NMR (Fig. 2.3A) proves that most water-insoluble 
citrate is close to 31P, i.e. bound to apatite rather than precipitated as sodium or calcium 
citrate.  Multispin analysis of these REDOR data yields a distance of about 0.35 nm between 
the top 31P layer and citrate carboxylates (for details see Supporting Information). For citrate 
with 13C-labeled terminal COO- groups, peaks at 178 and 180 ppm can be deconvoluted.  The 
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dephasing of the two peaks is somewhat different, see Fig. 2.3A, corresponding to 0.33 and 
0.45 (± 0.05) nm from the top 31P layer, respectively.  Strongly asymmetric binding of only 
one terminal carboxylate to the apatite surface, similar as in simulations of citric acid on 
hydroxyapatite (24), would result in distances of 0.3 and 0.7 nm; most citrate molecules do 
not "stand up" like this on bone apatite. Figure 3B shows the REDOR dephasing of other 
carbons in citrate. On average, the carboxylate carbons are slightly closer to the interface 
than methylene and quaternary C, consistent with carboxylate binding to calcium of apatite. 
All citrate carbons are found at about 0.4 nm from the top phosphorus layer, which means 
that the long axes of the citrate molecules are titled slightly relatively to the apatite surface. 
The 13C{31P}REDOR data also exclude that phosphocitrate, which has been proposed as a 
major form of citrate in bone (14), is significantly present; the corresponding simulated curve 
(dashed) for a two-bond 13C-31P distance shows a much faster decay than is observed 
experimentally. 
 The citrate area concentration on bone apatite can be calculated from the 3-nm 
thickness of the crystallites, the composite density of 2.2 g/cm3, 50 vol% apatite, and 1 wt% 
citrate (see Supporting Information). The resulting value of about 1 molecule per (2 nm)2 
agrees with that found for citrate on purified bone mineral (deproteinized bovine bone, 
NuOssTM) from the citrate concentration determined by 13C NMR (0.8 mg citrate per 190 mg 
of bone mineral) and the specific surface area of 60 m2/g.  Given that a citrate molecule has a 
geometrical area of ca. 0.65 nm2 (25), citrate covers about 1/6 of the available apatite surface 
area in bone. 
 In order to investigate the distribution of citrate in more detail, we have probed the 
local citrate density in terms of 13C-13C dipolar couplings of 13C-labeled terminal COO- 
groups in citrate bound to the purified NuOssTM bone mineral, using 13C centerband-only 
detection of exchange (CODEX) NMR with dipolar 13C spin exchange (26). In short, 
CODEX NMR yields the fraction of 13C spins that, during a waiting period tm, have not 
changed their frequency due to dipolar spin exchange with other 13C nuclear magnets (26). If 
the doubly 13C-labeled citrate molecules were isolated from their neighbors, the CODEX data 
would level off at a long-time value of 1/2 (ref. (26)). The experimental data in Fig. 2.4 drop 
below 1/2, proving contacts between different citrate molecules on a 1.5-nm scale.  The fast 
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initial decay is due to the 13C spins separated by 0.5 nm within each molecule, while the 
slope at longer times reflects mostly the distance to the nearest-neighbor molecule. 
Simulations (described in the Supporting Information) give good fits for area densities near 
the value of 1/(2 nm)2 calculated above, with moderate positional ordering of citrate 
molecules.  This result shows that the molecules cover most apatite surfaces with the average 
area density. 
    Proof of citrate immobilization can be obtained from the NMR data.  The CODEX 
signal decay would be much more pronounced than observed in Fig. 2.4 if large-amplitude 
motions of the carboxylate groups occurred on the 10-s time scale (26).  Large-amplitude 
motions on the 10-µs (or faster) timescale are excluded by the absence of motional narrowing 
in 1H-13C wide-line separation NMR, see Fig. 2.2, confirming strong binding of citrate to 
bone apatite. Thus, citrate cannot be part of a surface layer of hydrated mobile ions proposed 
by Rey et al. (3). 
 Based on these structural data, we propose the model of citrate bound to apatite 
presented in Fig. 2.5, with a realistic citrate density and orientation.  The CH2 groups of 
citrate facing the exterior may give the surface a locally less hydrophilic character, making it 
more compatible with the nonpolar proline and alanine residues of the collagen matrix. 
Apatite is represented as ideal hydroxyapatite, Ca10 (PO4)6 (OH)2 (hexagonal unit cell with a 
= b = 0.944 nm, c = 0.688 nm).  Calcium ions in two planes of highest morphological 
importance (27) are shown on the top left and right.  In the (10 1 0)1 plane, Ca2+ is spaced by 
c/2 = 0.34 nm, which matches the 0.32 nm spacing between the centers of the three COO- 
groups of citrate. In the (10 1 0)2 plane, spacings of c = 0.688 nm match the distance between 
the terminal carboxylates of citrate.  The structure shown is an idealization of the calcium- 
and hydroxide-deficient carbonated bone apatite; the actual surface is probably reconstructed 
(28) and significantly disordered.  Adsorption of citrate purely at defects, such as steps on 
certain crystal faces, seems unlikely given its relatively high area density, and would result in 
stronger clustering of citrate, at the defects, than observed in CODEX NMR. 
 Citrate in bone is fundamentally different from carbonate, fluoride, sodium, 
magnesium, hydroxide (29), calcium, or phosphate ions, in that it is too large to be 
incorporated into the apatite crystal lattice.  Therefore, bound citrate must remain an 
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interfacial component that affects properties of the bone nanocomposite more profoundly 
than do simple substitutions of carbonate for phosphate or of sodium for calcium.  Thus, we 
propose that citrate bound to the nanocrystal surface stabilizes the apatite nanocrystals by 
preventing their further growth.  The crystallite thickness of 3 nm corresponds to only 4 unit 
cells, which results in a high surface energy that would make further crystal thickening 
favorable.  Strongly bound citrate interferes with that thickening by inhibiting formation of 
additional phosphate layers. Indeed, it has been shown in vitro that hydroxyapatite forms 
thinner nanocrystals in the presence of citrate (30-32). In vivo, addition of citrate to calcium 
phosphate biocement for bone implants improves biocompatibility (32, 33), and various 
citrate nutritional supplements appear to prevent the onset of osteoporosis (34), presumably 
by stabilizing the apatite crystals.  
 Citrate also stabilizes hydroxyapatite relative to other calcium phosphates (35), 
possibly due to the good match between the spacing of the terminal COO- groups in citrate 
and the lattice parameter c in apatite. Furthermore, citrate bound to collagen, unlike neat 
collagen (7), initiates apatite crystallization in vitro (36). Thus, citrate might play an 
important role not only in stabilizing existing apatite nanocrystals, but also in crystal 
nucleation during biomineralization in bone. The importance of citrate in bone, which 
accounts for ~80% of all citrate in the body (14), is confirmed by its presence in a wide range 
of vertebrate classes, from fish to mammals, see Fig. 2.1A-C.  Citrate provides a larger 
number of carboxylates for calcium binding in bone than do the proteins osteocalcin (37), 
osteopontin, and osteonectin (7) taken together.   
 
Conclusions and Outlook 
By means of advanced solid-state NMR spectroscopy and distance measurements, we 
have demonstrated that citrate is strongly bound to the apatite nanocrystals in bone.  Citrate 
accounts for 5.5 wt% of the organic fraction of the nanocomposite in bone, and thus provides 
more COO- groups for binding to calcium of apatite than all non-collagenous proteins in 
bone combined.  The strong binding of citrate was proved by its close distance to apatite and 
absence of large-amplitude motions. After removing native citrate in bone by hot dilute acid 
treatment and replacing it with 13C-labeled citrate, the distances of all carbons in citrate from 
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the apatite surface were measured.  Two of the three carboxylate carbons are slightly closer 
to the surface than are methylene and quaternary C, whose similar distances of ~0.4 nm show 
that the long axis of most citrate molecules is tilted only slightly relative to the surface. The 
spacing of COO- groups in citrate matches that of calcium ions along the c-axis in apatite. 
The area density of citrate on bone apatite is around 1/(2 nm)2, sufficient to make the 
nanocrystal surface less hydrophilic.  On the basis of these data, a model of citrate bound to 
apatite was presented.  Bound apatite clearly interferes with nanocrystal thickening and is 
found similarly in a wide range of vertebrate orders, which indicates its important role in 
stabilizing the size of the nanocrystals at the small thickness most favorable for mechanical 
properties and for fast resorption during bone remodeling.  
 The discovery of apatite-bound citrate in the bone nanocomposite leads to various 
intriguing research questions.  What is the source of citrate in bone? At what stage of bone 
development does citrate appear? How is the abundance of citrate on the nanocrystal surface 
controlled?  Is the citrate concentration abnormal in diseased bone?  Further, the measured 
NMR distance data will be valuable as benchmarks for ab-initio simulations of surface 
binding of functional molecules. 
 
Methods 
Compact (cortical) bone was obtained from the midsections of femur bone from a 
four-year-old cow and three-month-old chicken and cleaned of all muscular and connective 
tissue, and of the marrow. The poorly mineralized and porous surface layer of the femur was 
cut away with a sharp razor. Fish bone was obtained from the ribs of tilapia, a fresh-water 
fish, which was cooled to below 4oC shortly after the animal had been sacrificed. The bone 
was cryo-milled in a SPEX 6750 Freezer Mill cryogenic grinder, washed in a 3:1 mixture of 
methanol and chloroform to remove any lipids, placed under vacuum at 0.01 Torr and 233 K 
to remove all traces of solvent, equilibrated at ambient humidity, and packed into 7-mm and 
4-mm zirconia NMR rotors with Kel-F® caps.   
 
13C-labeled citrate exchanged bovine bone was prepared with 1,5-13C2, 2,4-13C2, or 
13C6 citric acid, all obtained from Isotec.   We made 2 mM citrate solutions by dissolving 5 
mg of each 13C-labeled citric acid in 13 mL deionized water, and adjusted the pH to 7.4 by 
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using NaOH. In order to extract native citrate, degreased bovine bone powder was boiled at 
80oC for 24 hours in dilute acid made from distilled water adjusted to pH = 4 using 
hydrochloric acid.  The bone powder was removed from the dilute acid and washed until the 
supernatant was pH neutral, then incubated in the 2 mM citrate solution at 36.5oC for 7 days 
under gentle shaking, in order to allow the 13C-labeled citrate to diffuse into the bone.  Next, 
the citrate-exchanged bovine bone was washed several times with deionized water to remove 
loosely attached citrate.  The residual water was removed via lyophilization.      
 The 13C-labeled citrate adsorbed onto the surface of NuOssTM bone mineral 
(deproteinized bovine bone, ACE Surgical Supply Co., Brockton, MA) with particle size of 
0.5-1.0 mm and specific surface area of 60 m2/g was prepared as follows. We prepared 13 
mL of 2 mM citrate solution by dissolving 5 mg citric-1,5-13C2 acid in 13 mL deionized 
water, and adjusted the pH to 7.4 using NaOH.   After adding the bone mineral matrix into 
the citrate solution, the mixture was incubated at 36.5oC with continuous gentle shaking 
overnight.  The supernatant was decanted and the bone mineral was washed several times to 
remove loosely attached citrate. Residual water was removed by freeze-drying.       
 The NMR experiments were performed using a Bruker DSX-400 spectrometer at 100 
MHz for 13C, and 162 MHz for 31P, in Bruker 7-mm double resonance (for spectroscopy and 
CODEX) and 4-mm triple resonance (for REDOR) magic-angle spinning probes at spinning 
frequencies between 4 and 6 kHz. The 90o pulse lengths were ca. 4.2 µs. Most of the 13C 
spectra in Fig. 2.1 were recorded under magic angle spinning of 5.3 kHz with total 
suppression of sidebands (TOSS) (38). The cross polarization contact time was 1 ms and the 
recycle delay 2.5 s. To select signals of carbons with weak C-H dipolar couplings, spectra 
were also acquired with additional 40 µs of gated decoupling before signal detection. 1H-13C 
wideline separation spectra were measured on bovine bone at 4.3 kHz magic-angle spinning 
(MAS), with 0.2 ms standard Hartmann-Hahn cross polarization and 60 t1-increments of 10 
µs, using multi-echo detection (39) with spectral resolution (40) for sensitivity enhancement 
and reduction of the measuring time by a factor of about 10.  
13C{31P} REDOR (20) NMR data were obtained using a 4-mm Bruker triple 
resonance probehead at 6 kHz MAS with recoupling times of Ntr = 3 ms, 4.66 ms, 6 ms, and 
7.66 ms. A four-step phase cycle along with composite 90o-180o-90o 31P recoupling pulses 
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was used to minimize pulse length errors and achieve maximal dephasing (41).  The 1H 
composite-pulse decoupling power was γB1/(2π) = 66 kHz.  Figure 1D shows the sum of the 
13C{31P} REDOR difference spectra ∆S = S0 - S, where S0 is the reference signal without 
pulses applied to 31P. The total measuring time for the REDOR spectra of bone was 19 days.  
In uniformly 13C labeled citrate, 13C-13C J-couplings result in fast loss of the reference signal 
S0 when the standard REDOR sequence is used.  Therefore, the dephasing of Cq in uniformly 
13C-labeled citrate was measured by applying a selective soft Gaussian pulse of γB1/(2π) = 1 
kHz, which removes the J-coupling effects (42), to the Cq resonance. CODEX 13C NMR data 
were obtained for 1,5-13C2 citrate adsorbed onto the surface of NuOssTM bone mineral at 4-
kHz MAS with mixing times up to 20 s, and multi-echo detection was used for sensitivity 
enhancement. 
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Figures   
  
 
Fig. 2.1. 13C NMR spectra of bone, of organic residues at the interface with apatite, and of 
13C-labeled citrate in bone. (A) Fish bone; (B) avian bone; (C) bovine bone.  (D) Spectra of 
13C near 31P in bovine bone.  Thin line: 13C{31P} REDOR difference (∆S) spectrum  (total 
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measuring time: 19 days).  Thick line: Same data but with the spectrum S scaled up by 1.1 to 
match the 43-ppm peak of Gly in S0 and thus remove signal of abundant interior collagen 
residues. (E) Thin line: Spectrum of bovine bone with uniformly 13C-labeled bound citrate, 
introduced after (partial) removal of native citrate by treatment with hot dilute acid.  Thick 
line:  Same data after subtraction of the collagen background, isolating the signals of bound 
citrate.  (F) Spectrum of calcium citrate, with minimal line broadening (thin line) and 
broadened (thick line) to match that in (D) and (E). (G) Same as (f) after 40 µs dipolar 
dephasing, which selects signals of carbons with weak C-H dipolar couplings, i.e. 
nonprotonated C and mobile CHn. (H) Spectrum of bovine bone after 40 µs dipolar 
dephasing.   Citrate signals are highlighted by red arrows. 
 
 
   
Fig. 2.2. The 76-ppm 13C NMR signal in bone is from an immobile (nonprotonated) C-OH 
group. (A) Wideline 1H spectra associated with 76-ppm 13C signals in bone (solid red line) 
and sodium citrate dihydrate (dashed orange line), from 1H-13C wideline-separation (WISE) 
NMR.  Both show no significant motional narrowing. (B) Corresponding 1H spectra of NCH 
(protein backbone, dashed line) and CH3 groups.  Only the latter, which undergo rotational 
jumps, exhibit motional narrowing.  
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Fig. 2.3.   Determination of distances of citrate carbons from bone apatite, measured by 
13C{31P} REDOR NMR. The measured dephasing S/S0 is plotted along with simulated 
curves for distances zC-P of 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, and 0.5 nm of 13C from the first 31P layer at 
the interface (see inset schematic and Fig. 2.S1).  (A) Filled black circles: carboxylate 
resonance at 181 ppm in native bovine bone; open circles: sum of terminal 13COO- groups in 
13C-labeled citrate absorbed into bovine bone. Triangles pointing right and left: Dephasing of 
178- and 180-ppm 13COO- citrate signals, respectively.  (B) Data for the quaternary C-OH of 
citrate in bone (filled black squares), as well as quaternary C-OH (Cq, open squares), CH2 
(open blue triangles) and the central COO- (open purple circles) in 13C-labeled citrates 
absorbed into bovine bone. Error margins were determined from the signal-to-noise ratios in 
the REDOR spectra. The dashed curve is for a 31C-31P spin pair (two-bond distance of 0.24 
nm) as in phosphocitrate. 
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Fig. 2.4.   Distances between apatite-bound citrate molecules, probed by CODEX 13C NMR 
with 13C spin exchange during the time tm.  Data points (red circles) for citrate with terminal 
13COO groups on purified bone mineral are compared with fit curves for seven different 
citrate distributions (Fig. 2.S2). Data points for 2.5 times less citrate, with little 
intermolecular spin exchange, are shown for reference as open triangles. Inset: One of the 
best-fit distributions of 13C spins (black dots), with some citrate molecules identified by 
ellipses.  
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Fig. 2.5.  Schematic of apatite-bound citrate (with oxygen of carboxylates in red) interacting 
with Ca2+ on two surfaces of high morphological importance of an idealized bone apatite 
nanocrystal, at a realistic citrate surface density of ca. 1/(2 nm)2.  Calcium ions are blue filled 
circles on top and front surfaces, P is green (omitted on the top surfaces), OH- ions are pink 
dots, while phosphate oxygen is omitted for clarity.  The hexagonal crystal structure 
projected along the c-axis (with greater depth of atoms indicated by lighter shading) shown in 
front reveals various layers of phosphate and calcium ions.   
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Multi-spin Analysis of NMR Distance Measurements 
 
13C{31P}REDOR analysis of citrate distances from apatite.  13C-31P dipolar coupling 
measurements by 13C{31P}REDOR NMR can provide insights into the distances of various 
citrate carbons from the apatite surface.  Figure 2.3A and B shows 13C{31P}REDOR data for 
all five spectrally resolved carbon sites in citrate bound to apatite in bone.  While many 
systems studied by REDOR can be approximated in terms of two or few interacting spins, a 
13C spin near an apatite surface experiences the dipolar fields of many 31P nuclear magnets.   
The initial decay depends on the second moment of the 13C-31P couplings 
 
 M2 = Σn ωC-P,n2 = Σn  Cn(α,β,γ) 1/rC-P,n6 
 
where rC-P,n is the distance between the carbon and the nth 31P spin, and Cn(α,β,γ) is a purely 
orientation-dependent prefactor.  At sufficiently large distances of the 13C from the apatite 
surface (zC-P > 1 nm), the second moment depends only on the height zC-P above the top 
phosphate layer, independent of the lateral (x-y) position of the 13C.  However, when the 
height zC-P is not much larger than the average P-P distance of 0.45 nm in apatite, the x-y 
position of the 13C spin needs to be taken into account. Figure 2.S1A shows a contour plot of 
the distance-only heteronuclear second moment  
 
  M2r = Σn 1/rC-Pn6  
 
as a function of 13C position at a fixed height of zC-P = 0.35 nm above a (101 0)1 
hydroxyapatite surface.  It shows pronounced maxima above 31P (of slightly different height 
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for two types of phosphate at different depths from the apatite surface) and wide flat regions 
around the Ca ions.  Negatively charged citrate is expected to be repelled by the negatively 
charged phosphate and rather bound to calcium.  Therefore, the regions of high M2r near 31P 
can mostly be disregarded.  In addition, the regions of high M2r account for only a small 
fraction of the total area, see the histogram of M2r in Fig. 3.S1B.  Calcium ions are located 
0.05 nm below the top phosphate layer, so zC-Ca = zC-P + 0.05 nm. 
Figure S1C shows simulated REDOR curves and data from Fig. 2.3B for the 15 
positions B1 – B5, C1 –  C5, and D1 – D5 marked in Fig. 3.S1A and zC-P values between 0.3 
and 0.5 nm. The height of the 13C nucleus above calcium is larger by 0.05 nm.  The data of 
Fig. 3.3 show that the central and one terminal COO group are closest to the surface, while 
the other terminal carboxylate is at a 0.1-nm greater height but still close to apatite.  In the 
simulations of the REDOR curves, the second moment with REDOR angular dependencies 
of all the 31P-13C couplings was calculated for >3000 crystallite orientations, via orientational 
averaging of the rotor axis relative to the crystallite normal, and rotation of the B0 field 
around the rotor axis (with the fixed magic angle between them), as outlined in ref. (1).   The 
total dephasing curve is a superposition, for various rotor-axis and B0-field orientations, of 
Gaussians exp(-M2(Ntr)2/2), with the second moment M2 evaluated based on the internuclear 
distances and the REDOR angular dependences of the individual C-P couplings at the given 
rotor axis and B0 orientation.  The simulation program was validated using a spin-pair model 
geometry.   
 
Calculation of the citrate density on bone mineral.  The area density of citrate on apatite 
in bone and bound to bone mineral can be calculated from the known structural parameters of 
the materials.   The 3-nm thick nanocrystals in bone, alternating with 3-nm thick collagen 
layers, have a surface-to-sample-volume ratio of   
 
S/Vbone = 2 A/[(3+3) nm A] = 0.33 / nm = 0.33 109 /m 
 
and the nanocomposite has an average density of    
ρave = mbone/Vbone = (ρA VA + ρB VB)/ Vbone = ρA VA/Vbone + ρB VB/Vbone  
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= (1.15 + 3.2) x 0.5 = 2.2 g/cm3= 2.2 x 106 g/m3 
 
calculated from 50:50 volume fractions and densities of collagen (1.15 g/cm3) and apatite 
(3.2 g/cm3).  From these quantities, the specific surface area (per mass) of bone can be 
calculated as 
 
S/mtot = (S/Vtot)/(mtot/Vtot ) = (S/Vtot)/ρave 
          
= 0.33 x 109 / m / (2.2 x 106 g/m3) = 150 m2/g  = 150 x 1018 nm2/(g bone) 
 
Also, according to wet chemistry and our spectroscopic analysis, 1 g of bone contains 1.2 
wt% = 12 mg citrate, which corresponds to 0.012 g /189 g/mol = 6.3 x 10-5 mol of citrate per 
g of bone, or ncitr /mtot = 6.3 x 10-5 x  6 x 1023 = 3.8 x 1019 citrate molecules/(g bone).  The 
area density is thus 
 
(ncitr /mtot)/(S/mtot) = 3.8 x 1019 / (150 x 1018 nm2) =  0.25 / nm2 = 1/(2 nm)2 
 
The density of 13C-labeled citrate on the NuOssTM bone mineral, with a measured specific 
surface area of  
  S/mtot = 60 m2/g 
 
can be calculated from the 0.8 mg of citrate, determined by NMR calibrated on neat citrate, 
per 0.19 g of bone mineral in the same sample.  The total bone-mineral surface area in that 
sample is  
 
S = (S/mtot) mtot = 60 m2/g * 0.19 g = 11.4 m2 = 11.4 x 1018 nm2    
 
The 0.8 mg of citrate correspond to 0.0008 g /189 g/mol = 4.2 * 10-6 mol and thus ncitr = 4.2 x 
10-6 x 6 x 1023 = 2.54 x 1018 citrate molecules.  The area density of citrate on bone mineral is 
thus  
ncitr / S = 2.54 x 1018 / 11.4 x 1018 nm2 = 0.22 / nm2 = 1/(2 nm)2 
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in good agreement with the value for bone obtained above. 
CODEX 13C NMR simulations.  The CODEX NMR data of citrate with 13C-labeled 
terminal COO- groups shown in Fig. 3.4 were fitted by simulating the spin exchange between 
600 13C spins in half as many citrate molecules, distributed on a flat rectangular surface of 10 
nm width and ca. 100 nm length.  The spin exchange is characterized by an exchange matrix 
Π, with off-diagonal elements 
 
 Πnm =  0.5 π [2π 7.5 kHz 10-3 nm3/rnm3 ]2 (P2(cosθ))2  F(0) 
  
reflecting the coupling between 13C spins n and m. The value of F(0) = 0.023 µs is calibrated 
by matching the initial decay due to the 0.5-nm intramolecular spin-pair coupling, and is 
close to literature values for 13COO groups between 0.025 and 0.044 ms (2). The diagonal 
element Πnn is the negative of the sum of the nth column of off-diagonal elements. 
The pointed brackets of (P2(cosθ))2  indicate the time averaging, due to magic-angle 
spinning, of the orientation dependence of the dipolar interaction, which depends on the 
instantaneous angle θ between the Cn-Cm internuclear vector and the external B0 field.  This 
average depends on the angle β between the internuclear vector and the rotor axis.  Rather 
than using only the β-averaged value (0.2) of (P2(cosθ))2 , we calculated (P2(cosθ))2  as a 
function of cosβ numerically and took the variation of  (P2(cosθ))2  into account by 
selecting a random value of cosβ between –1 and +1 for each internuclear vector rnm and 
using the corresponding value of (P2(cosθ))2  in the calculated value of Πnm according to 
the equation above.  This provides the same variation of the squared coupling frequencies as 
full powder averaging and reproduces the observed non-exponential decays  (2) better than 
simulations with a fixed value of (P2(cosθ))2 . 
The normalized CODEX signal SCODEX(t), which is the fraction of the magnetization 
remaining on the spin on which it started out, averaged over all spins, is calculated from the 
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standard solution for the N-component vector M of the z-magnetization values of the N 
exchanging spins 
 
M(t) = exp(Πt) M(0) 
as  
SCODEX(t) = 
n=1
N
∑ (exp(Πt) en)n = tr(exp(Πt)), 
 
In the intermediate step, en is the unit vector with elements  (en)m = δnm (i.e. 1 for n = m and 0 
otherwise), representing an initial state M(0) = en with magnetization only on spin n.  For a 
sufficiently long dephasing and refocusing time Ntr, the detected CODEX signal from that 
spin is proportional to the magnetization Mn(t) = (exp(Πt) en)n remaining on that same spin n.  
The sum over n provides the summation of the contributions from all N 13C spins; the trace 
operation (sum of diagonal elements) on the right-hand side of the equation achieves this in a 
particularly convenient way. 
The simulated CODEX curves depend on the density and positional ordering of the 
citrate molecules.  The 13C distributions corresponding to the seven fit curves in Fig. 3.4 are 
displayed in Fig. 3.S2.  Partial positional ordering is achieved by increasing the excluded 
area around the center of each molecule.  Minimal (“random”) ordering is generated by an 
excluded-area diameter of dexcl = 0.8 nm that corresponds to the diameter of a citrate 
molecule.  For an area density of 1/dcc2 moderate ordering was obtained with dexcl = 0.6 dcc, 
and partial ordering with dexcl = 0.75 dcc.  A higher than average (> 1/(2 nm)2) citrate density 
is possible for the citrate-covered apatite surfaces, if other surfaces have little or no citrate 
bound.  For instance, the average density of 1/(2 nm)2 can be obtained by combining 50% of 
surfaces at 1/(1.4 nm)2 (which yield signal) and 50% of surfaces without any citrate (which 
do not contribute to the measured signal). 
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Figures  
   
Fig. 2.S1. Analysis of parameters in 13C{31P} REDOR simulations for citrate carbons in bone. (A) 
Contour plot of the distance-only second moment M2r, i.e. essentially the sum of the squares of the 
13C-31P dipolar couplings, calculated as a function of 13C position at a fixed height zC-P = 0.3 nm 
above the top phosphate layer in apatite.  Apart from pronounced maxima above the P atoms, wide 
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areas with similar dipolar couplings are seen, in particular surrounding the calcium atoms (light blue 
circles). Likely positions of the five carbons in citrate, spaced by the projected C-C distance of 0.125 
nm in an all-trans chain, are indicated along the c-axis as C1-C5.  Corresponding positions laterally 
displaced by 0.1 nm are marked B1-B5 and D1-D5.  (B) Corresponding "histogram" of distance-only 
second moments M2r.  The large M2r values corresponding to positions above P are seen to be rare.  
The narrower histogram for a 0.45-nm height above the top phosphorus layer is also shown. (C) Data 
points of exchanged 13C-labeled citrate in bone (symbols as in Fig. 3B) and simulated REDOR 
dephasing curves for the fifteen points marked B1 – D5 in a) at the indicated zC-P heights of 13C above 
the top phosphorus layer.  C1-C5: full lines; B1-B5: dotted lines; D1-D5: dashed lines. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.S2. Distributions of terminal-13COO groups of citrate (each 13C is marked as a small black 
square, and some molecules are indicated by elliptical outlines) for the seven fit curves in Fig. 4.  (A) 
Best fit, for an area density of 1/(1.9 nm)2 and positional ordering in one dimension. (B) Best fit, for 
an area density of 1/(1.7 nm)2 and slight positional ordering. (C) Distribution corresponding to a 
curve above the experimental data, for 1/(2 nm)2 and significant positional ordering. (D) Distribution 
corresponding to a curve below the experimental data, for 1/(2 nm)2 and partial positional ordering. 
(E) Distribution corresponding to a good fit, for 1/(2 nm)2 and minimal positional ordering 
(“random”). (F) Distribution corresponding to a curve slightly below the experimental data, for 1/(1.4 
nm)2 and partial positional ordering.  (G) Distribution corresponding to a curve below the 
experimental data, for 1/(1.4 nm)2 and minimal positional ordering.
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Abstract 
Citrate binds strongly to the surface of calcium phosphate (apatite) nanocrystals in 
bone and is thought to prevent crystal thickening. In this work, citrate added as a regulatory 
element enabled molecular control of the size and stability of hydroxyapatite (HAp) 
nanocrystals in synthetic nanocomposites, fabricated with self-assembling block copolymer 
templates. The decrease of the HAp crystal size within the polymer matrix with increasing 
citrate concentration was documented by solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
techniques and wide-angle X-ray diffraction (XRD), while the shapes of HAp nanocrystals 
were determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Advanced NMR techniques 
revealed surface modification of the nanocrystals and, concomitant with the size effects, 
enhanced mineral interaction with the surrounding organic matrix. The surface-to-volume 
ratios determined by NMR spectroscopy and long-range 31P{1H} dipolar dephasing show that 
0, 2, 10, and 40 mM citrate changes the thicknesses of the HAp crystals from 3.5 nm to 2.7, 
2.6, and 2.2 nm, respectively. With citrate concentration comparable to that in body fluids, 
HAp nanocrystals of similar sizes and morphologies as in avian and bovine bones have been 
produced.           
 
Introduction 
Bone, the primary supporting and protective organ of the mammalian body, is a 
nanocomposite of nano-sized carbonated apatite crystals and the fibrous protein collagen (ca. 
40 vol% each), with smaller contributions from other proteins and water1-5. The integration 
of the stiff apatite nanocrystals within the tough collagen fibers renders bone lightweight yet 
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strong and tough. Human bone undergoes constant dynamic remodeling to repair fatigue 
damage, such as micro- cracks induced by stress6. However, when the damage is beyond the 
self-restoring ability of bone and severely compromises the quality of life especially in the 
elderly, therapeutic approaches to regenerate the mineralized tissues are desired. Ideal 
materials employed in tissue repair therapies should exhibit structural features similar to 
those in bone, be biocompatible, biodegradable, and bioactive.  
Various strategies of tissue engineering have been developed in recent years.7 Cell- or 
protein- based methods simulate the mineralization process in bone8-11, but the limited 
availability of materials, immunogenic responses, potential disease transmission, or 
interference with the therapeutic process curtails their application.7 Non-proteinaceous 
biopolymers, including cellulose, chitosan, and gelatin, have been also employed, but these 
have fewer apatite-nucleating functional groups such as carboxylate or phosphate moieties, 
and their properties are not readily tunable. Therefore, the use of synthetic polymers has been 
an attractive option to provide a scaffold for apatite formation and introduce apatite 
nucleating reagents. Polymers or polypeptides with acidic groups are favorable in inducing 
the precipitation of apatite and have been investigated extensively12.       
A balance between mechanical properties and bioactivity should be considered in 
biomaterials science; composites of synthetic polymer and calcium phosphate provide a 
favorable combination. Among various synthesis schemes intended to mimic bone13, a 
bottom-up sol-gel method using inorganic ionic precursors and self-assembling polymers is 
advantageous since it can control the structure at the molecular level while inducing some 
hierarchical ordering as seen in bone14. With this method, our group has successfully 
demonstrated the synthesis of organic and inorganic self-assembling nanocomposites using 
Pluronic (polyethylene oxide-polypropylene oxide triblock copolymer) and its derivatives, 
polymers coupled to apatite-nucleating peptides, and K170L30 diblock copolypeptides as 
templates that precipitate apatite nanocrystals within the organic matrix15-17. Progress has 
been made to more closely mimic the structure of bone; for instance, hydroxyapatite has been 
stabilized, and the inorganic content has been increased from 15 wt% to over 50 wt%, 
compared to 65 wt% in bone. Similar research has been pursued by other groups. For 
instance, Pramanik and Kar synthesized thermoplastic apatite-poly(ether etherketone) 
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nanocomposites18, Song et al. used crosslinked polymethacrylamide and polymethacryalate 
hydrogels to template the formation of HAp nanoparticles19, and poly(lactic acid), 
poly(glycolic acid), and poly(ε-caprolactone)/HAp composites also have been constructed for 
their biodegradability20. However, although organic-inorganic nanocomposites have been 
fabricated, the regulation of the apatite crystal size and morphology has not been discussed. 
Nevertheless, the crystal dimensions, particularly the crystal thickness is critical to the 
mechanical properties of bone, in that a thickness of ~3 nm prevents the propagation of 
cracks21. Also, recent research implied that desirable osteoconductivity could be achieved 
with synthetic HAp resembling bone minerals in composition, size and morphology22.  
Many studies of bone biomineralization have focused on identifying proteins 
promoting or inhibiting the apatite crystal formation, such as a series of Glx-proteins5.  It has 
been hypothesized that proteins such as osteocalcin have a mechanism for mineral surface 
recognition which allows for biological control of the mineral crystal growth23.  However, a 
most recent close examination of the interface between collagen and apatite crystals in bone 
by advanced solid state NMR techniques24 has revealed that citrate, a small molecule, is the 
dominant organic molecule there, tightly bound to apatite and covering the surface with a 
density of 1 citrate molecule per 4 nm2 (ca. 1/6 of the available area). About 80 wt% of the 
total citrate in the body is accumulated in bone. Carboxylate groups are key for regulating the 
formation of apatite5, 25 and citrate in bone provides more carboxylate groups than all the 
proteins other than collagen taken together. In vitro studies have shown that citrate at higher 
concentrations results in smaller HAp nanocrystals26, 27. Moreover, citrate stabilizes HAp 
over other phosphates28 and synthetic materials pretreated with citrate give better 
biocompatibility in tissue repair29,30. Despite these studies, the effect of citrate upon the local 
molecular composition and surface structure is not well understood. This is in part due to the 
challenge of selectively characterizing mineral surfaces, especially those buried in organic 
matrices. The surface- and structure- directing effect of small molecules is general to a wide 
variety of functionally important materials such as zeolites31, mesoporous materials32 and sol-
gel based electronic materials33, in addition to biomaterials.    
Inspired by the study of citrate-apatite in bone and in vitro, we have added citrate as a 
third component in our synthesis of self-assembled Pluronic polymer and HAp 
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nanocomposites. This research allows more precise control over the crystal size and 
morphology of synthetic HAp within a polymer matrix in order to more closely mimic the 
structure and morphology of nanocrystals in bone.  By adjusting the concentration of citrate, 
we have achieved molecular control over the size of the HAp nanocrystals within the 
Pluronic polymer matrix. These synthetic nanocomposites have been characterized by 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), small angle neutron 
scattering (SANS) and advanced solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR) 
techniques. 31P NMR has been used for molecular characterization of the calcium phosphate 
species formed, probe molecular proximities on the nanometer scale, and accurately quantify 
the surface and core phosphate contents of the nanocrystals. 1H-31P heteronuclear correlation 
(HetCor) spectra with 1H spin diffusion provides a powerful method to monitor the formation 
of organic-inorganic nanocomposites and qualitatively reveal the enhanced surface area of 
HAp with increasing citrate concentration. 1H-31P HARDSHIP NMR34 has been used to 
quantitatively determine the crystal size and compare with that in bone, which is often 
considered the ideal bio-composite. The results obtained from NMR and XRD show how the 
apatite nanocrystal size decreases with increasing citrate concentration. The citrate 
concentration was set comparable to that in body fluids to determine whether apatite 
nanocrystals similarly sized as in natural bone can be generated. TEM has been applied to 
reveal the morphologies of apatite nanocrystals with varying citrate concentrations, while 
small angle neutron scattering (SANS) can determine the effect of citrate and HAp 
nanocrystal formation on the long-range order and morphology of the Pluronic polymer 
matrix assembly.  It is expected that the biocompatibility of biosynthetic materials can be 
enhanced by the incorporation of citrate within the nanocomposites to produce similarly 
structured HAp nanocrystals as in bone apatite. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Chemicals. 
The Pluronic F127 block copolymer, poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(propylene oxide)-
b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-PEO), was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, 
MO). Its average molecular weight is about 12,600 kDa. An aqueous solution of the polymer 
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can self-assemble into micelles at low temperature and concentration15, and transform to a 
viscous gel upon increase in temperature (typically above 25°C) or concentration. All the 
other chemicals in this study were purchased from Sigma Aldrich or Fisher Scientific, and 
used without further purification.  
 
Nanocomposite Synthesis.  
The calcium phosphate nanocomposites were prepared using self-assembling 
polymers as templates as follows: 0.01 mol of Ca(NO3)2 was dissolved in 10 mL of 30 wt% 
Pluronic F127 solution at 4°C, followed by addition of 0.2 mL of ammonium citrate at 
various concentrations and mixed for 2 hours at 4°C. 2 mL of 3 M (NH4)2HPO4 was then 
added. The sample was brought to room temperature and allowed to form a gel with gentle 
stirring. NH4OH was then added to adjust the pH to 7.5-8; after 24 hours, the pH was 
checked and re-adjusted to 7.5-8; the pH was further checked and re-adjusted until it 
remained stable. Four hydrogel samples with citrate concentrations of 0, 2, 10, and 40 mM 
were prepared. The samples were freeze-dried and characterized.  
In addition, samples were washed to remove free polymer and ammonium nitrate, as 
needed for characterization. The sample powder was suspended in pure water, centrifuged, 
and the supernatant was removed. This procedure was repeated three times in order to 
minimize the amount of residual free polymer and ammonium nitrate. 
 
Characterization 
XRD. The structure of the freeze-dried and washed samples was investigated by XRD 
(X’Pert PRO, PANalytical Inc., Westborough, MA,) and analyzed by X’pert Data collector. 
The diffractometer was operated at 45 kV and 40 mA. CuKα radiation with a wavelength of 
0.15418 nm was employed. The scan rate was 0.021°/s with a step size of 0.017° over the 
range of 10° ≤  2θ ≤ 60°. 
 
TEM.  Imaging of the samples was performed without staining with the Tecnai G2 F20 
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) (FEI Company, Hillsboro OR) 
equipped with High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) and Energy Dispersive X-ray 
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Spectroscopy (EDS) detectors at an operating voltage of 200 KV. Twenty microliters of 
hydroxyapatite suspension were dispersed in 2 mL of distilled H2O.  A drop of the diluted 
suspension was placed on a holey carbon-supported copper grid. Multiple areas of each 
sample were examined to determine the average size of the particles in the nanocomposites, 
both in bright field TEM mode and in STEM mode.    
 
SANS.  Small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) was used to highlight the structure of the 
Pluronic block copolymer in the nanocomposite gels. 1 mL deuterium oxide (D2O) was 
added to about 0.5 mL gel sample. The polymer phase has higher neutron scattering contrast 
than the inorganic phase in a deuterated solvent, since the scattering length of 1H is negative 
while the scattering lengths of all other isotopes involved are positive and of similar 
magnitude.   
The experiments were performed using the 30 m small angle scattering instrument on 
beamline NG7 at the National Center for Neutron Research, National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST), Gaithersburg, MD. A cold neutron source with an average 
wavelength of 6 Å was used. The samples were sealed in quartz cylindrical cells with a -mm 
path length.  The scattered neutrons were detected by a two-dimensional detector with three 
different sample-to-detector distances of 13, 4, and 1 m. The scattering vector, q, was varied 
between 0.004 Å−1 < q < 0.56 Å−1, where q = (4π/λ) sin(θ/2), in which λ is the neutron 
wavelength and θ is the scattering angle. The I(q) data were placed on an absolute scale in 
units of cm−1. Data reduction and plots were accomplished by using SANS reduction and 
analysis macros provided by NIST 
(http://www.ncnr.nist.gov/programs/sans/data/red_anal.html).  
 
NMR. All the NMR experiments were carried out on a Bruker Biospin DSX-400 
spectrometer (Bruker-Biospin, Rheinstetten, Germany) at 400 MHz for 1H and 162 MHz for 
31P. A Bruker 4-mm double resonance magic-angle spinning (MAS) probehead was used 
with spinning frequencies of 4.3 kHz for 1H-31P HetCor and 31P spin diffusion experiments 
and 6.5 kHz for other experiments.  The 90o pulse length was 4 µs for 1H and 4.5 µs for 31P.  
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A 200 s recycle delay was used in direct-polarization 31P NMR experiments without 
or with two rotor periods of gated 1H-31P heteronuclear recoupling. The two-pulse phase-
modulation (TPPM) 1H-31P heteronuclear decoupling strength was 60 kHz during 31P 
detection.  Hartman-Hahn cross-polarization (HHCP) of 1 ms was employed for experiments 
requiring polarization transfer from 1H to 31P. 1H-31P HetCor experiments were carried out 
with MREV-8 for 1H-1H homonuclear decoupling and 1H chemical shifts were scaled by 0.47 
accordingly during data processing. 160 t1 increments of 60 µs were employed and multi-
echo detection35 was implemented to enhance signal sensitivity. In 31P spin diffusion 
experiments, a short CP contact time of 0.1 ms was employed to generate 31P magnetization 
selectively in phosphates close to protons with subsequent 0.1-ms and 1-s 31P spin diffusion 
times. A spin diffusion time of 100 s was used in a sample without citrate and containing two 
phosphate phases. The duration of the z-period was incremented in 8 steps of tr/8 = 29.1 µs in 
order to cancel dispersive contributions to the spinning sidebands, which would results in 
baseline distortions. 1H-31P HARDSHIP experiments34 were performed with direct 
polarization and recoupling times of 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 2.1, 3.0, 4.6, 6.1, 7.7, and 9.2 ms. 
Differential T2 relaxation of surface and core phosphate signals in S0 was corrected for as 
outlined in ref.[34]. The NIST hydroxyapatite with 1H peak at 0.18 ppm and 31P peak at 2.8 
ppm was used to calibrate 1H and 31P chemical shifts, respectively.   
Avian and bovine bones used in HARDSHIP experiments were extracted from the 
mid- sections of femur bones from a mature hen and a 4-year-old cow. The surface was 
cleaned with a scalpel to remove muscle tissue and then washed with a solution of methanol 
and chloroform to remove lipids. The bone was ground to a powder and lyophilized to 
remove any traces of solvent and bulk water. 
  
Results and Discussion 
The properties of synthetic nanocomposites are strongly dependent on the mineral 
size, composition, and the surface structure as well as its interaction with the surrounding 
organic matrix. Mineralization of an organic matrix increases the mechanical strength 
provided that the mineral is distributed uniformly and has molecular-level interactions with 
the templating organic matrix. XRD, TEM, SANS, and NMR are a powerful set of 
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complementary techniques that yield information about the size of the mineral nanocrystals 
as well as the effect of mineralization on the structure of the templating organic polymer. 1D 
and 2D NMR techniques uniquely enable selective molecular characterization of the 
nanocrystal surface and core, as well as the mineral–organic interactions, from which insights 
about the influence of citrate molecules and formation of the nanocomposites can be 
obtained.  
 
XRD.  XRD patterns of the four synthesized samples after freeze drying and after washing 
are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. When compared to the pure NIST 
hydroxyapatite (HAp) pattern, the patterns show similarities and differences. The peaks in 
the diffraction pattern, in particular the intense bands at approximately 2θ = 32° and 2θ = 
26°, confirm that the predominantly mineralized phase is HAp. While the patterns of the 
synthesized materials differ from those of NIST HAp in showing much broader peaks, they 
are very similar to those of human bone and dentin.36 The broad peak at approximately 2θ = 
32° is a composite band contributed from three of the most intense peaks of HAp [(211), 
(112), and (300) planes] 17. These broad peaks are indicative of the formation of HAp 
crystals in the low nanometer size range. Additional diffraction peaks seen in Figure 3.1 at 
2θ = 21° and 2θ = 24° were assigned to crystalline polyethylene oxide16 which was 
confirmed by the much reduced intensity of these two peaks after removal of the polymer by 
washing (see Figure 3.2). Most importantly, it is seen from Figure 3.2 that as the 
concentration of citrate in the synthesis was increased, the diffraction peaks broadened, 
which indicates that the size of the HAp nanocrystals is decreased. This is consistent with the 
NMR results, as discussed in more detail below. 
 
TEM.  HAADF-STEM is sensitive to scattered electrons generated in proportion to the 
atomic number (Z) of the atoms in the specimen. It can be used for obtaining compositional 
and morphological information of a sample (Z-contrast imaging), where contrast varies 
roughly as a function of Z2. 37, 38 It is, therefore, possible to image high-Z species inside a 
densely populated lower-Z environment of a nanocomposite specimen. Example of such 
analysis of the unwashed hydroxyapatite samples is shown in Figure 3.3. Dark-field (DF) 
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images are obtained with HAADH-STEM at the magnification of 110,000. Here the bright 
spots correspond to the calcium-rich thicker areas of the nanocomposite. According to Figure 
3.3, the sample prepared with the highest concentration of citrate has the shortest and thinnest 
particles. 
Figure 3.4 shows Bright-Field (BF) Transmission Electron Micrographs obtained at a 
magnification of 88,000. Analysis both in the BF TEM mode and HAADF-STEM mode 
reveals elongated particles of approximately 5 nm thickness and a mean particle length of 50 
nm. These data are in good agreement with the results from the other techniques.  
 
SANS.  Figure 3.5 shows SANS data in a plot of log I(q) vs. log (q) for Pluronic polymer- 
hydroxyapatite nanocomposite gels with different citrate concentrations. Due to the small 
neutron scattering contrast between D2O and calcium phosphate, whose isotopes all have 
positive lengths of similar magnitudes, the inorganic component is essentially invisible here. 
This enables selective observation of the structure of the polymer micelles. For all four 
samples, a pronounced peak is observed at essentially the same qmax of 3 A-1, which 
corresponds to a characteristic length scale of ca. 15 nm. This peak was observed previously 
for the neat hydrated Pluronic material and shown to be due to the self-organization of the 
triblock copolymer into micelles16. The fact that the observed scattering pattern is very 
similar for the different samples indicates that the nanocrystals as well as the citrate 
molecules are incorporated into the organic matrix in a manner that does not disrupt the self-
assembled structure of the pluronic polymer micelles.   
 
NMR characterization of the synthetic composites. Direct-polarization (DP) 1D solid state 
31P NMR spectra yield quantitative site populations of the different phosphate species 
precipitated in the mineral phase. Figure 3.6, shows the 31P DP NMR spectra of composites 
synthesized with Pluronic polymer, calcium phosphate, and citrate of different concentrations 
(bold line). Analysis of spectra reveals two overlapping spectral components that are 
recognizable in all four samples, which correspond to two different phosphate species. The 
first is represented by a relatively sharp peak resonating at ~2.8 ppm, characteristic of 
hydroxyapatite (HAp) orthophosphate.  2D 1H-31P HetCor NMR further prove it to be HAp 
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by its connection to the OH- 1H resonance in experiments described below. The second 
phosphate species exhibits a broad peak centered around 2 ppm and with a full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of 5 ppm, indicating a disordered phosphate environment. The NMR 
signal of the phosphate species near protons (1H) can be selectively enhanced by 31P{1H} 
cross polarization (CP). The CP spectra (Figure 3.S1) of the samples show lineshapes 
different from those in the DP 31P spectra due to this selective enhancement. In Figure 3.S1 
the signal of the disordered phosphate component is selectively enhanced over that of the 
HAp phosphate species. This indicates that the disordered phosphate component has a closer 
proximity to 1H than the HAp component.  
On the other hand, based on the difference in their distance from the surface and 
polymer protons (which exhibit strong spin-spin interactions and therefore a short spin-spin 
relaxation time T2), the two phosphate components can be separated by 1H-31P HARDSHIP 
NMR experiments, in which 31P signal of the disordered phosphate is dephased (suppressed) 
by protons with short T2 much faster than that of HAp34. This differential dephasing enables 
a deconvolution of the overlapping DP spectra of the two phosphate components into two 
separate components as shown in Figure 3.6 (thin lines).   
 
Proximity of phosphate components. The molecular proximities between different 31P 
components in the nanocomposite can be probed by 31P spin diffusion. In the spin diffusion 
process, the 31P magnetization is stored along the z axis, which is then distributed to nearby 
nuclei via dipolar couplings. This method allows us to evaluate proximities among the 
different phosphate species on the 3-nm scale. First, the magnetization is selectively placed 
on the 31P nuclei of the broad component by short (0.1 ms) cross polarization from protons 
(Figure 3.7, thick line), then via the 31P-31P spin diffusion process, the magnetization spreads 
to the nearby 31P nuclei. As the spin diffusion progresses, there is a gradual change in the 
lineshape of the 31P spectra. Beginning with a broad line shape, the spectrum increasingly 
narrows and eventually, after 1 second of spin diffusion, the whole spectrum (Figure 3.7, thin 
line) matches the DP spectrum (Figure 3.7, dotted line), indicating that spin diffusion 
equilibrium is reached. The fact that spin diffusion occurs from the disordered phosphate to 
the HAp phosphates indicates that these two components are not macroscopically phase 
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separated. Indeed, the observed fast 1-s time scale of the 31P spin diffusion between these two 
kinds of phosphates reveals that they are in close proximity on the 2-nm length scale. 
Therefore, the disordered component resonating at 2 ppm, which is close to surface H2O 
(HPO42-/PO43--H2O) as well as the HAp phosphate species, must be the surface layer of the 
HAp nanocrystals.  On the other hand the relatively ordered, sharp component at 2.8 ppm is 
the core PO43- of HAp nanocrystal, which is similar to the structure in native bone.  
 
Quantification of surface HPO42-/PO43--H2O and core PO43-. Quantification of surface and 
core phosphates of the synthetic HAp in each sample enables monitoring the influence of 
citrate on the molecular structure of the precipitating mineral phase. This is done by 
integrating the two components in the deconvoluted DP spectra in Figure 3.6. The results in 
Table 3.1 show that as the citrate concentration is increased from 0 to 40 mM, the amount of 
surface HPO42-/PO43--H2O species nearly doubles from 27% to 52%, while the core PO43- 
content concomitantly decreases from 73% to 48%, which indicates that the specific surface 
area increases. In other words, the addition of citrate results in smaller HAp crystals, with 
higher concentration of surface specific phosphate species. In particular, at a citrate 
concentration of 2 mM, similar to the average citrate concentration in body fluids, 59% core 
PO43- and 41% surface HPO42-/PO43--H2O are produced, which is very similar to that seen in 
chicken bone, where 65% is core PO43- and 35% surface HPO42-/PO43--H2O. The tuning of 
nanocrystal size and surface fraction is expected to have important consequences for their 
solubility behavior and the mineral-organic interaction. 
 
Stabilization of HAp by citrate. Repeated syntheses of all samples mentioned above were 
analyzed in order to evaluate the reproducibility of the results. Syntheses with ammonium 
citrate as an ingredient always yielded HAp, while without citrate, other phosphate phases 
were found to form sometimes, which indicates that citrate uniquely stabilizes HAp crystals 
over other calcium phosphates and does so effectively at very small crystal thicknesses. This 
is consistent with the effect that citrate has of destabilizing phases such as brushite and 
converting them into HAp30. To give an example of a non-HAp phosphate resulting from one 
of our syntheses with 0 mM citrate, Figure 3.8 shows the 31P CP/MAS spectrum with 0.1 ms 
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contact time (thick line). It consists of two phosphate components; one is HAp with core 
PO43- resonating at 2.8 ppm and a broadband of surface HPO42-/PO43--H2O. The other 
resonates at 1.3 ppm with strong spinning sidebands, which is the signature of a local PO4 
environment with strong deviations from tetrahedral symmetry. 1H-31P HetCor results show 
that this 1.3 ppm 31P correlates with 1H resonating around 10 ppm (POH) and H2O with 
strong hydrogen bonding at 7 ppm (Figure 3.S2). Both 31P and 1H spectra are typical of 
HPO42- surrounded by bound H2O.  31P spin diffusion in Figure 3.8 (thin line) show 
proximity only of surface HPO42-/PO43--H2O and core PO43- of HAp. Even after 100 s spin 
diffusion, the CP spectrum (thin line) does not match the DP spectrum (dashed line); note in 
particular the lack of sideband equilibration and mismatch of the right shoulder and the 
center band. This indicates that in this sample, some of the HPO42- with 31P resonating at 1.3 
ppm is a separate phase from HAp and these two phosphates are separated on the nanoscale. 
In the presence of citrate, such non-HAp phases were not observed. 
 
1H spectra of phosphate environments. The 1H-31P HetCor spectra with 1H homonuclear 
decoupling and minimal 1H spin diffusion time of 0.05 ms (Figure 3.9, top row) reveal the 
immediate proton environment around specific 31P, which helps confirm the identity of 
phosphates.  The 1H spectra extracted at 2.8 ppm of 31P of the sample containing 0 mM 
citrate (Figure 3.9a, left column, top row) exhibit predominantly the OH- proton peak at 0.2 
ppm; this confirms the assignment of the 2.8 ppm peak in the 31P spectra to HAp. The 
relatively weak 1H peak at ~ 7 ppm is from bound water at the surface of HAp. The 1H 
spectrum (Figure 3.9a, right column, top row) taken at 1 ppm of 31P to minimize the 
interference from HAp represents the 1H environment for the broad phosphate component. It 
shows reduced intensity of the OH- peak and increased intensity of the bound water signal 
(more distinctively seen in Fig 9b, top row). Furthermore, additional intensity at ~ 11 ppm 
and ~ 4 ppm belonging to surface HPO22- and organic OCH2 species is seen, respectively. In 
particular, the signal for the OCH2 species from the hydrophilic PEO segment of the Pluronic 
polymer confirms that the disordered phosphate is the surface component of the HAp 
nanocrystal. The broad OCH2 signal indicates that the PEO segment is immobilized due to 
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favorable interactions with the mineral surface, potentially mediated by hydrogen bonding. 
This indicates formation of an intimately mixed nanocomposite system.  
 
Nanocomposite formation. The formation of the nanocomposite is more clearly probed by 
monitoring the 1H spin diffusion from polymer protons to the mineral phase in 2D 1H- 31P 
HetCor experiments14. With increasing 1H spin diffusion time, the presence of the polymer 
OCH2 (4 ppm) and CH3 (1.5 ppm) peaks in the 1H-31P HetCor experiments (Figure 3.9 and 
3.S3, tSD= 5, 50, and 500 ms) proves that in all four samples the mineral is in nanometer-
scale contact with the organic matrix. The addition of citrate enables formation of crystals 
that are so small that even within a short 1H spin diffusion time of only 0.05 ms, contact 
between the inorganic phosphate and Pluronic polymer is indicated by the appearance of the 
rigid OCH2 proton peak at 4 ppm. This is most apparent in Figure 3.9(b) for the 
nanocomposite synthesized with the highest citrate concentration (40 mM). At longer spin 
diffusion times, one can see the 1H peak at 1.3 ppm, from CH3 of the hydrophobic PPO 
segments of the Pluronic polymer appear. At the same spin diffusion times, the 
magnetization spreads to the relatively mobile OCH2/OCH, and NH4+ (from the starting 
material (NH4)2HPO4) adsorbed on the surface of HAp and their signals appear at 4 ppm and 
7.3 ppm, respectively. Meanwhile, the relative intensity of the OH- and HPO42- signals at 0.2 
ppm and 11 ppm, respectively, decreases. Equilibrium of the magnetization between HAp 
and Pluronic polymer evidenced by similar relative peak intensities occurs in all 1H cross 
sections within 500 ms 1H spin diffusion in all samples. 1H spectra taken at 1 ppm 31P exhibit 
faster spin diffusion to polymer protons than those taken at 2.8 ppm, which again confirms 
that the disordered phosphate component is at the organic-inorganic interface.  
 
Nanocrystal size. The size of the nanocrystals is crucial to the overall performance and 
properties of nanocomposite materials. In the present syntheses, it is also a measure of 
citrate's specific molecular interactions with the mineral phase, whereby it promotes, and 
more importantly, stabilizes the HAp phase at a few nanometer thickness. The rate of 1H spin 
diffusion from the organic protons to the mineral matrix, observed in a series of 1H-31P 
HetCor spectra reveals that spin diffusion between the organic and inorganic protons is faster 
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as the citrate concentration is increased from 0 mM to 40 mM. This indicates that on average, 
the mineral has a larger surface area in contact with the organic phase in the 40 mM citrate 
sample as compared to the lower citrate concentrations; alternatively, a steady decrease in the 
average crystal size as more citrate is added. This trend is seen most clearly in a comparison 
of spectra from all samples after 5 ms of 1H spin diffusion (Figure 3.10). With the intensities 
of the OH- peaks scaled to equal height, the spin diffusion rate can be gauged by the intensity 
of the polymer 1H peaks, in particular the OCH2/OCH at 4 ppm. The sample with 40 mM 
citrate shows the most intense OCH2/OCH peak and thus the fastest 1H spin diffusion and 
therefore the smallest HAp crystals, followed by the samples with 10, 2, and then 0 mM 
citrate. The faster spin diffusion may also imply a more extensive interaction between the 
mineral and the polymer matrix, which is important to the stability of the final 
nanocomposite. 
The 2D HetCor experiments with spin-diffusion provide a direct comparative but 
qualitative measurement of the nanocrystal size. More quantitative measurements of the 
surface-to-volume ratio of the mineralized HAp nanocrystals in these samples were carried 
out using 1H-31P HARDSHIP experiments. In these experiments, the 31P magnetization is 
dephased (destroyed) in a selective manner mostly by polymer and surface protons (Figure 
3.11). The faster the measured dephasing, the larger the surface-to-volume ratio and the 
smaller the crystals. The measurement shows that increasing the citrate concentration 
decreases the synthetic HAp crystal size within the polymer matrix. The dephasing behavior 
of the sample with 2 mM citrate is similar to that of avian bone. This is compatible with the 
average citrate concentration of ~ 2-3 mM in body fluid and tissues in chicken39. The 
HARDSHIP dephasing of bovine bone is only slightly faster than that of synthetic HAp made 
with 0 mM citrate, consistent with a citrate concentration of ~ 0.078 mM in bovine blood40.  
The crystal size, particularly the thickness for elongated structures, of HAp can be 
estimated from the results of 1H-31P HetCor experiments with 1H spin diffusion, the surface 
and core fractions derived from deconvoluted DP spectra, the width of the (310) peak in X-
ray diffraction, and 31P{1H} HARDSHIP signal decay. In principle, the 1H spin diffusion 
time required to reach equilibrium in 1H-31P HetCor experiments can be used to estimate the 
thickness of the inorganic domain, but this requires knowledge of spin diffusion coefficients 
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and 1H densities in the organic and inorganic layers. Nevertheless, even without these 
parameters available, the thickness of apatite crystals can still be approximately evaluated 
based on the similar synthetic systems in our previous published results. All the samples 
discussed in this paper exhibit faster spin diffusion than the Pluronic30-8 sample16 made with 
Pluronic polymer and calcium phosphate salt without citrate under similar experimental 
conditions, which was characterized by various techniques, including wide-angle X-ray 
diffraction, solid state NMR, small angle neutron/X-ray scattering (SANS/SAXS), and TEM, 
and in which the thickness of the HAp crystals is ~ 4.8 nm. Therefore, the thickness of the 
HAp crystals in all the samples in this paper is < 5 nm.  
With a surface phosphate layer of ds
 ≈ 0.4-nm thickness, the typical aspect ratio of 
crystals in bovine bone41,42 and the surface-to-volume ratio of apatite crystals, the crystallite 
thickness d of the four synthetic samples presented in this paper can be extrapolated based on  
 Fraction of surface HPO42-and PO43- = ds x (Surface/Volume) 
  = ds x 2 x (L x W + L x d + W x d)/(L x W x d)   (3.1)  
For long thin crystals, Eq.1 simplifies to S/V ~ 2/d. Since the length (L) and width (W) of the 
crystals are not infinite, a more accurate estimate needs to consider changes in length and 
width of HAp crystals. Assuming a fixed aspect ratio of d:W:L = 1:3:6, S/V = 3/d according 
to Eq. 3.1 and the crystal thicknesses of the synthetic HAp range between 2.3 and 4.4 nm, as 
listed in Table 3.1.  
For comparison, the HAp crystal diameters have also been estimated by applying the Debye-
Scherrer equation 
 d = Kλ/(B1/2 cosθ)       (3.2)  
 to the X-ray diffraction peak (310) of the washed samples synthesized with different citrate 
concentrations, where K is chosen as 0.9, λ = 0.154 nm is the x-ray wavelength, B1/2 is the 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction peak, and θ = 20o is the diffraction 
angle of the (310) peak. The crystal thicknesses calculated from X-ray diffraction, see Table 
3.1, are somewhat smaller than those estimated from the phosphate compositions. This can 
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be attributed to the disordered surface layers (> 0.6 nm thickness combined) that may not 
contribute to the coherent scattering.   
 Analysis of 31P{1H} HARDSHIP NMR data by curve fitting34 as shown in Figure 
3.11 gives crystal thicknesses, again for d:W:L = 1:3:6 and with 2 x 0.3 nm of surface layers 
beyond the surface phosphorus layers.  The 1H transverse relaxation time in the simulations 
was T2 = 0. 6 ms, and the 1H density of the polymer phase, 1/(0.29 nm)3. The values listed in 
Table 3.1 are only slightly smaller than those from the surface-top-volume ratio.  
 
Mechanism of citrate controlling the apatite crystal size 
The three carboxyl groups of citrate have pKa values of 3.1, 4.8, and 6.4, therefore, at 
pH =7.5-8, they are completely ionized and can bind strongly to Ca2+ on the HAp surface.  In 
studies of citrate in natural bone23 or in vitro research on citrate interacting with 
HAp26,27,29,43, citrate always exists on the surface of apatite crystals without being 
incorporated within the crystal lattice, due to the relatively larger size of citrate molecules 
compared with lattice ions, such as phosphate or OH-; this indicates that once citrate 
molecule occupies certain surface area of growing apatite, the further crystal growth on top 
of that area will be terminated unless the citrate molecule departs. In addition, surface bound 
citrate molecules generate a negatively charged surface area26, which repels negatively 
charged phosphate ions, thus inhibiting further crystal growth. The negatively charged apatite 
surface also forbids the aggregation of the primary crystallites into bigger particles via 
electrostatic repulsion26.  
 
Conclusions 
  The molecular species, their relative concentrations, and the proximity of different 
inorganic and organic components in synthesized bone-mimicking nanocomposites have 
been assessed by a full complement of microscopic, diffraction, and spectroscopic 
techniques. These methodologies show that the addition of citrate in the bottom-up synthesis 
of self-assembled Pluronic polymer and HAp nanocomposites enables molecular control over 
the growth of the apatite crystal size in a manner that closely mimics native bone. The 
combination of XRD and 1H-31P NMR techniques show that citrate is able to stabilize HAp 
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crystals of extremely small thickness (2 nm, ~ 3 unit cells), over other calcium phosphate 
species. The mineralization of the organic matrix occurs without disturbing the 
supramolecular structure of the polymer gel, as documented by the nearly unchanged SANS 
patterns with and without citrate. The crystal size of HAp can be fine tuned on the nanometer 
scale by varying the citrate concentration. By using similar concentrations of citrate as in 
body fluid, we have successfully reproduced apatite nanocrystals of similar sizes and 
morphologies as in natural bone. The increase in citrate concentrations to 40 mM makes the 
HPO42-/PO4-H2O surface species the dominant fraction (at 40 mM citrate) of the mineral 
phase, as determined by careful analysis of quantitative 31P NMR spectra. The presence of 
citrate and the structural similarity of the synthetic HAp nanocrystals with bone apatite may 
contribute to better biocompatibility of these nanocomposites.  
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Tables and Figures 
 
Table 3.1. Composition of phosphates formed in Pluronic polymer and HAp nanocomposites 
with different citrate concentrations quantified based on the deconvolution of the DP spectra. 
The estimated HAp crystal thicknesses based on the ratio of surface phosphates (HPO42- and 
PO43--H2O) and the total phosphates are also listed and compared with the thicknesses 
calculated by applying the Debye-Scherrer formula to the (310) peak in the wide-angle X-ray 
diffraction patterns of the washed samples.  
Citrate 
Concentration  
Core 
PO43-  
Surface 
HPO42- 
and 
PO43—
H2O  
Estimated 
crystal 
thickness 
from surface 
fraction  
(± 0.5 nm) 
Estimated 
crystal 
thickness 
HARDSHIP 
NMR 
(± 20 %) 
B1/2 (radian) 
of (310) 
peaks from 
XRD of 
washed 
samples  
Estimated 
crystal 
diameter 
from X-ray 
diffraction 
0 mM 73 % 27 % 4.4 nm 3.5 nm 0.03(7±5) 4.0 nm 
2 mM 59 % 41 % 2.9 nm 2.7 nm 0.06(1±7) 2.4 nm 
10 mM 57 % 43 % 2.8 nm 2.6 nm 0.06(3±7) 2.3 nm 
40 mM 48 % 52 % 2.3 nm 2.2 nm 0.1(0±2) 1.5 nm 
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Figure 3.1. XRD patterns of Pluronic polymer-hydroxyapaite nanocomposite samples with 
different citrate concentrations after freeze drying. The diffraction pattern of NIST HAp is 
shown for reference. Data were collected by X. Liu. 
 
 
Figure 3.2. XRD patterns of Pluronic polymer-hydroxyapatite nanocomposites after washing. 
The diffraction pattern of NIST HAp is shown for reference. Data were collected by X. Liu. 
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Figure 3.3. HAADF-STEM images of hydroxyapatite nanocrystals fabricated within a 
Pluronic polymer matrix using different citrate concentrations: (a) 0 mM; (b) 2 mM; (c) 10 
mM; (d) 40 mM. All scale bars are 50 nm. Data were collected by T. Prozorov. 
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Figure 3.4. Bright field TEM images of hydroxyapatite nanocrystals fabricated within a 
Pluronic polymer matrix using different citrate concentrations: (a) 0 mM; (b) 2 mM; (c) 10 
mM; (d) 40 mM. The magnification is 880000, and scale bars are 20 nm. Data were obtained 
by Yusuf Yusufgolu. Data were collected by T. Prozorov. 
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Figure 3.5. SANS curves of Pluronic-hydroxyapatite nanocomposites fabricated using 
different citrate concentrations. Data were collected by X. Liu. 
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Figure 3.6. Direct polarization (DP) 31P NMR spectra of composites synthesized with 
Pluronic polymer, calcium phosphate, and with ammonium citrate of different concentration. 
a) 0 mM citrate, b) 2 mM citrate, c) 10 mM citrate, d) 40 mM citrate. The spectra have been 
deconvoluted into a broad component (surface PO43-/PO43--H2O) and a relative sharp peak 
from bulk crystalline hydroxyapatite (HAp) based on their different HARDSHIP dephasing 
behaviors by polymer and surface protons. Magic angle spinning frequency νr = 6.5 kHz.  
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Figure 3.7. 31P NMR spectra of the Pluronic polymer- HAp composite with 40 mM citrate. 
Cross polarization (CP) 31P NMR spectra with short contact time of 0.1 ms and 31P spin 
diffusion time of 0.1 ms (thick line) and 1 s (thin line) are compared. The direct-polarization 
spectrum (dashed line, nearly indistinguishable from the 1-s spectrum) is used as a reference 
to gauge the completion of spin diffusion. Spinning sidebands are labeled as “ssb”. νr = 4.3 
kHz.  
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Figure 3.8. 31P NMR spectra of a Pluronic polymer and calcium phosphate composite with 0 
mM citrate. Cross polarization (CP) 31P NMR spectra with short contact time of 0.1 ms and 
31P spin diffusion times of 0.1 ms (thick line) and 100 s (thin line) are compared. The direct-
polarization spectrum (dashed line) is used as a reference to gauge the completion of spin 
diffusion. Spinning sidebands are labeled as “ssb”. νr=4.3 kHz.  
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Figure 3.9. 1H spectra from cross sections taken at 2.8 ppm and 1.0 ppm 31P of 2D 1H-31P 
HetCor NMR spectra of composites synthesized with Pluronic polymer, calcium phosphate, 
and a) 0 mM, and b) 40 mM ammonium citrate. The 1H spin diffusion times tSD are 0.05, 5, 
50, and 500 ms.  
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Figure 3.10. 1H spectra from cross sections of 2D 1H-31P HetCor NMR spectra with 5 ms of 
1H spin diffusion of Pluronic polymer, calcium phosphate, and 0, 2, 10, or 40 mM 
ammonium citrate composite. 1H spectra were taken at a) 2.8 ppm 31P, b) 1.0 ppm 31P. The 
height of the OH- peak at 0.2 ppm has been normalized for convenience of comparison.   
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Figure 3.11. 31P{1H} HARDSHIP dephasing in composites of Pluronic polymer, calcium 
phosphate, and ammonium citrate of 0, 2, 10, and 40 mM concentrations. NIST HAp is used 
as a reference of the decay only due to protons within the crystal lattice. Bovine bone and 
chicken bone are used to compare the crystal size of synthetic HAp and apatite in bones. 
Solid lines are simulated dephasing curves to obtain the thicknesses of crystals. The 
simulation procedure is detailed in reference [34].  
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3.S1. 31P cross-polarization (CP) NMR spectra of composites synthesized with Pluronic 
polymer, calcium phosphate, and ammonium citrate of 0, 2, 10, and 40 mM concentration. 
 
3.S2. 1H spectra from cross sections taken at a) 2.8 ppm, and b) 1.0 ppm 31P from a 1H-31P 
HetCor spectrum of the composite synthesized with 0 mM citrate, which contains two 
phosphate phases: HAp and HPO42-. 
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3.S3. 1H spectra from cross sections taken at 2.8 ppm and 1.0 ppm 31P from 2D 1H-31P 
HetCor spectra of composites synthesized with Pluronic polymer, calcium phosphate, and a) 
2 mM, b) 10 mM ammonium citrate. The 1H spin diffusion times are 0.05, 5, 50, and 500 ms.
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Abstract 
Polylysine and polyleucine based block copolypeptides (K170L30) that form gels at 
very low concentrations in aqueous media are used as templates for forming self-assembled 
calcium phosphate nanocomposites. The synthesis method allows for simultaneous formation 
of the self-assembled block copolypeptide gel and of the inorganic phase, providing 
inorganic contents of over 50 wt% in the nanocomposite, approaching the inorganic content 
in bone. The self-assembled nanocomposites are characterized by thermogravimetric 
analysis, X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, solid 
state NMR, thermogravimetric analysis, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and small 
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS).  The nanocomposites formed in the presence of the block 
copolypeptide templates exhibit very different nanoparticle morphologies than those formed 
in the absence of the organic phase. Multinuclear solid state NMR methods are used to prove 
nanocomposite formation and characterize the secondary structure and mobility of the block 
copolypeptide template. The data from XRD, FTIR, 31P NMR consistently show that the 
inorganic phase present in the nanocomposite is carbonated hydroxyapatite of nano-scale 
dimensions, with an elongated plate-like morphology, observed by TEM and SAXS, very 
similar to the mineral phase of natural bone. Overall, this approach allows a bioinspired 
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bottom-up approach to self-assembled hydroxyapatite nanocomposites using block 
copolypeptide templates, which could have applications in tissue repair.  
Introduction  
In biological systems, calcium phosphate ceramics are the most important inorganic 
components of hard tissues, and synthetic substitutes have been used in medicine and 
dentistry for more than 20 years.1 Among the six principal calcium salts of orthophosphoric 
acid, hydroxyapatite (HAp: Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) is the best known because of its compositional 
and biological similarities to the mineral phase of human bone. For instance, apatite in the 
form of carbonated hydroxide-deficient hydroxyapatite (CO3HAp) including a variety of 
other minor dopants is present in natural bone to impart stiffness and hardness.1,2 It accounts 
for approximately 65 wt% of total bone mass with the remaining being mainly collagen and 
water.3,4 In bone formation, biomineralization produces a nanocomposite with layers of 
collagen molecules alternating with thin and elongated nanocrystals of carbonated apatite,5 in 
a process involving more than 200 different proteins.6 These proteins act as inhibitors and 
nucleators for the growth of apatite nanocrystals, anchored to the collagen.5,7 The 
combination of inorganic and organic components provides increased toughness compared to 
HAp alone.8,9 As a result, biomaterials such as bone as well as dentine in teeth, in which the 
organic matrix acts as a guide and imparts toughness to the otherwise brittle inorganic phase, 
have attracted the interest of researchers into the investigation and development of novel 
organic–inorganic biocomposite materials suitable for prosthetic medical applications.8,10  
Biocomposites of HAp in conjunction with various synthetic polymers11–16 and natural 
polymers such as collagen,17–20 chitosan,8,21–23 cellulose24–26 and gelatin4,27,28 have been 
investigated extensively. We have shown successful templating of calcium phosphates by 
self-assembling thermo-reversible cationic and Pluronic block-copolymer gels with 15 wt% 
inorganic content.29 This method enabled the formation of self-assembled nanocomposites 
from solution by changing the temperature. Subsequently, self-assembling thermo-reversibly 
gelling anionic and zwitterionic pentablock copolymers conjugated to hydroxyapatite 
nucleating peptides were used as templates for precipitation of calcium phosphate 
nanostructures.30 The inorganic fraction of the nanocomposites was increased to about 30–40 
wt%.31 The inorganic content in these nanocomposites was still significantly lower than that 
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seen in nature (65 wt%). The high polymer concentrations ( 25 wt%) needed for gel 
formation in these block copolymer systems is one limitation to increasing the weight 
fraction of the inorganic phase using these synthetic block copolymer templates. Besides our 
group, other researchers using similar in-situ synthesis methods also obtained polymer–HAp 
composites, but with relatively low inorganic content. For instance, Spanos and co-workers13 
synthesized a novel composite containing 9 wt% of HAp and 91 wt% of polymer (sulfonated 
polysulfone), while Wang and co-workers recently fabricated nanostructured HAp in the 
matrix of alginate with a maximum 30 wt% HAp exhibiting microstructures similar to 
natural bone.32 The Liou group produced a poly(acrylic acid)-HAp nanocomposite of 30–32 
wt% phosphate.33  
In contrast, the Deming group has synthesized a family of novel block copolypeptides 
that form gels at very low concentrations ( 0.5 wt%) and can serve as templates for 
biomineralization.34–37 This paper investigates the use of these block copolypeptides as 
templates for forming self-assembled calcium phosphate nanocomposites to increase the 
inorganic content of the nanocomposite. We demonstrate the formation of HAp/block 
copolypeptide (K170L30) polymer nanocomposites with a maximum inorganic content of 
approximately 53 wt%. This approach is similar to nature where protein templates commonly 
control the nucleation and growth of the inorganic nanocrystalline phase in biomaterials such 
as bone. 
Wet-chemical methods lend themselves to the formation of calcium phosphate 
ceramics with good crystallinity, physiological stability, and morphological characteristics 
resembling those of hard tissues.38 A number of papers have described different wet-chemical 
methods including chelate39–41 or urea decomposition,42–44 precipitation,38,45–48 and hydrolysis of 
calcium phosphate precursors.49–52 In the present study, we used precipitation onto the self-
assembling block copolypeptide templates to obtain polymer–inorganic hydrogel composites. 
Compared to other methods, this is a relatively simple technique utilizing mild experimental 
conditions that preclude polymer degradation. The resulting nanocomposites have been 
characterized by X-ray diffraction, 31P NMR, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, and 
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) to identify the phosphate 
phase(s) formed; by 1H and 31P spin-diffusion NMR to prove nanocomposite formation; by 
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TEM and small-angle X-ray scattering to determine the shape of the crystallites; and by 13C 
NMR to determine the secondary structure and mobility of the polypeptide matrix. We 
believe that this work may contribute towards understanding the fundamental mechanism of 
biomineralization that is essential for the development of novel bioinspired materials for hard 
tissue repair and regeneration. 
Results and discussion  
The polylysine segment length was determined using GPC/LS, and 1H NMR was 
used to determine the copolymer composition. Combined, these data showed that a block 
copolypeptide of K170L30 with low polydispersity was obtained. The consumption of the 
monomer and the formation of amide bonds from the polypeptide backbones (1650 cm−1, 
1540 cm−1) was confirmed using FTIR measurements. 1H NMR in deuterated TFA (d-TFA) 
indicated a 97%–98% removal of benzyloxycarbonyl groups from lysine residues. 
The XRD patterns of the pure polymer (a), as-prepared HAp-polymer hydrogel (b), vacuum 
dried HAp/polymer composite (c), washed sample (after vacuum drying) (d), calcined 
sample (after TGA) (e), and pure HAp (Standard Reference Material® 2910) (f) are shown in 
Fig. 4.1. XRD patterns of pure polymer and pure HAp (Standard Reference Material® 2910) 
are included in the XRD Fig. 4.1 to compare with that of the nanocomposite sample. For pure 
polymer (Fig. 4.1a), two broad humps were observed at about 2  = 12° and 22° indicative of 
the amorphous nature of the polymer. The 12° peak might be attributed to rod–rod packing of 
helical polyleucine chains. All diffraction peaks of as-prepared composite hydrogel (Fig 1b) 
were matched to those of pure HAp (Fig 1f) and the ICDD standard card (JCPDS 9-432). 
The results are also in accordance with the calcium phosphate pH–concentration diagram53 
and experimentally shown by Yusufoglu and Akinc41 that the most stable calcium phosphate 
phase is HAp at pH >6. Furthermore, the broadening and overlap of the peaks (broad peak at 
2  31° is a summed contributions of the (211), (112) and (300) planes of HAp) is a sign of 
small size or/and poor crystallinity of HAp crystals in the hydrogel sample. However, the 
crystallographic structure of HAp observed in the as-prepared HAp–polymer hydrogel is 
very similar to natural bone mineral and human dentine.6,54,55 It is also worth noting that the 
as-prepared nanocomposite hydrogel shows a higher I(002)/I(211) than that of pure HAp, 
indicating the preferential elongation of the crystals along the c-axis. Moreover, in addition 
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to the characteristic HAp peaks, the XRD pattern of vacuum dried sample displayed some 
additional diffraction peaks belonging to ammonium nitrate (JCPDS 1-0809 and 76-2276) 
marked by solid circles in Fig. 4.1c. Further, the sharp peak at 2θ = 29.45° matches well with 
the most intense peak of ammonium sodium nitrate (JCPDS 28-0490). After washing the 
vacuum dried sample with deionized water, all diffraction peaks belonging to ammonium 
(sodium) nitrate disappeared (Fig. 4.1d) and left only HAp peaks. In addition, it is also worth 
noting that HAp is the only phase present after TGA experiments as shown in Fig. 4.1e. 
 
FTIR spectroscopic characterization of the nanocomposites  
The FTIR spectra of the pure polymer (a), vacuum dried nanocomposite (b), washed 
sample (after vacuum drying) (c) and pure HAp (Standard Reference Material® 2910) (d) are 
shown in Fig. 4.2. The FTIR spectrum of pure HAp (Fig. 4.2d) illustrates all the 
characteristic bands of stoichiometric HAp.38,42 As expected, the spectrum of pure HAp 
exhibits phosphate peaks at 965 cm−1 (a single intense band), 470 cm−1, between 1050–1095 
cm−1 and 565, 602, 635 cm−1 (three sites) for 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. 
The FTIR spectrum of pure polymer is shown in Fig. 4.2a. The possible assignments 
of all absorption peaks in Fig. 4.2 are provided in Table 1. Furthermore, the FTIR spectrum 
of vacuum dried HAp/polypeptide nanocomposite can be seen in Fig. 4.2b. The absorption 
bands at 566–601 cm−1, 962 cm−1 and 1040–1100 cm−1 are associated with the phosphate 
groups of HAp. Moreover, the peaks at 1380 cm−1 and 832 cm−1 are assigned to nitrate 
groups, which is consistent with the results obtained from XRD. It is well established that for 
nitrate groups, the first absorption (at 1380 cm−1) is intense and broad, and the second (at 840 
cm−1) has medium intensity and is narrow.56 As illustrated in Fig. 4.2c, the peaks associated 
with nitrate groups disappeared in the FTIR spectrum of the washed sample. This implies 
that washing of the vacuum dried HAp/polymer composite removed nitrate species, 
consistent with the XRD results. As seen in the FTIR spectrum of the washed sample, in 
addition to the characteristic HAp absorption bands, the weak features arising from the 
vibrational modes of the carbonate were also observed at 873, 1415 cm−1 and 1462 cm−1,50,57 
suggesting that the HAp contains carbonate ions. While the CO32− ions can replace OH− (A-
type substitution) or PO43− (B-type substitution) in the HAp structure, the CO32− peaks shown 
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in Fig. 4.2c are assigned only to the B-type substitution (CO32− ions replaces PO43−).50 The 
CO32− substitution at the PO43− site in HAp crystals is commonly observed for preparation in 
aqueous systems,58 as has been also observed in the present work. As the apatite in human 
bone also contains CO32− ions at about 4–8 wt% depending upon age, its presence in the HAp 
structure is beneficial.6,59 It has been reported that at low concentration, CO32− ions 
substantially improve the mechanical strength of apatite59 and the presence of CO32− ions in 
the HAp structure also influences the decomposition, sinterability, solubility and biological 
reactivity of the apatite.47 Since no carbonate source was present in the starting materials, 
carbonate incorporation into the HAp might be due to the atmospheric carbon dioxide as has 
been observed during mineral precipitation in carbonate-free solutions.25,60 Further, broad 
absorption bands centered around 3450 and 1640 cm−1 are due to incorporated water 
molecules,53,61 which might also be present in Fig. 4.2a and 2b along with the polymer related 
peaks in the same spectral region. 
The TGA results of as-prepared HAp/polypeptide hydrogel, vacuum dried 
HAp/polypeptide nanocomposite, washed sample and pure HAp (Standard Reference 
Material® 2910) are illustrated in Fig. 4.3. As can be seen from the trace of as-prepared 
HAp/polypeptide hydrogel, there is a sharp weight decrease between 70 and 175 °C, which is 
assigned to the loss of free and bound water. After vacuum drying, most of the water is 
removed (Fig. 4.3b). The weight loss in the 200–450 °C range is due to thermal 
decomposition of polymer and perhaps ammonium nitrate (as shown in Fig. 4.3c, weight loss 
between 200 and 450 °C is decreased for washed sample after removing ammonium nitrate). 
There is no change in sample weight above 500 °C, indicating that the polymer and nitrate 
species have decomposed completely by 500 °C. It is well established that HAp is thermally 
stable below 1000 °C23 and there is almost no weight change for pure HAp between 50–570 
°C, as shown in Fig. 4.3a. As a result, the HAp content for the CaP/polymer nanocomposite 
is determined to be approximately 53 wt% based on the dried sample at 175 °C. This is 
consistent with the theoretical weight ratio of HAp/block copolypeptide in the composite 
calculated from the amount of hydroxyapatite formed based on eqn (4.1). 
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NMR identification and quantification of phosphates  
Fig. 4. 4 shows direct-polarization (DP) and cross-polarization (CP) 31P NMR spectra 
of the synthesized composite. The DP spectrum shows one dominant band, whose chemical 
shift (2.8 ppm) agrees with that of hydroxyapaptite,62 though the linewidth is larger than for 
ideal HAp. The CP spectrum, which gives higher intensity to the phosphates close to protons, 
presents a different lineshape from DP, indicating the existence of more than one phosphate 
species. The broader base and significant intensity increase of the right shoulder of the CP 
spectrum suggests the presence of HPO42− or of PO43− hydrogen bonded to H2O, in addition 
to apatitic PO43−. 
These assignments can be confirmed by recording 31P DP spectra with 0 ms and 0.28 
ms of recoupled 1H–31P dipolar dephasing, see Fig. 4.S1a (in the ESI), where a more distinct 
lineshape results from the different dephasing behavior of PO43− and HPO42−. Provided similar 
mobility, the signal of phosphates that are protonated or hydrogen bonded will dephase faster 
than that of nonprotonated ones. The dephasing curves obtained from the gated decoupling 
experiments are shown in Fig. 4.S1b. The difference in dephasing rate shows that there are 
two different phosphate components. One is not protonated, with very slow dephasing, and 
the other is monoprotonated or hydrogen-bonded to a proton. 
Based on the differential dephasing of the phosphate signals, the DP/MAS spectrum 
can be deconvoluted into two different components as shown in Fig. 4.4a (dashed lines). The 
sharp component is PO43− of hydroxyapatite, accounting for 68% of all phosphates, the broad 
one is HPO42− or hydrogen-bonded PO43−, accounting for 32%.  
 
NMR validation of nanocomposite formation  
The one-dimensional spectra show that there are two types of phosphates present in 
the sample, but do not reveal whether they are part of nanocomposites. This information can 
be obtained by two-dimensional 1H–31P heteronuclear correlation NMR experiments with 1H 
spin diffusion. Cross peaks between 1H from the organic phase and 31P from the inorganic 
phase are characteristic of nanocomposites.29,63 For nanocomposites, the polymer proton 
peaks will show up within tens to hundreds of milliseconds. In Fig. 4.5, the spin diffusion 
from polymer protons to protons in the inorganic phase is indeed observed within 50 ms and 
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equilibrium is reached within 500 ms. In samples with larger domains or for short spin 
diffusion times, the phosphates only see  the protons close by, i.e. in the inorganic phase.  
The series of 1H–31P correlation spectra in Fig. 4.5a were acquired with homonuclear 
decoupling in the 1H dimension. Fig. 4.5b displays 1H cross sections from the 2D spectra at 
2.8 ppm 31P, which demonstrate the spin diffusion process. On the time scale of 0.05 ms, 
phosphates only see  OH−, HPO42− and H2O protons. After 50 ms, the peak of a different 
H2O species shows up, and within 500 ms, the CH and CH2 proton signals come up along 
with a significant H2O peak. The NH4+ peak of the polymer should also appear, but is 
overlapped by the dominant H2O peak.64 The completion of 1H spin diffusion within 500 ms 
is signified by the disappearance of OH− and HPO42− proton peaks. This proves the formation 
of a nanocomposite. Fig. 4.5c reveals another 1H environment associated with HPO42− or 
PO4·H2O. The appearance of the polymer proton peaks within 50 ms indicates fast spin 
diffusion, which is the evidence of nanocomposite formation. Therefore, both types of 
phosphates, hydroxyapatite PO43− and HPO42−, are part of a nanocomposite. 
Fig. 4.6a shows a one-pulse 1H spectrum with background suppression.65 Several 
resolved peaks can be assigned according to their chemical shifts. H2O and NH3+ peaks are 
centered at 7 ppm with a broad envelope; 7 ppm is the typical chemical shift of bound H2O, 
while bulk water resonates at 5 ppm. After 18 hours of intensive vacuum drying of the 
samples at 105 °C in order to remove the mobile H2O component, the 7 ppm peak shifted by 
0.2 ppm and lost about 1/3 of its intensity, which means that the majority of H2O in this 
composite is bound water. The broad peak of strongly bound water was observed at 0.05 ms 
in Fig. 4.6b, indicating that the strongly bound water has intimate contact with the inorganic 
phase. The sharp peak of the weakly bound H2O became dominant after 50 ms spin diffusion, 
which means that the weakly bound water is also close to the inorganic phase. After 
extensive drying, the previously resolved CH and CH2 polypeptide peaks became invisible in 
the one-pulse 1H spectrum, see Fig. 4.6a (dashed line), which suggests that the removal of 
mobile H2O reduces the mobility of the peptide. A band of NH4+, which happens to also 
resonate around 7 ppm, is present in the 1H spectrum as a shoulder to the right of the intense 
water peak. 1H T1 measurements have shown that NH4+ has a longer T1 than the components 
of the nanocomposite, proving that it forms a separate phase (NH4NO3). 
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The 1H-31P heteronuclear correlation experiments were also performed without 1H 
homonuclear decoupling. Fig. 4.6 (b,c) displays cross sections from the 2D spectra (not 
shown) taken at 2.5 ppm and 0.5 ppm in the 31P dimension. Without spin diffusion, the OH− 
proton peak at 0.2 ppm in Fig. 4.6b confirms the peak assignment of hydroxyapatite in the 31P 
spectra of Fig. 4. 4. The strongly bound H2O peak is not well resolved due to 1H–1H 
homonuclear coupling, while the weakly bound H2O presents a sharp peak on the broad base 
of the strongly bound H2O. The HPO42− peak seen in Fig. 4.6c is not visible, likely also due to 
strong 1H–1H homonuclear coupling, which is common for interfacial HPO42− species. 
The 2D heteronuclear correlation experiments prove that both HPO42− and 
hydroxyapatite are part of the nanocomposites, but do not establish whether they are in the 
same phase. This can be achieved instead by a one-dimensional 31P spin diffusion 
experiment. If these two kinds of phosphates are in different phases, no 31P spin diffusion 
between them will occur on the 10 s time scale. Conversely, fast spin diffusion from HPO42− 
to hydroxyapatite proves that they are part of the same particle. After selection of HPO42− 31P 
magnetization by short cross polarization, narrowing of the line due to 31P spin diffusion to 
PO43− is actually observed within 1 s (Fig. 4.7), confirming that HPO42− and hydroxyapatite 
are in the same phase and separated by less than 10 nm. Most likely, HPO42− is at the 
interface of the inorganic phase with the polymer. 
 
NMR characterization of the polypeptide phase in the nanocomposite  
13C NMR experiments have been carried out to study the conformation and mobility 
of polypeptide in the synthesized nanocomposite. The 13C spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.8a 
(thin line). Peak assignments and literature values of solid-state 13C NMR chemical shifts for 
α-helix and β-sheet conformations are marked above the spectra for ref. 66, 67. The chemical 
shifts indicate that the hydrophobic leucine domain is α-helical and that most lysine 
segments adopt a β-sheet conformation, while the rest is in a random-coil. This is consistent 
with the results of Deming and co-workers who have demonstrated that in hydrogels, 90% of 
the leucine domains of polypeptide K160L40 and K180L20 formed α-helices.70 This shows that 
the α-helical structure of the polyleucine domain68 is retained even after the synthesis of the 
nanocomposite and vacuum drying. The peak intensities and the positions of the Cα and Cβ 
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signals are not consistent with the alternative assumption that the lysine segments are α-
helical. 
A corresponding CP 13C NMR spectrum after 40 µs of gated decoupling was recorded 
in order to selectively detect mobile components of the polypeptide. High mobility will 
significantly reduce the C–H dipolar coupling, resulting in residual 13C signals after gated 
decoupling. The resulting spectrum (thick line) in Fig. 4.8a indicates that the backbone of the 
polypeptide is rigid, since all the Cα signals for both leucine and lysine are completely 
dephased. The side chain carbons Cγ, Cδ and Cε show significant residual intensity, which 
means that the side chains of the polypeptide are quite mobile. 
Motions on the MHz scale generally induce fast T1 relaxation, which enables another method 
to detect the mobile components. After direct polarization (DP) with a short recycle delay of 
1 s, only signals of carbons with short T1s are detected, see Fig. 4.8(b). Signals of all mobile 
carbons that are seen after gated decoupling (Fig. 4.8a, thick line) are also present in Fig. 
4.8(b), confirming the conclusions about mobility. Besides, the absence of the carbonyl 
(C=O) and Cα signals in Fig. 4.8b confirms the rigidity of the polypeptide backbone. 
However, the 70:30 signal intensity ratio of the rigid backbone carbons of lysine 
components to those of leucine in the CP spectrum of Fig. 4.8a does not match with the 
85:15 stoichiometry of K170L30, which suggests some mobile lysine residues in the regularly 
vacuum dried sample are not detected in our CP spectra. In order to make these invisible  
components detectable, the intensively dried sample was studied. The 13C spectra after CP 
and CP with gated decoupling are shown in Fig. 4.9. Changes in the CP spectrum upon 
intensive drying are indeed observed. First, C=O signals of random-coil lysine that do not 
show up in Fig. 4.8a, due to high mobility and resulting low CP efficiency, appear at 176 
ppm after drying in Fig. 4.9. Second, the Cα peak of random-coil lysine that appears as a 
shoulder next to the Cα signal of α-helix leucine in Fig. 4.8a now shows up intensely in Fig. 
4.9 (thin line) and overlaps with the Cα peak from leucine. Above all, the ratio of lysine to 
leucine backbone carbons obtained from the CP spectrum is approaching the theoretical ratio 
due to the contribution of the previously invisible  random-coil lysine. Moreover, the CP 
spectrum (thin line) in Fig. 4.9 is less resolved than in Fig. 4.8a because of more peaks 
showing up and less dynamic conformational averaging. Furthermore, the reduced mobility 
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is confirmed by the gated decoupling spectrum shown in Fig. 4.9 (thick line). The Cα peak of 
random-coil lysine vanishes, indicating that the backbone of random-coil lysine has become 
rigid after intensive drying. The decreased intensity of the residual signals in CP with gated 
decoupling in Fig. 4.8 compared to Fig. 4.9 confirms that the side chains are less mobile as 
well. 
 
TEM of the nanocomposites  
The TEM micrographs of the HAp crystals formed in the block copolypeptide gel and 
those obtained by direct synthesis from an aqueous solution are shown in Fig. 4.10. The HAp 
particles in the nanocomposite exhibit thin elongated plate-like morphology with a mean 
length of about 50–110 nm, width of 10–20 nm, and are about 3 nm thick (Fig. 4.10a). The 
elongated plate-like morphology of the HAp nanocrystals can also be seen from the STEM 
high angle annular dark field (HAADF) image in Fig. 4.10b. Appearance of needle-like 
morphology (Fig. 4. 10a and b) is due to the on-edge viewing angle of the curled plate-like 
crystallites. Further, the morphology of HAp observed in the present study is quite similar to 
the apatite crystals found in human woven bone and mineralized dentin.69,70 In general, bone 
mineral consists of plate-like crystals with average dimensions ~50–100 nm or more in 
length, 25–50 nm in width, ~2–6 nm in thickness60,69,71 and their small size is a crucial factor 
related to the solubility.6 The SAED pattern of the as-prepared hydrogel sample given as an 
inset in Fig. 4.10a demonstrates well-defined broad ring patterns proving polycrystalline and 
nano-size nature of HAp phase. The observed diffraction rings can be indexed to HAp and 
these observations are in good agreement with the XRD and FTIR results. Moreover, Fig. 
4.10c shows the bright-field TEM image of the washed sample (after vacuum drying) with 
the corresponding SAED pattern and it can be seen from the micrograph that the morphology 
of the HAp nanoparticles is very similar to that observed in the as-prepared hydrogel 
nanocomposite. In addition, it is also worth noting that the apatite crystals in the 
nanocomposites appear elongated plate-like, while the material prepared in the absence of 
polymer exhibit crystals with irregular shapes (Fig. 4.10d). Furthermore, the SAED pattern of 
HAp particles prepared in the absence of polymer shows many spots that do not form well 
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defined rings (except from the (112) plane), indicating larger HAp crystals compared to the 
as-prepared nanocomposite sample. 
Bright-field (BF) and dark-field (DF) transmission electron micrographs of the 
HAp/polypeptide nanocomposite taken from same area are displayed in Fig. 4.11a and 11b, 
respectively. The lower inset in Fig. 4.11a shows the corresponding SAED pattern with (300) 
and (002) diffraction rings of HAp. The DF-TEM image in Fig. 4.11b was obtained by 
isolating the HAp (002) diffraction in the nanocomposite. The mineral phase (HAp) appears 
as highlights in Fig. 4.11b, showing the HAp nanocrystals distribution in the amorphous 
polymer matrix. Moreover, the atomic calcium to phosphorus ratio of the inorganic phase 
was found to be 1.71 ± 0.07 by STEM-EDS measurements, which is in accordance with the 
stoichiometric value of pure HAp (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2). The slight increase in Ca/P ratio of 
HAp over 1.67, the stoichiometric ratio, could be due to the carbonate substitution of the 
phosphate, consistent with FTIR results.  
High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) analysis of the nanocomposites also confirmed the 
existence of HAp in the nanocomposite. The lattice fringe measurements from the HRTEM 
micrographs in Fig. 4.11c and 11d revealed d spacings of 3.44, 2.81, and 2.72 Å, 
corresponding to the (002), (211) and (300) HAp reflections, respectively. The upper inset in 
Fig. 4.11c demonstrates the filtered inverse-FFT image with (002) HAp planes from the 
indicated area of the HRTEM image. In addition, Fig. 4.11d shows the (002) and (211) HAp 
planes with an interplanar angle of ~ 66°, and the (002) and (300) HAp planes with an 
interplanar angle of 90°, which are consistent with the calculated values of HAp (JCPDS 9-
432, a hexagonal unit cell (space group P63/m) with unit cell dimensions a = b = 9.418 Å and 
c = 6.884 Å). The HRTEM image of elongated plate-like nanocrystals in longitudinal 
sections (Fig. 4.11c) revealed a lattice spacing of 3.44 Å (corresponding to the interplanar 
spacing of (002) planes for hexagonal HAp), indicating that the growth of the plate-like 
nanocrystals occurs in the (001) direction. The intense (002) reflection in XRD (Fig. 4.1) also 
indicates that the c-axis is the preferred growth direction, which is similar to bone where 
nano-size apatite plate-like crystals associated with the collagen fibrils show strong preferred 
orientation in their c-axis.1,54,69  
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SAXS characterization 
The nanocomposites were characterized with small angle X-ray scattering. The 
nanocomposites exhibited power law scattering (Fig. 4.12) similar to that observed in 
bone.72,73 The characteristic length scale of the particles was found to be around 3 nm. In the 
SAXS data we observe signatures for the average size of the inorganic nanocrystals in the 
high Q region and power law scattering in the low Q region consistent72,73 with the elongated 
particle morphologies observed in TEM. Further, modified Guinier analysis for the cross 
sectional dimensions shows the thickness of the particles to be around 3 nm, consistent with 
the TEM measurements.  
 
Materials and methods  
All materials used were obtained from either Sigma Aldrich or Fisher Scientific and 
were of laboratory grade and purity. 
 
Polypeptide synthesis  
The polypeptide K170L30 was synthesized by the previously developed procedures.68 
Briefly, first N -CBZ-L-lysine and L-leucine monomers were converted to -aminoacid-N-
carboxyanhydrides (NCAs) to facilitate ring-opening polymerization. The NCA preparation 
was carried out with phosgene at 40 °C in dry tetrahydrofuran. The monomers were then 
reacted with (PMe3)4Co initiator in THF and the polypeptide copolymerization was carried 
out under inert conditions at room temperature for 1 hour with sequential addition of the 
NCA monomers. The polymers were then dissolved in trifluoroacetic acid and deprotected 
by adding 33% HBr in acetic acid to solutions of copolypeptide in trifluoroacetic acid at 0 °C 
for 1 hour. The deprotected polymers were then dissolved in deionized water, dialyzed, and 
freeze dried. Polymer molecular weight and other chemical characteristics were determined 
by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and 
gel permeation chromatography (GPC). FTIR was used to verify the consumption of the 
monomer and the formation of amide bonds in the polypeptide backbones. Tandem gel 
permeation chromatography/light scattering (GPC/LS) was performed at 60 °C using an SSI 
Accuflow Series III pump equipped with Wyatt DAWN EOS light scattering and Optilab 
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rEX refractive index detectors. Separations were achieved using 105, 104, and 103 Å 
Phenomenex Phenogel 5 µm columns with 0.1 M LiBr in DMF as eluent and sample 
concentrations of 5 mg/mL. The deprotection of the polymers was then verified using 1H 
NMR. 
 
Block copolypeptide–hydroxyapatite nanocomposite synthesis  
To prepare calcium phosphate (CaP)-polypeptide nanocomposite hydrogel samples, 
the following procedure was used: 0.11 g K170L30 was mixed with 1.5 mL 4.0 M 
Ca(NO3)2·4H2O solution. To dissolve the polypeptide and form the hydrogel, the calcium 
containing polymer solution was kept at room temperature for two days. Then, 0.9 mL 4.0 M 
(NH4)2HPO4 solution was added and aged at room temperature for an additional four days to 
form a CaP-hydrogel nanocomposite containing approximately 4.0 wt% polymer. In addition 
to the polypeptide and the inorganic phase, the gel contains mainly water along with some 
ammonium nitrate. The pH of the hydrogel sample was adjusted to ~ 8 from an initial pH of 
around 3 by adding NaOH solution. The formation of HAp in CaP/polymer hydrogel is 
believed to take place through the following simplified chemical reaction: 
10Ca(NO3)2 + 6(NH4)2HPO4 + 2H2O → Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 + 12NH4NO3 + 8HNO3 
           (4.1) 
Characterization  
Calcium phosphate nanocomposite samples were analyzed by using techniques of X-
ray diffraction (XRD), FTIR spectroscopy, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), NMR, small 
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high resolution 
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(STEM). Moreover, the atomic Ca/P ratio was also monitored by energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS). 
The structure and crystallinity of the as-prepared nanocomposite samples were 
investigated by a powder X-ray diffractometer (X'Pert PRO, PANalytical Inc., Westborough, 
MA, USA) using monochromatic CuKα radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm) and operating at 45 kV 
and 40 mA. The scanning rate was 0.008°/s with a step size of 0.017° over a range of 10° ≤ 
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2θ ≤ 60°. Scintag DMSNT search/match software and the ICDD 2007 database were used for 
the phase analysis. 
Chemical analysis of the samples was carried out by a Bruker FTIR spectrometer 
(Bruker IFS-66v, Bruker Optics Inc., Billerica, MA, USA) over the range between 400–4000 
cm−1 with a resolution of 4 cm−1 and averaging 32 scans. NMR studies (see below) require 
vaccum dried samples; therefore the XRD patterns of vaccum dried samples both before and 
after washing were obtained, to confirm the removal of ammonium nitrate during washing. 
For the FTIR analysis of all the different samples mentioned above, the samples were 
pressed into KBr pellets containing approximately 1 wt% sample. The inorganic phase 
(HAp) content of the nanocomposites was estimated with a Perkin Elmer thermogravimetric 
analyzer (Perkin Elmer, TGA 7, Downers Grove IL, USA). Approximately 50 mg of the gel 
sample, the vaccum dried nanocomposite and the washed sample after vaccum drying, were 
heated to 50 °C under air flow conditions, held at this temperature for 1 min, then ramped to 
120 °C at a rate of 5.0 °C/min, and at a rate of 10.0 °C/min to 550 °C. XRD patterns and 
FTIR spectra of the calcined samples, after being subject to thermogravimetric analysis, were 
also obtained. 
 
Solid state NMR. Solid state NMR experiments were performed using a Bruker DSX400 
spectrometer (Bruker-Biospin, Rheinstetten, Germany) at 400 MHz for 1H, 162 MHz for 31P 
and 100 MHz for 13C with a Bruker 4 mm magic-angle spinning double resonance probehead 
at ambient temperature. All samples were analyzed without washing, but were vacuum dried 
before NMR experiments because solid state NMR requires relatively dry samples to avoid 
power absorption by ionic conduction. The 90° pulse lengths were 4 µs for 1H, 4.7 µs for 31P 
and 4 µs for 13C. All the 31P and 1H NMR experiments were carried out at a spinning speed of 
6.5 kHz, while 13C NMR experiments were at 4 kHz. 31P direct polarization experiments, 
including those with gated recoupling, were performed with recycle delays of 100 s. 1H–31P 
correlation experiments without 1H homonuclear decoupling, using the wideline separation 
(WISE) NMR pulse sequence with hypercomplex data acquisition, were carried out with 256 
20 µs t1 increments and 2 s recycle delays. 2D 1H–31P heteronuclear correlation (HetCor) 
NMR experiments were carried out with 100 44 µs t1 increments of FSLG homonuclear 
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decoupling and 2 s recycle delays. Lee-Goldburg cross polarization (LGCP) was used for 
polarization transfer from 1H to 31P in both WISE  74 and HetCor experiments with contact 
times of 0.7 ms and 0.5 ms, respectively. 1D 31P spin diffusion experiments after 0.1 ms of 
cross polarization were accomplished with spin diffusion times of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 
500 ms, and 1 s. 13C cross polarization and cross polarization with gated decoupling of 40 µs 
were used to detect the mobile components in the polypeptide phase. These 13C NMR 
experiments were carried out with recycle delays of 2 s and 45056 scans. 1H one-pulse NMR 
spectrum was obtained with 3.8 µs 1H 90° pulse and background suppression. Two-pulse 
phase-modulation (TPPM) was used for heteronuclear dipolar decoupling in all these 
experiments. The proton peak at 0.18 ppm and 31P peak at 2.8 ppm of NIST hydroxyapatite 
were used as secondary references to calibrate the 1H and 31P chemical shifts, respectively. 
The C=O carbon peak at 176.49 ppm of 25% 13C labeled -glycine was used for 13C chemical 
shift calibration.  
 
Electron microscopy. STEM, HRTEM, Selected-Area Electron Diffraction (SAED), and 
EDS studies were performed with a FEI-Tecnai G2 F20 (FEI Inc., Hillsboro, OR, USA) 
scanning transmission electron microscope equipped with EDS (EDAX Inc., Mahwah, NJ, 
USA) using a CCD camera and Digital Micrograph Software (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA, USA). 
For the TEM analysis, a small amount of HAp/copolypetide hydrogel sample was placed 
onto a Formvar-coated copper grid and a negative contrast stain consisting of 1.0% 
ammonium molybdate at pH ~ 8 was applied. After applying the stain, the excess solution 
was wicked away and the sample was allowed to dry.  
 
Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The structural order and length scale of the polymer 
gel structure were estimated by SAXS. Scattering measurements were performed at the 12-
ID beam line at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. Gel 
nanocomposite samples were sandwiched between Kapton tapes, and placed 2 m from the 
detector to investigate the nanocomposite structure and templating properties of the 
polypeptide. A 15 × 15 cm detector was used to measure the scattered intensity and the 
transmitted intensity was measured using a photodiode. The beam energy used for the 
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analysis is 12 keV (  = 1.035 Å) and the data were collected at 1 s exposure, and the 
collected 2D data were corrected, azimuthally averaged. 
 
Conclusions  
HAp/copolypeptide nanocomposites were obtained via a simple co-precipitation 
method at room temperature with the block copolypeptides serving as the organic template, 
similar to natural bone that is a complex inorganic (HAp) –organic (collagen) nanocomposite 
material. This method allows for simultaneous formation of the self-assembled block 
copolypeptide gel and of the inorganic phase, thereby enabling formation of a self-assembled 
nanocomposite. Block copolypeptide templates that form gels at very low weight fractions 
(0.5–4 wt%) compared to previously investigated synthetic block copolymers, allow for 
inorganic content in the nanocomposites of over 50 wt%, more closely approaching the 
inorganic content seen in natural bone. Previous research75,76 has shown that the increase of 
HAp content will result in an increase in the elastic modulus but a decrease in the tensile 
strength and ductility. A good compromise of these mechanical properties can be obtained in 
the composite of HAp weight fraction of 60–70%, i.e. the composition of native bone. As 
mentioned earlier, most of the synthetic biomineralization efforts have yielded only about 30 
wt% inorganic fraction. Therefore, the present work is unique in that we have been able to 
increase the inorganic weight fraction to over 50%, more closely approaching the inorganic 
content in bone. Solid state NMR studies proved the existence of a nanocomposite, with the 
inorganic phase composed mainly of hydroxyapatite but also HPO42−. The morphology of the 
inorganic nanoparticles is very different from that obtained by precipitation in the absence of 
the block copolypeptides. The data obtained from XRD, FTIR, S/TEM, SAED, HRTEM, 
EDS, solid state NMR and small angle scattering studies are consistent and lead us to the 
conclusion that the inorganic phase present in the nanocomposite is carbonated HAp of nano-
scale dimensions, with elongated plate-like morphology very similar to the mineral phase of 
bone. Overall, this approach allows us to synthesize self-assembled calcium phosphate 
nanocomposites using organic templates, which could have a potential applications in soft 
tissue repair. 
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Tables and Figures 
 
Table 4.1 The possible assignments of FTIP peaks present in Figure 4.2 (ref. 23, 56, 60, 61, 
77-80). 
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Figure 4.1. X-ray diffraction patterns of a) pure polymer, b) as-prepared calcium 
phosphate/hydrogel nanocomposite, c) vacuum dried nanocomposite, d) washed sample 
(after vacuum drying), e) calcined sample after TGA experiments and f) pure HAp (Standard 
Reference Material® 2910). Data were collected by Y. Yusufgolu. 
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Figure 4.2. FTIR spectra of the a) pure polymer, b) vacuum dried HAp/polypeptide hydrogel 
nanocomposite, c) washed sample (after vacuum drying), and d) pure HAp (Standard 
Reference Material® 2910). Data were collected by Y. Yusufgolu. 
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Figure 4.3. TGA thermographs of a) as-prepared HAp/polypeptide hydrogel, b) vacuum 
dried HAp/polypeptide nanocomposite, c) washed HAp/polypeptide nanocomposite and d) 
pure HAp (Standard Reference Material® 2910). Data were collected by M. Kanapathipillai. 
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Figure 4.4. 31P NMR spectra of the synthesized composite. (a) Solid line: DP/MAS spectrum 
of all phosphates. Deconvolution based on 1H-31P dipolar dephasing is also shown; thin 
dashed line: PO43-, 68%; thick dashed line: protonated or H-bonded phosphate, 32%. (b) 
CP/MAS with 1-ms cross polarization time. 
 
  
Figure 4.5. (a) 2D 1H-31P HETCOR NMR spectra of the synthesized composite, with spin 
diffusion mixing times of 0.05 ms, 50 ms, and 500 ms. (b) and (c): Cross sections of the 2D 
spectra at 2.8 ppm and 0.5 ppm 31P, respectively. 
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Figure 4.6. 1H spectra of the synthesized composite. (a) One-pulse 1H spectrum of regular 
vacuum dried sample (solid line) and intensively dried sample (dashed line). (b, c) Cross 
sections from 2D “WISE” spectra at 2.5 ppm and 0.5 ppm 31P, respectively, for a series of 
spin-diffusion times. 
 
 
Figure 4.7. 31P NMR of the nanocomposite, with 31P spin diffusion for 0.1 ms (thick line) 
and 1 s (thin line) after short (0.1-ms) cross polarization that selectively polarizes the 
protonated phosphates.  MAS frequency: 6.5 kHz. 
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Figure 4.8. Solid-state 13C NMR spectra of K170L30 in the nanocomposite. a) CP (thin line) 
and CP with 40 µs gated decoupling (thick line). b) direct polarization (DP) with 1 s recycle 
delay. Literature values of the solid-state 13C chemical shifts are listed above the spectra for 
different peptide secondary structures.  
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Figure 4.9. Solid-state 13C NMR spectra of the nanocomposite after intensive drying. CP 
(thin line) and CP with 40 µs gated decoupling (thick line).  
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Figure 4.10. TEM images and corresponding SAED patterns of HAp/polypeptide 
nanocomposite: a) bright field, b) STEM/HAADF, c) washed HAp/polypeptide 
nanocomposite (after vacuum drying), d) HAp nanocrystals obtained by direct synthesis from 
an aqueous solution in the absence of polymer. Data were collected by Y. Yusufgolu. 
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Figure 4.11. a) BF-TEM and b) corresponding DF-TEM images of HAp/polypeptide 
nanocomposite, c-d) HRTEM images of HAp/polypeptide nanocomposite. The lower inset in 
Fig. 4.11a shows the corresponding SEAD pattern and the upper inset in Fig. 4.11c shows the 
filtered inverse-FFT image of the indicated area. Data were collected by Y. Yusufgolu. 
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Figure 4.12: SAXS of polypeptide nanocomposite. SAXS data were fitted using a combined 
equation consisting of an exponential and a power-law for the high Q region and power-law 
fitting was used for the low Q region. Data were collected by M. Kanapathipillai 
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Figure 4.S1. Determination of phosphate protonation state by 31P NMR. (a) DP/MAS with 
recoupled 1H-31P dipolar dephasing for zero (thin line) and two rotation periods (thick line). 
(b) Plot of normalized 31P NMR intensity as a function of dipolar dephasing time. 
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Abstract 
High-resolution magic-angle spinning NMR of high-Z spin-1/2 nuclei such as 125Te, 
207Pb, 119Sn, 113Cd, and 195Pt is often hampered by large (>1,000 ppm) chemical-shift 
anisotropies, which result in strong spinning sidebands that can obscure the centerbands of 
interest.  In various tellurides with applications as thermoelectrics and as phase-change 
materials for data storage, even 22-kHz magic-angle spinning cannot resolve the center- and 
sidebands broadened by chemical-shift dispersion, which precludes peak identification or 
quantification.  For sideband suppression over the necessary wide spectral range (up to 200 
kHz), radio-frequency pulse sequences with few, short pulses are required.  We have 
identified Gan’s two-dimensional magic-angle-turning (MAT) experiment with five 90o 
pulses as a promising broadband technique for obtaining spectra without sidebands.  We have 
adapted it to broad spectra and fast magic-angle spinning by accounting for long pulses 
(comparable to the dwell time in t1) and short rotation periods. Spectral distortions are small 
and residual sidebands negligible even for spectra with signals covering a range of 1.5 γB1, 
due to a favorable disposition of the narrow ranges containing the signals of interest in the 
spectral plane.  The method is demonstrated on various technologically interesting tellurides 
with spectra spanning up to 170 kHz, at 22 kHz MAS. 
 
Main text 
Determination of the spectrum of isotropic spectral shifts (chemical, Knight, or 
paramagnetic shifts) is a central goal of high-resolution NMR.  For spin-1/2 isotopes, magic-
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angle spinning (MAS) can often achieve this goal, but in some cases spinning sidebands, due 
to large chemical-shift anisotropies, may obscure the isotropic-shift information.  This is a 
particularly serious problem for high-Z nuclei, such as 125Te, 207Pb, 119Sn, 113Cd, and 195Pt, 
which have large chemical-shift anisotropies when they are located in low-symmetry (less 
than cubic) environments. In some cases, even at relatively high-speed MAS the sidebands 
are still merged; Figure 5.1 shows that this problem exists in 22-kHz MAS 125Te NMR 
spectra of various tellurides, several of which have interesting applications as 
thermoelectrics1,2 or as phase-change materials for reversible data storage on CDs and 
DVDs3.  While the sidebands in the spectrum of Ag2Te, Figure 5.1a, are narrow enough to be 
merely a nuisance, those of Sb2Te3 and GeTe, see Figures 5.1b and c, respectively, are 
merged due to a broad distribution of isotropic shifts, whose spectrum cannot be determined 
under these conditions. In the high-performance thermoelectric Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20,2 Figure 
5.1d, the relative intensity of the smaller band of Te bonded to Sb at -1500 ppm cannot be 
reliably determined because of overlap from (unresolved) sidebands of the main peak.   It 
appears that similar effects, manifested as no line narrowing in 8-kHz MAS 125Te NMR, 
were also observed for some transition-metal tellurides.4  
Faster magic-angle spinning can increase the spacing of sidebands and decrease their 
intensities.  Nevertheless, an often superior approach is complete removal of spinning side-
bands by suitable sequences of short radio-frequency pulses5-7 producing a large nutation 
frequency γB1, since in most NMR probeheads the maximum γB1 clearly exceeds the 
maximum MAS frequency ωr achievable.  For instance, in our probehead with 2.5-mm 
rotors, ωr < 2π 35 kHz, while γB1 > 2π 110 kHz.   
Various pulse sequences with four or more 180o pulses have been introduced for 
sideband suppression,5-7 but due to the length and unfavorable off-resonance properties of 
180o pulses, they cannot achieve the broadband excitation required for spectra as in Figure 
5.1 spanning 100 kHz or more.  In particular, total suppression of sidebands (TOSS)5 does 
not work well in many of these cases, giving very small intensities for sites with large 
sidebands. The projection of suitably sheared phase alternated spinning sideband (PASS) 
NMR spectra,6 obtained with five 180o pulses, can provide quantitative spectra with only 
minor sidebands and with good sensitivity, but only for moderate ranges in isotropic chemi-
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cal shifts (< 0.7 γB1).7 Instead, we have identified Gan’s magic-angle turning (MAT) 
experiment8,9 with five 90o pulses as a superior alternative; here, the projection after suitable 
shearing yields the “infinite-speed” spectrum free of spinning sidebands. The MAT 
experiment provides a larger bandwidth than TOSS or PASS since it requires only four ~90o 
pulses in addition to the regular excitation pulse, see Figure 5.2a.  The bandwidth of a 90o 
pulse is large, > 5 γB1, if the length of the magnetization in the transverse plane is 
considered, but one needs to account for the nearly linear off-resonance phase shift ≈ 
ω1tp/2.10 Thus, evolution occurs effectively for about half the pulse duration tp, as indicated 
in Figure 5.2. As a result, a nominal evolution time t1,nom/2 = 0 corresponds to an effective 
evolution time t1/2 ≈ tp, see Figure 5.2b.  The first slice without evolution, t1/2 = 0, is 
obtained by omitting the “evolution pulses” altogether, see Figure 5.2c.  
While MAT has mostly been applied at low spinning frequencies of ~ 0.1 kHz to 
measure site-resolved chemical-shift anisotropies,8,9 for our purpose fast spinning with fre-
quencies > 20 kHz is required to maximize sensitivity, using the MAT± approach9 for 
solving the 2D phase problem. After shearing by arctan(1/2) along ω1, by arctan(-2/3) along 
ω2, and scaling of ω1’ by 2/3, the signal is concentrated in narrow vertical ridges (centerband 
and spinning sidebands), see Figure 5.3a. Summation of vertical slices at these ridges (rather 
than over a wide range of noise or potential artifacts) gives the desired spectrum without 
sidebands. Cyclic decrementation of tzA as indicated in Figure 5.2a keeps tzA and tzB short, 
avoiding T1 relaxation and loss of synchronization.  Since the time signal of a broad spectrum 
decays fast, we have added a rotation-synchronized Hahn spin echo before detection, which 
moves the signal out of the pulse dead time without interfering with rotary refocusing.  
Compared to a regular 1D spectrum, sensitivity in MAT is reduced by a factor of ~1/4, 
because during tzA and tzB only one magnetization component is retained. 
Figure 5.3a shows a fast MAT 2D 125Te NMR spectrum of Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20 
obtained with the pulse sequences of Figure 5.2 and sheared to provide isotropic shifts along 
ω1" (vertical) and just center- and sidebands along ω2" (horizontal). The centerband slice and 
the sum of first-order sideband slices are shown in Figure 5.3b and 5.3c, respectively.  Peaks 
in the sideband slices are broader, most likely due to the greater sideband contribution from 
sites with larger chemical-shift anisotropies, which usually arise from a more disordered 
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environment.  The sum of all three slices is shown in Figure 5.3d (thick line) and compared 
with the regular 22-kHz MAS spectrum (thin line). The shoulders labeled by arrows in the 
regular 1D spectrum are unresolved spinning sidebands. These are seen to significantly 
increase the apparent signal of Te bonded to Sb around -1500 ppm.  As a result, the apparent 
Te{Sb} fraction in the regular MAS spectrum is 30%, while the actual number from MAT is 
(22 ± 3) %.  This has important implications for clustering or segregation of Sb in this ther-
moelectric material.11,2 For instance, if all Sb was randomly placed on the Pb sublattice 
independent of Ag, 31% of all Te would have an Sb neighbor and resonate near –1500 ppm; 
this is clearly not the case, indicating dopant clustering11 that may improve thermoelectric 
properties.4,11  The assignment of the “additional” signal in the 22-kHz MAS spectrum to 
sidebands is confirmed in Figure 5.3e, where the contributions from the Nth sideband 
obtained from MAT are shown (dotted lines) in their “natural” positions, ωiso + Nωr.  In 
Figure 5.3e, the sum of these sidebands and the centerband (dashed line) is also compared 
with the regular MAS spectrum (continuous line).  The good agreement shows that the 
additional pulses in MAT do not produce significant spectral distortions. The noise could be 
reduced further by time-domain filtering centered on the echo maximum. 
Sb2Te3, also a good thermoelectric material,1 provides an example of a system with a 
wide spectrum, spanning 2π 170 kHz,  due to a large chemical-shift anisotropy reflecting its 
noncubic, rhombohedral structure12.  The 2D fast MAT 125Te NMR spectrum of Sb2Te3 is 
shown in Figure 5.4a, and Figure 5.4b compares the “infinite speed” MAS spectrum (thick 
line) obtained from the sum of the fast-MAT signal slices with the regular 22-kHz MAS 
spectrum (thin line).  The sideband suppression greatly narrows the signal and exposes an 
asymmetry or shoulder to the left of the main peak, which could be due to the central Te 
layer in the layered Te-Sb-Te-Sb-Te crystal structure12. The comparison of the sum of MAT 
center- and sidebands in their “correct” positions with the regular MAS spectrum, see Figure 
5.4c, confirms that fast MAT works well for large CSAs spanning ~1.5 γB1.   
The fast MAT spectra shown here and recorded on model compounds indicate that 
off-resonance spectral distortions are tolerable for a spectral range of 1.8 γB1 = 200 kHz = 
1,600 ppm of 125Te at 9.4-T field.  This range in ppm can be extended by (i) higher γB1 
values, which can be achieved in smaller radio-frequency coils13, or (ii) by measurements at 
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lower B0 fields, where the spread of frequencies is reduced (fewer Hz/ppm).  Both of these 
changes would be accompanied by signal reduction, so sensitivity limitations will impose the 
eventual estimated constraint of the spectral range to ~4,000 ppm of 125Te or ~6,000 ppm of 
207Pb. 
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Figures 
 
 
Figure 5.1.  125Te NMR spectra of several tellurides, at 22-kHz MAS and 9.4 T.  (a) Ag2Te. 
(b) Sb2Te3. (c) GeTe, a phase-change and thermoelectric material. (d) Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20, a 
high-performance thermoelectric material.  Spinning sideband positions are marked.  The 
homogeneous linewidth 1/(πT2) is < 7 ppm. 
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Figure 5.2.  Fast magic-angle turning pulse sequence for broadband complete sideband 
suppression. (a) General pulse sequence, with two z-periods tzA and tzB.  The unequal timings 
shown are for the “t1 time reversed” MAT- data set9, while the MAT+ data set is obtained 
with tzB = tzA, both decremented with increasing t1/2 [using a cyclic list from tr to tp (pulse 
duration) in steps of –tp].  Flip angles can be 70o to 90o for the first five pulses, and 120o-180o 
for the last pulse. (b) Pulse sequence for nominal t1,nom/2 = 0, but effective t1/2 = tp. (c) 
Simplified pulse sequence for t1 = 0. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3. 125Te NMR spectra of Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20. (a) 2D fast MAT spectrum after 
shearing along ω1 and ω2 providing the isotropic shift spectrum along ω1" (vertical) and the 
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sideband pattern along ω2" (horizontal) Spinning frequency: 21.74 kHz; 80o-pulse length: 2 
µs; recycle delay: 150 ms. (b) Centerband slice. (c) sum of sideband slices, scaled up 
fourfold. (d) Comparison of the “infinite-speed” spectrum from fast MAT (thick line, sum of 
center- and sideband slices) with the regular 21.74-kHz MAS spectrum (thin line). Arrows 
mark unresolved spinning sidebands in the regular spectrum. (e) Dotted lines (low-intensity 
bands): First-order sideband slices from MAT at their “natural” positions.  Continuous line: 
regular 21.74-kHz MAS; dashed line: sum of MAT slices. Experiment time: 48 h.  
 
 
Figure 5.4. 125Te NMR spectra of Sb2Te3. (a) 2D fast MAT spectrum after shearing to 
provide the isotropic shift spectrum along ω1” and the sideband pattern along ω2”. Spinning 
frequency: 21.74 kHz; recycle delay: 50 ms; experiment time: 36 h. (b) Thick line:  Isotropic 
chemical-shift spectrum from the sum of the signal slices in a).  Thin line: regular 22-kHz 
MAS spectrum for reference. (c) Comparison of regular 22-kHz MAS spectrum (continuous 
line) with the sum of MAT center- and sideband slices in their “natural” positions (dashed).  
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Abstract 
For obtaining sideband-free spectra of high-Z spin-1/2 nuclei with large (>1,000 ppm) 
chemical-shift anisotropies and broad isotropic-shift dispersion, we recently identified Gan's 
modified five-pulse magic-angle turning (MAT) experiment as the best available broadband 
pulse sequence, and adapted it to fast magic-angle spinning. Here, we discuss technical 
aspects such as pulse timings that compensate for off-resonance effects and are suitable for 
large CSAs over a range of 1.8 γB1(1500 ppm); methods to minimize the duration of z-
periods by cyclic decrementation; shearing without digitization artifacts, by sharing between 
channels (points); and maximizing the sensitivity by echo-matched full-Gaussian filtering. 
The method is demonstrated on a model sample of mixed amino acids and its large 
bandwidth is heighted by comparison with a multiple-π-pulse technique. Applications to 
various tellurides are shown; these include GeTe, Sb2Te3 and Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20, with 
spectra spanning up to 190 kHz, at 22 kHz MAS. We have also determined the chemical shift 
anisotropies from the intensities of the spinning sidebands resolved by isotropic-shift 
separation. 
 
Introduction 
 
Magic-angle spinning NMR spectra of high-Z nuclei such as 125Te, 207Pb, 119Sn, and 
113Cd in non-cubic environments are often crowded with spinning sidebands overlapped with 
the peaks at the isotropic shifts over a broad spectral range; this overlap interferes with the 
determination of isotropic chemical and Knight shifts, and evaluation of chemical shift 
anisotropies. Most methods designed for suppressing sidebands [1, 2] employ long pulses 
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and cannot achieve broadband excitation, leaving severely distorted spectra for spin systems 
of large spectral range. Recently, we adapted Gan’s MAT± experiment [3] to fast magic angle 
spinning with frequencies > 20 kHz, hereafter referred to as fast MAT [4], to maximize the 
sensitivity by solving pulse timing issues due to finite pulses and short rotation periods. Fast 
MAT is presently the best broadband method to separate isotropic chemical shift and 
chemical shift anisotropy. It has been successfully applied to various tellurides with spectral 
ranges up to ~ 1.8 γB1 without significant spectral distortions [4]. 
In this paper, we detail technical aspects of the fast MAT experiment, including 
analysis and quantitative numerical simulations of the nearly linear off-resonance phase shift 
= s·ω1tp/2, which can be considered as precession during the finite pulses and can therefore 
be included as an effective evolution time; and cyclic decrementation of the z-periods 
designed to keep them short in order to avoid T1 relaxation or possible spin diffusion without 
the loss of required synchronization. For data processing, we have employed echo-matched 
full Gaussian time-domain filtering to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, taking advantage of 
moving echoes (when t2 = t1) due to the refocusing of the isotropic chemical shifts. We have 
also applied the sharing-between-channels approach [5] after shearing to avoid spectral 
artifacts associated with digital rounding when shearing parameters are not integers. 
In addition, spectra acquired using PASS [2,6,7] and fast MAT under similar 
conditions on a model sample are used to compare these two methods in terms of sensitivity, 
spectral distortions, and experimental implementation. For spin systems with moderate 
spectral range, PASS is preferable due to its better sensitivity, and simpler experimental set-
up and data processing. However, when broad-range excitation is desirable, fast MAT 
demonstrates its reliability in producing sideband-free spectra without significant spectral 
distortions. 
 
2. Materials and Methods 
Samples.  A mixture of seven amino acids with different 13C labeling sites, including13C1-
Leu, 13C1-Gly,13C2-Leu, 13Cα-Gly, 13C3-Ala, 13C1-Ala,13C1-Nα-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-
arginine, were used as a model sample. All of the labeled amino acids were purchased from 
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CIL Inc. GeTe was used as received from GFS chemicals. Samples Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20 and 
Sb2Te3 have been described in reference [8]. 
 
NMR parameters.  All of the 125Te NMR experiments were performed using a Bruker 
DSX400 spectrometer at 126 MHz for125Te. A 2.5-mm MAS probe head was used at a 
spinning speed of 21.74 kHz (synchronized with t1 increments) with 125Te 90o pulse length of 
2.4 µs. All the fast MAT 125Te spectra were obtained with the first five pulses of 2 µs and the 
last pulse of 3.5 µs in order to achieve broad excitation. EXORCYCLE phase cycling [9] was 
used for pulse length error compensation for the last pulse. Recycle delays of 150 ms for 
Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20, 50 ms for Sb2Te3, and 50 ms for GeTe were applied. In the S- MAT 
datasets, the number of t1 increments was 400 for Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20, 280 for Sb2Te3, and 
320 for GeTe, while in the S+ MAT datasets, the number of t1 increments was reduced to 80 
for Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20, 40 for Sb2Te3, and 40 for GeTe. The 125Te chemical shift relative to 
Me2Te in CDCl3 was calibrated using TeO2 at +750 ppm as a secondary reference.   
For all 13C NMR experiments on the model compounds, a 4-mm double resonance 
MAS probe head was used at a spinning speed of ca. 3 kHz. Weak 13C 22-µs 90o r.f. pulses 
were purposely applied to test off-resonance tolerance of fast MAT and PASS. A reference 
spectrum using 5-pulse PASS was obtained with strong 4.4 µs 90o r.f. pulses.  
 
3. Theoretical background and experimental setup 
Gan’s MAT experiment. Gan’s modified MAT experiment, MAT± [3], includes two 
pulse sequences. One of them is identical to the original MAT [10] with tzA = tzB = tr/3-t1/2, 
generating the MAT+ data set, 
,})(exp{})2/(exp{),( 2121 RtnitniSttS r
n
isorison ⋅+⋅−= ∑
∞
−∞=
+ ωωωω
   (6.1a) 
where tr is the rotor period, Sn is the intensity of the nth order spinning sideband, and R 
accounts for relaxation effects. The other pulse sequence differs from the original one by an 
additional delay of t1/2 before the last read-out 90o pulse, producing the “time-reversed” 
MAT- data set, 
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The sum and difference of these two datasets create cosine and sine amplitude modulated 2D 
datasets, respectively, which can be Fourier transformed to yield purely absorptive 2D 
spectra. After spectral shearing, 2D spectra with an “infinite-speed” isotropic-shift projection 
along ω1 and anisotropic powder pattern or sidebands along ω2 are produced.  
Gan’s original MAT experiments were performed at slow spinning speeds for narrow 
spectral ranges (< 20 kHz), while for our purpose, spinning speeds greater than 20 kHz are 
necessary to maximize the sensitivity and cover the spectral ranges larger than 100 kHz 
needed due to wide chemical shift dispersion. Broadband spectra produce large phase shifts 
that can be explained as resulting from the evolution during pulses of finite duration. These 
lead to artifacts which can be corrected for as described below. Also, the rotor period tr 
becomes short at fast spinning and the t1 evolution time has to exceed one tr to attain 
reasonable resolution, rather than t1 < tr at spinning speeds on the order of hundreds of hertz. 
Therefore, modifications of the durations of the z-periods (tZA and tZB) are necessary to 
maintain pulse synchronization as well as avoid T1 relaxation and potential spin diffusion. 
Moreover, regular data processing procedures can be refined by employing echo-matched 
full Gaussian filtering to maximize the sensitivity and sharing between channels [5] after 
spectral shearing to eliminate spectral artifacts resulting from digital rounding with 
traditional shearing procedures.  
 
Simulation of pulse excitation effects in fast MAT. In fast MAT experiments [4], four ~ 
90o pulses are used in addition to the regular excitation and Hahn-echo pulse. Here, we 
analyze the effect of the pulses on magnetization off-resonance and show that the resulting 
phase shift, which is nearly linear with off-resonance frequency ∆ω, can be considered as 
precession during the pulses and thus compensated for.  
The bandwidth of a single 90o x-pulse applied to z-magnetization is 2γB1 if the full 
width at half maximum of the profile of the y-magnetization as a function of ∆ω is 
considered [11].  However, the profile of the total transverse magnetization vs. ∆ω is 
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significantly wider, > 5γB1 [12]. The difference arises from a nearly linear off-resonance 
phase shift ~ ∆ωtp/2 [12] of the transverse magnetization.   
The MAT sequence contains two pairs of ~90o pulses, with the first flipping z-
magnetization to the transverse plane and the second restoring one magnetization component 
to z. It is instructive to start by considering one pair of ideal δ-pulses. The transverse 
magnetization generated by the first x-pulse precesses as  
 
My = M0 cos∆ωt1;      (6.2a) 
Mx = M0 sin∆ωt1.      (6.2b) 
 
By the second pulse of suitable phase, either component can be stored along the z-direction: 
   Mz,cos = M0 cos∆ωt1;      (6.2c) 
Mz,sin = M0 sin∆ωt1.      (6.2d) 
 
The ratio of these two components can be written in terms of the evolution phase 
   φ = ∆ωt1;       (6.3a) 
   tan(φ) = Mz,sin / Mz,cos.      (6.3b) 
This relation will allow us to determine the effective duration of precession during pulses of 
finite length (Fig. 6.1a). 
We have analyzed the excitation effect by numerically simulating the spin evolution 
during a back-to-back pulse pair (without any delay, nominal t1,nom = 0) as a function of off-
resonance frequency ∆ω. The effective magnetic field in the rotating frame is calculated 
as 01 BBBeff ∆+= , where ∆ω = - γ| 0B∆ |. The second pulse is phase cycled along ±y and ±x to 
obtain the cosine and sine components Mcos and Msin of the magnetization, respectively. The 
± alternation of the pulse phase, combined with the corresponding alternation of the receiver 
phase, removes signal from residual transverse magnetization and distortions that arise for 
flip angles ≠ 90o. For each pulse, the precession of the magnetization around the effective 
magnetic field by an angle χ = ωeff tp with ωeff = - γ| effB | is calculated using the rotation 
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matrix ),,(~),,0(~)(
,
χβααβχαβ −−−= RRR [11], where (α, β) are the polar coordinates of the 
effective field (α = 0o for an x-, and α = 90o for a y-pulse, and β = 90o for both) and R~ is the 
standard active rotation matrix for the three Euler angles defining the rotation. The 
magnetization vector after the rotation is afterM  = Rβ,α(χ) beforeM . The initial magnetization 
is along the z-axis, 0M = (0, 0, 1)T. After pulse phase cycling as described above, the z-
magnetization components Mz,sin and Mz,cos are calculated as a function of ∆ω, in a range of ± 
4γB1. The length of the effective transverse magnetization during the pulses (Mtransv) is 
obtained as  
cos,
2
sin,
2
zztransv MMM += ,       (6.4a) 
while the effective evolution phase φ0 during the pulses can be defined analogous to Eq.(6.3) 
above: 
tan(φ0) = Mz,sin / Mz,cos .       (6.4b) 
Fig. 6.1b shows that pulses with smaller flip angles give broader excitation profile 
than long pulses, as expected. Therefore, NMR methods aiming at achieving broadband 
excitation shall employ short r.f. pulses; however, there is usually a trade-off in terms of 
reduced sensitivity. Fig. 6.1c displays a plot of φ0/φP, i.e. the effective evolution phase 
normalized by the nominal pulse flip angle φP = ω1tp, vs. ∆ω/ω1. The phase shift φ0/φP is seen 
to grow linearly with ∆ω/ω1, with a slope s ≈ 1 for small flip angles and s = 1.26 for 90o 
pulses. Therefore, after a pair of consecutive 90o pulses, the effective evolution phase is  
φ0 = s(∆ω/ω1)φP = ∆ω s tp.      (6.5) 
For a finite nominal evolution time t1,nom/2,  
φ = ∆ωt1,eff/2 = φ0 + ∆ω t1,nom/2 = ∆ω (t1,nom/2 + s tp),  (6.6) 
which means that the t1,nom/2 = 0 slice of MAT corresponds to an effective evolution time 
t1,eff/2 = s tp. This results in a large distortion of the spectrum for nominal t1, nom/2 = 0. It can 
be partially removed by linear phase correction, but that requires time-consuming 
determination of the large correction phase and leaves residual baseline artifacts. To avoid 
this problem, we choose the increment of t1/2 as t1,dw = s tp, so that the phase of Eq.(6.6) for 
nominal t1,nom/2 = 0 equals effective t1,eff/2 = t1,dw=s tp (“second t1-slice”). The signal for 
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effective t1,eff/2 = 0 is then approximated by separately recording the signal without the two 
pairs of storage and read-out pulses. Processing of t1,eff/2 = 0 signal enables determination of 
the optimum pre-detection delay and phase correction parameters in ω2. Later, the t1,eff/2=0 
slice is incorporated into both the S+ and S- 2D spectra as the first slice in ω1. If the intensity 
of this “first slice” is somewhat too high compared to the rest because of pulse flip angles 
deviating from 90o, characteristic ridges are seen in the 2D spectrum parallel to the ω1 axis. 
These simple, distinctive artifacts can be eliminated by reducing the amplitude of the first 
slice by (1-cos2φp/2)2. In our experiments using four 90o pulses, nearly ideal weighting 
factors of 0.9 to 1 gave good results. 
 
Cyclic decrementation of z-periods. The time between the start of the two evolution periods 
must be ntr + 2π/3 in MAT.  Given that the first part of this time is the evolution period t1/2, 
the delay tzA between the end of the first and beginning of the next evolution period must be 
tzA = ntr + 2π/3 - t1/2. The rotation period tr is short at fast spinning and tz has to remain non-
negative. Rather than starting with a fixed long ntr, which could result in spin exchange, T1 
relaxation or desynchronization of the rotation and the pulse sequence, we use a cyclic delay 
list to minimize the length of the z-periods while preserving the necessary synchronization. 
For this purpose, the inter-pulse delay (tZA) is split into two parts var3 tNt
t
t
r
r
zA ++=  (Fig. 
6.2). One delay is fixed and equal to tr/3 minus the time needed for the intervening pulses, 
plus a couple of rotation periods for relaxation of transverse magnetization. The other delay, 
tvar, is varied and taken from a list with n = tr/t1,dw entries, where t1,dw is the t1 dwell time and 
tr is chosen as an integer multiple of t1,dw. The value of tvar starts out with a value of tr for t1 = 
0 and is decremented in steps of t1,dw. After tvar has reached t1,dw in the cyclic list, it jumps 
back to tr for t1 = ntr. For example, with t1,dw = 2 µs and tr = 46 µs, the list is {46 µs, 44 µs, 42 
µs, …, 6 µs, 4 µs, 2µs}. Since the delays are short, active synchronization of the pulse timing 
with the rotor phase is not necessary. 
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Echoes and optimized filtering. For our purposes, dead-time free detection using a Hahn 
echo in fast MAT is indispensable, given that the time constants T2* of the FIDs are ~ 3 µs, if 
the line widths are ~100 kHz.  
In MAT± experiments with powder averaging, Eq. (6.1) can be rearranged and written 
as 
,}2/(exp{)}(exp{),( 212121 RttnittiSttS r
n
ison ⋅+−⋅+= ∑
∞
−∞=
+ ωω
   (6.7a) 
.)}2/(exp{)}(exp{),( 212121 RttnittiSttS r
n
ison ⋅+⋅+−= ∑
∞
−∞=
− ωω
   (6.7b) 
 
In Gan’s MAT± experiments with a spinning speed of ~ 100 Hz, notable echoes are 
observed at t2 = t1/2 in the S+ dataset due to refocusing of the CSA. Rotational echoes occur 
at longer t2. In fast MAT experiments, the sideband intensities are reduced by the fast 
spinning and therefore no significant echoes from CSA refocusing are detected, for instance, 
in the fast MAT experiments on the mixed amino acids. 
However, given a broad distribution of isotropic chemical shifts ωiso (i.e., chemical 
shift dispersion), the signal forms pronounced echoes at t2 = t1 in the S- dataset due to 
refocusing of isotropic chemical shifts in fast MAT. The echo dominates the observable 
signal, producing the sharp ridges shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5(a). Outside of the echo region, 
t1- 4 T2* < t2 < t1+ 4 T2*, noise dominates the observed time-domain signal. Therefore, the 
S/N ratio of the spectrum can be improved by moving the maximum of a Gaussian 
smoothing function along with the echo maximum, as in full-echo detection schemes [13]. 
The S/N ratio has been improved by this matched filtering for all the telluride samples 
studied as shown in Figs. 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7. 
In contrast, the S+ dataset contains only an anti-echo term, <exp(iωiso(t1+t2))>.  As a 
result, for t1 > 2 T2*, the intensity is negligible (< 2%) and does not need to be recorded, 
which provides a significant reduction in measuring time. 
 
Spectral shearing in 2D fast MAT. The 2D spectra obtained directly from fast MAT 
contain tilted straight ridges (Figs. 6.3a and 6.4a) since according to eq. (6.7), both 
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dimensions contain a mixture of isotropic chemical shifts and CSA [10]. Therefore, shearing 
is necessary to achieve a spectrum with peaks only at the isotropic shifts in the ω1 dimension 
and sidebands in the ω2 dimension for convenient data analysis. 
The shearing procedure is demonstrated on the fast MAT 2D spectra of the model 
sample of mixed amino acids (Fig. 6.3) and of Sb2Te3 (Fig. 6.4). The chemical shift along ω1 
is scaled by a factor of 2/3 before shearing. As seen in Fig. 6.3, after shearing along ω1 by a 
factor of 1/2, the sidebands are removed from the ω1 dimension, leaving the projection along 
ω1 to consist of a spectrum with isotropic shifts (ω1’) (Fig. 6.3b). Subsequent shearing along 
ω2 by -2/3 yields a spectrum with projections of isotropic chemical shifts along the ω1’ 
dimension and sidebands along the ω2’ dimension (Fig. 6.3c). 
The actual shearing tilt factors used on our commercial spectrometer are functions of 
shearing factors and numbers of data points in the ω1 and ω2 dimensions. For spin systems 
with well separated isotropic chemical shifts and well-spaced sidebands, the correct tilt 
factors can be obtained by reasonable trials of aligning related sidebands horizontally along 
ω2 and isotropic peaks vertically along ω1. In many cases with tellurides, the isotropic peaks 
are continuously distributed and the sidebands are merged (Fig. 6.4), so tilt factors need to be 
calculated as outlined in the supporting information to ensure correct shearing. After shearing 
(Fig. 6.4c), the 125Te signals in the fast MAT 2D spectrum of Sb2Te3 are concentrated in 
vertical ridges. The cross sections along ω2 provide sideband patterns, and the analysis of 
their intensities can provide information on the chemical shift anisotropy associated with the 
selected isotropic shift in ω1’. 
 
Sharing between channels after spectral shearing. The common shearing method on our 
commercial spectrometer is via shifting columns or rows of the 2D matrix by m points, 
where m = tiltfactor*(N/2-n), in which the variable N is the total number of columns or rows 
and n is the column or row number. In most cases, m is not an integer and default digital 
rounding will cause inaccurate shearing and discontinuous profiles (“steps”) in both 
dimensions of the sheared spectra. This problem can be circumvented by application of a 
sharing-between-channels approach [5]: in off-line data processing, when the number m falls 
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between two integer values, the intensity of the matrix element that needs to be shifted is 
distributed between two entries n+floor(m) and n+floor(m)+1 in a row or column, with 
weighting factors of (floor(m)+1-m) and (m-floor(m)), respectively, where floor(m) is the 
nearest integer smaller than m. 
 
Sideband artifacts. Due to pulse imperfections, in particular finite pulse length, the fast 
MAT 2D spectra can exhibit sideband artifacts, mostly at ±ωr from the expected sidebands, 
in both spectral dimensions. Fortunately, these “first-order” sideband artifacts do not produce 
signal in the slices containing the real center- and sideband peaks, due to the slope of -1/3 of 
the sideband line (see dotted lines in Fig. 6.3c). Only third-order sideband artifacts coincide 
with signal slices, and these higher-order sidebands are negligibly small even for long r.f. 
pulses. 
 
Quality test. Additional shearing along ω1, ω1” = ω1’+ ω2’, can place the sidebands along 
ω1” at their “natural” positions ωiso + ωaniso as in the MAS spectrum (Fig. 6.4d). This enables 
us to experimentally deconvolute the 1D MAS spectrum into centerband and sideband 
contributions. Further, the sum of all signal slices should be identical to the regular 1D MAS 
spectrum. Thus, comparison between the regular MAS spectrum and the sum spectrum from 
triply sheared fast MAT is useful for assessing the extent of spectral distortions. 
 
Doubling of 2D fast MAT spectra in ω1. Since the isotropic shifts of interest in our research 
span a wide range, shearing in the ω1 dimension can result in aliasing of off-resonance 
spectral regions. Although the spectra can be reconstructed to correct for aliasing, a simpler 
way is to replicate the spectra in the ω1 dimension by inserting pairs of slices with zero 
intensity into the t1 time data so that they alternate with pairs of measured data slices [14].
  
The data processing using echo-matched full-Gaussian multiplication and sharing 
between channels after shearing was performed using the Matlab (Math Works, Natick, 
Massachusetts) software. 
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4. Results and Discussion 
Fast MAT on tellurides. The application of fast MAT to various tellurides demonstrates its 
ability of separating centerbands at the isotropic shift positions from spinning sidebands over 
a broad spectral range (Figs. 6.4 and 6.5a). Echo-matched full Gaussian filtering provides an 
improved signal-to-noise ratio.   
Thin lines in Fig. 6.5b show the projections of the centerband and sidebands of the 
2D fast MAT spectra of GeTe, with normal Gaussian multiplication and spectral shearing, 
and additional three-point filtering to further reduce noise, while the thick lines represent the 
corresponding spectra with echo-matched full-Gaussian filtering and sharing between 
channels after shearing. The S/N ratio of the latter is significantly better even without 
additional three-point noise filtering, providing better defined spectral lineshapes of 
centerband and sidebands. Comparison between the regular MAS spectrum and the isotropic 
spectrum from fast MAT of GeTe in Fig. 6.5c reveals that the broad line width is largely due 
to a continuous distribution of isotropic chemical or Knight shifts over a wide range. An 
analysis of the chemical shift anisotropy based on the ratios of centerband and sideband 
integrals was carried out using matNMR (version 3.9.59) [15]. The sideband manifold 
calculation was performed employing a gammaCOMPUTE-based algorithm combined with 
powder averaging. Coarse optimization was facilitated by the SIMPLEX algorithm followed 
by a gradient minimization to finalize the analysis. The results show that chemical sites of 
isotropic chemical shifts between 270-450 ppm have a slightly smaller ∆σCSA of 240±30 ppm 
than the rest with a ∆σCSA of 280±20 ppm. With ∆σCSA < 2ωr (350 ppm for 125Te), the 
magnitude of the first-sideband integral (< 0.1) is almost independent of the asymmetry 
parameter η, which can therefore not be determined relaibly [16]. The agreement of the sum 
of centerband and sidebands at their “natural” positions in the triply sheared fast MAT with 
the regular MAS spectrum proves that fast MAT does not produce significant spectral 
artifacts over a spectral range > γB1 (Fig. 6.5d). 
Similarly, for Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20, the MAT spectral quality is improved in terms of 
S/N ratio by use of the echo-matched full-Gaussian window function, especially for small 
sidebands (Fig. 6.6a). The purely isotropic spectrum (Fig. 6.6b) reconstructed from 
centerband and sidebands with improved S/N ratio (Fig. 6.6a) permits more accurate 
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quantification of the percentage of Te bonded to Sb, resonating around -1500 ppm, which is 
22% of the total Te. The comparison of the “infinite-speed” isotropic spectrum from fast 
MAT with the regular MAS spectrum in Fig. 6.6b sheds light on the interference of 
sidebands with the true intensity of each isotropic peak. Sideband analysis reveals that Te 
bonded to six Pb in the bulk lattice has a ∆σCSA of 350 ±20 ppm, while Te bonded to Sb has a 
somewhat larger ∆σCSA of 439 ±15 ppm. Similarly as in GeTe, the ∆σCSA of 
Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20 is comparable to ωr and η cannot be determined. The good agreement of 
the sum of fast MAT centerband and sidebands in their “natural” positions with regular MAS 
(Fig. 6.6c) demonstrates that fast MAT results in no observable artifacts here. 
The most dramatic difference made by using fast MAT to separate sidebands from the 
centerbands over a broad range is illustrated in the case of Sb2Te3. The large CSA, which 
reflects its non-cubic, rhombohedral structure [17], renders the lineshape of the isotropic 
spectrum unrecognizable even with 22 kHz MAS. The centerband and sideband patterns in 
Figure 6.7 from fast MAT after processing with echo-matched filtering and sharing between 
channels after shearing show significantly reduced noise. The sideband pattern suggests that 
at least three inequivalent Te sites exist: the main peak in the middle with a ∆σCSA of 
1226±30 ppm and an asymmetry parameter η = 0.45±0.1 and the shoulder on both sides with 
a ∆σCSA of 1306±30 ppm and an asymmetry parameter η = 0.56±0.1 (Fig. 6.7b). Fast MAT 
works quite well for the spectral range spanning over ~1.8 γB1 as shown in the comparison of 
the regular MAS spectrum with the sum of all centerbands and sidebands in their “natural” 
positions of fast MAT, see Fig. 6.7c. 
 
Comparison of PASS and fast MAT. Phase adjusted spinning sidebands (PASS) is a useful 
method for generating spectra of sidebands of order n, and after shearing, spectra with 
resonances only at the isotropic chemical shifts can be reconstructed. Dixon’s 4-(π) pulse 
PASS [6] was designed for lower spinning speeds, while at fast spinning, a multiple rotor 
cycle 5-(π) pulse PASS version [2,7] was implemented to avoid pulse overlap and keep the 
total time constant. We compare fast MAT with PASS under the same experimental 
conditions. In terms of minimizing pulse excitation effects, 4-pulse PASS is preferable to 5-
pulse PASS. Due to relatively fast spinning and resulting short tr in our experiments, the 
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slight variation (< 0.3 tr) in total duration of 4-pulse PASS produces only negligible artifacts, 
smaller than an additional 180o pulse.  
For moderate spectral ranges, PASS is usually preferable over fast MAT. It has a 
higher sensitivity and can be implemented with a small number of increments and simple 
data processing. The very recent development of MAT-PASS by Hung and Gan [18] using 
linear t1 increments allows for even easier implementation of PASS. On the other hand, the 
fast MAT experiment has a significantly wider excitation range and produces fewer sideband 
artifacts. Fig. 6.8 shows the comparison of spectra of seven mixed amino acids obtained by 
employing different versions of PASS and fast MAT under similar conditions, except the one 
using 5-pulse PASS with strong pulse excitation (2π56.8 kHz), which is used as a reference 
of the undistorted spectrum. With weak pulses of γB1 = 2π11.4 kHz over a spectral range of 
ca. 1.8 γB1, fast MAT only yields minor spectral distortion, while for 5-pulse PASS, the 
distortion is overwhelming, leaving little or no intensity of all peaks. Even with relatively 
stronger pulses at γB1 = 2π 21.9 kHz, the artifacts in the 4-pulse PASS spectrum are 
intolerable. Thus, PASS can sometimes serve as an exploratory method, and if PASS appears 
to produce sideband artifacts or distortions of off-resonance signals, then fast MAT can be 
used to generate reliable and high-quality spectra. 
 
5. Conclusions 
We have discussed technical details of fast MAT [4], including: i) the excitation 
effect of the pulses on magnetization off-resonance has been analyzed numerically, and the 
results show a phase shift nearly linear with off-resonance frequency ∆ω with a factor close 
to unity for a pair of < 60o pulses and 1.26 for 90o pulses; this phase shift can be considered 
as resulting from precession during the pulses and thus compensated for by generating a slice 
with t1,eff = 0 for 2D MAT; ii) the duration of z-periods have been minimized by cyclic 
decrementation, resolving issues from short rotation periods; iii) the sensitivity was 
optimized by matching the Gaussian filtering function with the maximum of the moving 
echoes generated from the refocusing of isotropic chemical shifts; iv) artifacts caused by 
digital rounding after shearing have been removed by the sharing-between-channels 
approach. The 125Te chemical shift anisotropy parameters of various tellurium sites in 
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tellurides have been determined by analysis of the sideband patterns at various isotropic 
shifts. The comparison between fast MAT and PASS reveals that fast MAT is more favorable 
for broadband excitation, with tolerable spectral distortions for large spectra range spanning 
up to ~1.8γB1.   
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Figures 
 
 
Fig. 6.1. Simulation of pulse excitation profiles and effects. (a) Pairs of δ-pulses compared 
with pairs of back to back pulses of finite length. (b) “Magnitude” excitation profiles of a 
pair of back-to-back pulses of 30o to 90o flip angles. (c) Numerical simulation results of φ0/φP 
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with the nominal pulse flip angle φP = ω1tp) vs. ∆ω/ω1 for a pair of back-to-back pulses of 30o 
to 90o flip angles. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.2. Broadband fast MAT pulse sequence for obtaining pure isotropic-shift spectra and 
sideband separation. The unequal timings of the z-periods shown are for the “t1 time-
reversed” MAT- dataset, while the MAT+ data set is obtained with tzB = tzA, both decremented 
with increasing t1/2, illustrated by tvar values taken from the delay list as shown. Flip angles 
can be 60o-90o for the first five pulses and 120o-180o for the last pulse. Echo-matched 
Gaussian filtering is applied to the time domain signal to optimize the sensitivity. 
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Fig. 6.3. Fast MAT spectra of a mixture of seven amino acids with different 13C labeling 
(13C1-Leu, 13C1-Gly,13C2-Leu, 13Cα-Gly, 13C3-Ala, 13C1-Ala,13C1-Nα-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-
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arginine) acquired with weak long pulses (γB1/2π = 11.4 kHz). (a) 2D fast MAT spectrum 
before shearing. The chemical shift was scaled by a factor of 2/3 in the ω1 dimension. Each 
peak is replicated and shifted by ωr in ω1 by inserting zero-slices alternating with measured 
data in t1. (b) After shearing along ω1. (c) After shearing along ω2. Sideband artifacts, due to 
long (22 µs) pluse length, are marked by slanted lines. (d) 1D spectrum of pure isotropic 
chemical shifts from the sum of centerband and sidebands generated from projections of the 
sheared fast MAT 2D spectrum in (c).  
 
 
Fig. 6.4. Shearing of a fast MAT spectrum of Sb2Te3. (a) Original 2D fast MAT spectrum 
before shearing. The chemical shift was scaled by a factor of 2/3 in the ω1 dimension. (b) 
After shearing along ω1 by arctan(-1/2) = - 26.6o. (c) After further shearing along ω2 by 
arctan(-2/3) = -33o. Pure isotropic chemical shift along ω1’ and sidebands along ω2’ are 
obtained. (d) After further shearing along ω1’ by arctan(1)= 45o to achieve ω1” = ω1’+ω2’ = 
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ωiso + ωaniso for the purpose of a “quality test” and deconvolution of the regular MAS 
spectrum into subspectra of sideband order n. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.5. 125Te NMR spectra of GeTe. (a) 2D fast MAT spectrum at 21.7 kHz MAS with 
echo-matched full Gaussian multiplication and sharing between channels after shearing. (b) 
Projections of sidebands and centerband from the 2D fast MAT spectra with (thick lines) and 
without (thin lines) echo-matched full Gaussian multiplication and sharing-between-channels 
after shearing. (c) Regular 21.7 kHz MAS spectrum (thin line) and isotropic spectrum of 
GeTe from fast MAT (sum of sidebands and centerband). (d) Quality test: comparison of 
regular 21.7 kHz MAS spectrum (thick line) with the sum (thin line) of MAT center- and 
sideband slices in their “natural” positions; the latter are also shown individually (bands of 
low intensity). 
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Fig. 6.6. 125Te NMR spectra of Ag0.53Pb18Sb1.2Te20. (a) Projections of sidebands and 
centerband from the 2D fast MAT spectra with (thick lines) and without (thin lines) echo-
matched full Gaussian multiplication and sharing between channels after shearing. (b) 
Comparison of regular 21.7 kHz MAS spectrum (thin line) and isotropic spectrum from fast 
MAT (sum of sidebands and centerband). (c) Quality test: comparison of regular 21.7 kHz 
MAS spectrum (thick line) with the sum (thin line, barely distinguishable) of MAT center- 
and sideband slices in their “natural” positions; the latter are also shown individually (bands 
of low intensity). 
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Fig. 6.7. 125Te NMR spectra of Sb2Te3. (a) Projections of sidebands and centerband from the 
2D fast MAT spectra with (thick lines) and without (thin lines) echo-matched full Gaussian 
multiplication and sharing between channels after shearing. (b) Comparison of regular 21.7 
kHz MAS spectrum (thin line) and isotropic spectrum from fast MAT (sum of sidebands and 
centerband). (c) Quality test: comparison of regular 21.7 kHz MAS spectrum (thick line) 
with the sum (thin line) of MAT center- and sideband slices in their “natural” positions, 
which are also shown individually. 
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Fig. 6.8. Comparison of PASS and fast MAT demonstrated on a mixture of seven amino 
acids. 
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Supporting Information for 
Technical Aspects of Fast Magic-Angle Turning NMR for Dilute Spin-1/2 Nuclei with 
Broad Spectra 
Y.-Y. Hu, K. Schmidt-Rohr 
 
Data acquisition and processing on a Bruker DSX spectrometer 
Data acquisition of fast MAT spectra 
(i) The t1,eff = 0 slice of a 2DMAT spectrum is obtained by performing a 1D 
experiment using the pulse sequence in Fig. 6.2 but without the two pairs of read-
out and storage pulses. 
(ii) Make a place holder for the t1 = 0 slice in the 2D pulse program, and later 
incorporate the 1D t1, eff = 0 slice as the real t1 = 0 slice into both the S+ and S-
datasets (see data processing below). 
(iii) During the acquisition of 2D datasets, insert a slice of zeroes in every other t1 
slice in the time domain to replicate the 2D spectra in the ω1 dimension after 
Fourier transform 
 
Data processing of fast MAT spectra (with Xwin-NMR version 3.5) 
- Constructing the 2D absorptive spectra  
(i) Incorporate the 1D t1,eff = 0 spectrum into S+ and S- using command “wser 1 
<expno>” with the parameter Fcor in the edp window set as 0.5*0.25 = 0.125 (0.5 
is for the regular first point scaling and 0.25 comes from the difference of phase 
cycles in the pulse programs for 1D and 2D data acquisitions), where <expno> is 
the experimental number of the 1D spectrum in the data file.  
(ii) Fourier transform S+ and S- over t1 and t2 
(iii) For generating the cosine-dataset Sc(ω1,ω2) 
Sc(ω1,ω2) = (S+(ω1,ω2) + S-(ω1,ω2))/2 (2 positive diagonal ridges forming an X),  
using add2d with α and γ both set to 1. 
(iv) For generating the sine-dataset iSs(ω1,ω2) = (S-(ω1,ω2) - S+(ω1,ω2))/2 
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(a) Use wrpa to copy S+(ω1, ω 2) and S-(ω1, ω 2) to higher file numbers.   
(b) In the edp window, add 90o to the constant phase correction in both 
dimensions  
   of both copied spectra.   
(c) Perform xfb on both datasets. 
(d) Use wrpa to copy one of the datasets to a third file to subtract them using 
add2d with α = 1 and γ = -1. 
iSs(ω1,ω2) has a positive and a negative diagonal ridge (90o phase shift in ω1) 
(v) Produce Sc(ω1,ω2) + iSs(ω1,ω2) by using add2d with both α and γ set to 1. 
(vi) Scale the chemical shift in ω1 by a factor of 2/3. 
 
- Spectral shearing 
(i) Shear the 2D spectra first in ω1 dimension by setting “1 α” = - 0.5/ (2*(STSI of 
ω1)/ (STSI of ω2)), and execute ptilt1. 
(ii) Shear the 2D spectra in the ω2 dimension by setting α = (-2/3)/((STSI of 
ω2)/(2*(STSI of ω1)), and execute ptilt. 
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Chapter 7 
Effects of L-spin Longitudinal Quadrupolar Relaxation in S{L} Heteronuclear 
Recoupling and S-spin Magic-Angle Spinning NMR 
A paper published in Journal of Magnetic Resonance  
2009, 197, 193-207 
Y.-Y. Hu, K. Schmidt-Rohr 
Ames Laboratory and Department of Chemistry, Iowa State University, Ames IA 50011  
 
Abstract 
In experiments on S-L heteronuclear spin systems with evolution of the S-spin 
magnetization under the influence of a quadrupolar nucleus (L-spin), effects of longitudinal 
quadrupolar (T1Q) relaxation of the L-spin coherence on the sub-millisecond time scale have 
been documented and explored, and methods for minimizing their effect have been 
demonstrated.  The longitudinal relaxation results in heteronuclear dephasing even in the 
reference signal S0 of S{L} REDOR, REAPDOR, RIDER, or SPIDER experiments, due to 
T1Q-relaxation of the transiently generated SyLz coherence, reducing or even eliminating the 
observable dephasing ∆S.  Pulse sequences for measuring an improved reference signal S00 
with minimal heteronuclear recoupling but the same number of pulses as for S0 and S have 
been demonstrated. From the observed intensity ∆S0 = S00 – S0 and the SPIDER signal ∆S/S0, 
T1Q can be estimated.  Accelerated decays analogous to the dipolar S0 curves will occur in T2 
measurements for J-coupled S-L spin pairs.  Even in the absence of recoupling pulses, fast 
T1Q relaxation of the unobserved nucleus shortens the transverse relaxation time T2S, MAS of 
the observed nucleus, in particular at low spinning frequencies, due to unavoidable 
heteronuclear dipolar evolution during a rotation period.  The observed spinning-frequency 
dependence of T2S, MAS matches the theoretical prediction and may be used to estimate T1Q.  
The effects are demonstrated on several 13C{14N} spin systems, including an arginine 
derivative, the natural N-acetylated polysaccharide chitin, and a model peptide, (POG)
 10. 
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Introduction 
Recoupling of heteronuclear dipolar interactions has proven extremely useful for 
structure determination[1,2].  While initially developed to probe the distance between two 
different isotopes with spin 1/2, it has also been extended to quadrupolar nuclei.  The 
REAPDOR[3,4] and SPIDER[5] methods use pulse sequences with most 180o recoupling 
pulses applied to the observed spin-1/2 nucleus, see Fig. 7. 1, but differ in the pulses applied 
in the center of the recoupling sequence to invert or saturate the spin state of the quadrupolar 
nucleus.  Recently, closely related methods for two-dimensional correlation of 14N and 13C 
bands based on heteronuclear recoupling have also attracted significant attention[6,7]. 
In this paper, we discuss and demonstrate the effects of fast T1Q relaxation of the 
quadrupolar nucleus on the S{L} heteronuclear dephasing.  Due to the large coupling-
strength prefactors of the longitudinal relaxation rate, the T1Q relaxation times of quadrupolar 
nuclei can be short, less than 0.1 ms.  In solution NMR, the very short T1Q results in “self-
decoupling” of the L-spin from the S-spin[8,9,10].  In the solid state, it has usually been 
assumed implicitly that T1Q exceeds the recoupling time Ntr, but we show several 
experimental examples, namely a molecular crystal (an arginine derivative), a 30-residue 
collagen-mimetic peptide, and the biopolymer chitin, where this does not hold.  We 
demonstrate a pulse sequence that has the same number and type of pulses as the standard S0 
pulse sequence for recoupling involving heteronuclei with very broad spectra, but minimizes 
heteronuclear recoupling and thus the T1Q-relaxing two-spin coherence.  The difference ∆S0 
between the resulting “S00” signal and the standard S0 signal is dominated by peaks that fail 
to show the expected dephasing in SPIDER, as a result of reduced S0 intensity.  In 14N-13C 
correlation spectra, such 14N sites with T1Q-relaxation on the 0.2-ms time scale would not 
produce any signal.  We derive the differential equations for simultaneous heteronuclear 
coupling and relaxation, with analytical solutions for L = 1/2 and numerical calculations for 
L = 1/2, 1, and 3/2, that produce the expected decrease of the apparent T2 of the observed S-
spin under MAS (T2S, MAS) in S0 measurements for T1Q ≈ 1 ms, as well as the increase of T2S, 
MAS and loss of heteronuclear evolution for very short T1Q, i.e. self-decoupling of the 
quadrupolar nucleus.  
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Due to transient coupling effects during MAS, T1Q relaxation of the quadrupolar 
heteronucleus also results in homogeneous line-broadening of the observed signal without 
any recoupling. The expected and observed increase in T2S, MAS with spinning frequency ωr 
matches well with the simulations, which provides an estimate of 14N T1.  Finally, we also 
explore the origin of the enhanced 14N T1 relaxation in the crystalline arginine derivative in 
terms of 13C T1 relaxation “hot spots” and potential motional narrowing of chemical-shift 
powder patterns measured by the SUPER technique.   
Note that the heteronuclear relaxation effect explored here is unrelated to the 
inhomogeneous line broadening due to nonsecular quadrupolar coupling acting on the 
heteronuclear dipolar coupling, which occurs in the absence of any motion for all 13C-14N 
spin pairs and is most pronounced at low B0 field strengths[11].  In contrast, the relaxation 
effect of interest here requires fluctuations in the electric field-gradient tensor at the 
quadrupolar nucleus due to dynamic processes. 
 
Theoretical Background and Simulations 
To analyze heteronuclear evolution in the presence of T1Q relaxation, we first 
consider the general situation, and then simulate the specific cases of an S spin coupled to an 
L = 1/2, L = 1, or L = 3/2 spin.   
Relaxation of L-spin Pseudo-Populations.  Using product operators for the S-spin and 
matrix representations for the L-spin terms, the general reduced density matrix can be written 
as 
 
      ρ(t) = Sx diag(px,L, px,(L-1), ..., px,-(L-1), px,-L)  
              + Sy diag(py,L, py,(L-1), ..., py,-(L-1), py,-L)      (7.1) 
 
with time-dependent pseudo-populations in the diagonal L-spin matrices consisting of 
(2L+1) columns and rows. Normally, the diagonal elements of the density matrix correspond 
to populations of the corresponding energy levels.  However, in the present case, some of the 
diagonal elements are negative; therefore, we refer to them as pseudo-populations.   
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The exchange between the (pseudo-)populations due to longitudinal relaxation is 
controlled by a relaxation exchange matrix W (also denoted as R or K in the literature) 
[12,13].  
 
dpx,m/dt = Σm’=-LL Wm,m’ px,m’        (7.2) 
 
The W matrices for the first three L values are [12,13] 
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                  (L = 3/2)   (7.3c) 
 
In the W-matrix for L = 3/2, it has been taken into account that the triple-quantum (and 
higher) matrix elements of electric quadrupolar and magnetic dipolar relaxation vanish[14], 
r3 = 0.  The matrix elements relate to the single- and double-quantum relaxation time 
constants T1QSQ and T1QDQ of spin L and the spectral densities of the dynamics as follows:   
 
r = 1/(2T1L) = 
   
3
10
γ L
2γ S
2h 2rLS
−6[1
3
J(ωL −ωS ) + J(ωS ) + J(ωL + ωS )]  (7.4a) 
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     (7.4c) 
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It has been shown that r1 and r2 usually do not differ greatly [15,16].  For instance, isotropic 
motion gives r1 = 2 r2 in the slow-motion and r1 = 0.5 r2 in the fast-motion regime [16].  In 
most of our simulations, we assume r1 = r2, but we will also explore the effects of the two 
rates not being equal.  We have also neglected the orientation-dependence of the relaxation 
rates and times.  For T1Q > tr, this effect is minor since much of the variation is averaged out 
by MAS.   
 Further, r1 and r2 or T1QSQ and T1QDQ should be related to the easily observable 
longitudinal relaxation times T1L of z-magnetization and T1Q of the spin-alignment state for L 
= 1 [16]:   
 
 1/T1L = r1 + 2 r2        (7.5a) 
 1/T1Q = 3 r1          (7.5b) 
  
When we assume r1 = r2, all these equations simplify to T1L = T1Q = T1QSQ = T1QDQ.  On this 
basis, we can refer to the quadrupolar T1L as T1Q (which highlights the quadrupolar nature of 
the relaxation) without conflicting with the traditional definition.  
 
Heteronuclear evolution in the presence of T1Q relaxation.  We insert the general ρ(t) of 
Eq.(7.1) into the von Neumann equation with relaxation 
 
dρ/dt = -i/  h  [HSL,ρ] + R ρ        (7.6) 
 
with the heteronuclear Hamiltonian 
 
 HSL =   h ωSL Sz Lz         (7.7) 
 
Under MAS and recoupling, ωSL is the effective (average) frequency obtained after full 
rotation periods Ntr.  The action of the Redfield supermatrix R on the L-spin matrices is 
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given by the effect of the regular matrix W on the L-spin population vectors, Eq.(7.2).  As 
shown in Appendix A, inserting ρ(t) of Eq. (7.1) into Eq. (7.6) gives coupled differential 
equations for the coefficients:  
 
dpy,m/dt = ωSL m px,m + Σm’ Wm m’ py,m’       (7.8a) 
 dpx,m/dt = - ωSL m py,m + Σm’ Wm m’ px,m’     (7.8b) 
 
The initial condition for ρ(0) = Sx magnetization is px,m(0) = 1 and py,m(0) = 0.  The 
observable magnetization is obtained from the solution according to 
 
<Sx> = tr(Sx1L ρ) ~ Σm px,m(t)       (7.9) 
 
For L = 1/2, two of the four equations are redundant and with px,-1/2 = px,+1/2 = px and py,-1/2 = 
- py,+1/2 = - py we obtain (see Appendix B) 
 
dpy/dt = px ωSL/2 – py (1/T2S+1/T1L)       (7.10a) 
dpx/dt = py (- ωSL)/2 - px/T2S        (7.10b) 
 
with transverse T2S relaxation of the S-spin added in, as in the Bloch equations.  The only 
difference from the standard Bloch equations is that the two-spin coherence SyLz relaxes with 
the sum of the transverse relaxation rate of Sy and the longitudinal relaxation rate of Lz.  
Similar “asymmetric relaxation” is also found in rotational resonance[17], spin 
exchange[18,19] and in cross polarization, with the same transition from oscillatory to 
exponential solutions. 
Analytical solutions of Eq. (7.10) for the initial condition px(0) = 1, py(0) = 0 are 
given in Appendix B and plotted in Fig. 7. 2(a) for a series of T1L values with ωSL= 2π 1 kHz.  
For T1L > T2S > 1/ωSL the solution is the expected slightly damped cos(ωSL/2 t) oscillation, 
but for T1L < 1/ωSL it changes to a biexponential monotonous decay.  For very short T1L, a 
slow exponential decay is observed,  
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 S(t) = exp(-ωSL2 T1L t/4)       (7.11) 
 
as shown in Appendix C.  With the decay constant in Eqs.(11) and (C1b) inversely 
proportional to T1L, the decay becomes negligible for extremely short T1L, i.e. self-
decoupling is reproduced.  
For L > 1/2, the analytical solutions are more complicated[8], and we have chosen 
instead to evaluate Eq. (7.8) numerically as outlined at the end of Appendix A.  Sample 
results are plotted in Fig. 7. 3(a) for L = 1, and Fig. 7. S1(a) for L = 3/2.   
The consistency of the numerical simulations with the analytical simulations for L = 
1/2 confirms their accuracy.  These simulations used a single frequency, which is relevant for 
dipolar coupling in single crystals and, more importantly, for a strong J-coupling to the 
quadrupolar nucleus (see discussion below). For long T1Q, we should recover the normal 
evolution 
 
ρ(t) = Sx 
  m =0 or 1/2
L
∑  1m cos(mωSLt) + Sy Lz
  
1
mm =0 or 1/2
L
∑  1m sin(mωSLt)      (7.12) 
 
where 1m is a diagonal matrix with vanishing elements except for ones on the diagonal m-
position and –m-position. For m = 0, the second term in Eq.(7.12) vanishes.  Eq. (7.12) gives 
the expected signals 
 
S(t) = 1/3 + 2/3 cos(ωSLt)      (L = 1, T1Q >> 2π/ωSL) (7.13a) 
S(t) = 1/2 cos(ωSLt/2) + 1/2 cos(3ωSLt/2) (L = 3/2, T1Q >> 2π/ωSL) (7.13b) 
 
seen in Figs. 3(a) and S1(a) for long T1Q.  Simulated curves with powder averaging are 
shown in Fig. 7. 2 (d), 3(d), and S1(d), for δSL= 2π 1.5 kHz. For L = 1/2 and 1 at long T1Q, 
they reproduce the shape of the familiar REDOR curve.  For L = 1, the long-time plateau is at 
an intensity of 1/3 (see Eq. (7.13a)) due to the m = 0 component with frequency 0.  At 
intermediate T1Q values, the plateau slopes to 1/9 because of relaxation of the Lz2 term of the 
m = 0 component in Sx(1-Lz2) [12,13]. 
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Refocusing of recoupling.  In recoupling of heteronuclear interactions of an S-spin to an L-
spin with a spectrum too broad for a train of inversion pulses, the recoupling pulses need to 
be applied to the S-spin; the reference signal S0 is obtained by refocusing the recoupling 
effect, see Fig. 7. 1.  In the center of the S0 pulse sequence, at t = Ntr/2, a 180o pulse is 
“missing”, inverting the effective frequency. Thus, in the second half of the sequence, Eqs. 
(8a,b) apply with ωSL replaced by – ωSL. The intensity of the observable signal S0(Ntr, T1Q) 
for L = 1/2 and different T1L values, calculated in Appendix B, is shown in Fig. 7. 2(b) and 
coincides with the numerical results. Numerical simulations for L = 1 and L = 3/2 are plotted 
in Fig. 7. 3(b) and S1(b), respectively. Corresponding powder averaged S0 curves are shown 
in Fig. 7. 2(e), 3(e), and S1(e), with δSL= 2π 1.5 kHz. 
Interestingly, noticeable oscillations with a frequency of 1/2 m ωSL are observed in 
the S0 curves at long to intermediate T1Q values, in particular in Figs. 2(b) and 3(b).  It 
appears that the magnetization at Ntr to some extent reflects the magnetization at Ntr/2, the 
time of the inversion of the effective frequency. 
 
T1Q effect on ∆S. ∆S is obtained by subtracting S from S0, representing the dephasing due to 
heteronuclear recoupling. The simulated ∆S curves for various T1Q values are presented in 
Fig. 7. 2(c), 3(c), and S1(c) for a single frequency ωSL and in Fig. 7. 2(f), 3(f), and S1(f) for 
powder averaging with δ = 2π 1.5 kHz.  These ∆S curves for L = 1/2, 1, and 3/2 show similar 
patterns: In powder averaged simulations, for long T1Q > 100/δ, the intensity of ∆S quickly 
rises to the maximum and then slightly oscillates around the plateau value, which is the ideal 
case for experiments like SPIDER, REDOR, and REAPDOR. For T1Q ≈ 100/δ, the maximum 
is reduced by about 20% compared to the ideal value and the intensity decays fast after 
reaching the maximum. For T1Q < 10/δ, the maximum intensity is reduced by more than 
70%. For T1Q < < 1/δ, in the self-decoupling limit, no ∆S signal can be obtained.  In single-
frequency simulations, see Fig. 7. 2(c), 3(c), and S1(c), the amplitude of the oscillations is 
damped quickly as T1Q decreases, until no intensity is observed when T1Q is extremely short.  
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T1Q dependence of REDOR decay time constants in S0 and S.  Decay time constants TSL 
were extracted from the simulated single-frequency REDOR S and S0 curves for spin L = 1 
shown in Fig. 7. 3(a),(b), and plotted as a function of T1Q in Fig. 7. 4, for coupling strengths 
of ωSL = 2π 1 kHz and 2π 0.5 kHz.  For our purpose, TSL was defined simply as the time of 
the initial decrease of the intensity to e-1 = 0.37.  For small T1Q << 1/ωSL, TSL increases as T1Q 
decreases, approaching more and more complete self-decoupling.  In this range, the S and S0 
curves coincide: The only difference between S and S0 in REDOR is the inversion pulse in 
the middle of the recoupling period in S but not in S0, which inverts the S-L coherence.  If 
that coherence decays completely before the inversion or saturation pulse, then there will be 
no difference between S and S0.   TSL values are seen to be inversely proportional to T1Q and 
to the square of the coupling strength.  These power laws can be derived by analytical 
calculations for L =1/2, see Appendix C.  
At T1Q = 1/ωSL, S0 has a minimum for both coupling strengths, and the decrease in 
TSL for S starts to level off.  For T1Q > 1/ωSL, the TSL values for the S signal approach 
plateaus independent of T1Q.  This is the standard regime with negligible effects of T1Q on the 
REDOR decay.  The heights of the plateaus are inversely proportional to the coupling 
strengths, as expected since a larger coupling strength will produce a faster initial decay (as 
part of the cosine oscillation) and thus a shorter decay constant TSL. 
Further, the plot shows that TSL for S0 increases as T1Q > 1/ωSL increases and values 
for different coupling strengths merge on a line TSL = 2T1Q. Again, this power law has been 
derived for spin-1/2 in Appendix C.  Qualitatively, one can say that for longer T1Q, a larger 
part of the S-L coherence can be refocused, independent of coupling strength, before it has 
relaxed, so S0 decays more slowly as T1Q increases.  
 
Different double- and single-quantum relaxation times.  So far, we have assumed that the 
double-quantum and single-quantum relaxation rates are equal.  In order to explore their 
independent effects, Fig. 7. 5a displays a contour plot of logTSL0 as a function of log(T1QSQ) 
and log(T1QDQ) for the S decay in REDOR for L = 1. Figure 7.5(b) shows the corresponding 
plot of logTSL of the S0 intensity.  The plots show that (i) ideal REDOR with long TSL0 is 
recovered only if both T1QSQ and T1QDQ are long (upper right corner); (ii) self-decoupling 
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(both TSL0 and TSL are long) will occur if at least one relaxation time is short, and T1QDQ is 
more effective at producing self-decoupling; (iii) if both TSL0 and TSL are short, one of them 
must be between 1/(2 ωSL) and 3/ωSL and the other longer than 1/(2 ωSL).   
As mentioned above, T1QSQ and T1QDQ are typically not very different.  The dashed 
lines in Fig. 7. 5 delineate the expected range of T1QSQ ≈ T1QDQ values.  The curves of logTSL0 
and logTSL as a function of log(T1Q) shown in Fig. 7. 4 are found along the diagonals (T1QSQ 
= T1QDQ) of the contour plots of Fig. 7.5, with a plateau in TSL0 at large T1QSQ = T1QDQ values 
and a minimum in TSL near the center of the plot. The behavior within the dashed lines is 
qualitatively similar as along the corresponding diagonal.    
 
Heteronuclear evolution in the SPIDER experiment.  In the SPIDER pulse sequence 
shown in Fig. 7. 1(b), the SPIDER S signal is obtained after applying irradiation on the L-
spin, which destroys the Lz terms in conjunction with the strong quadrupolar coupling. The 
dephasing of 13C signal by adjacent quadrupolar nuclei is accomplished during the following 
recoupling period.  The π/2 pulse before the period of 14N irradiation stores one component 
of the 13C magnetization along z so that it relaxes more slowly, while the second π/2 pulse 
returns it to the transverse plane. In SPIDER S0, there is no irradiation on the quadrupolar 
nucleus and the recoupling of 13C-14N is refocused by the end of the second half recoupling 
period.  The difference ∆S = S0 – S plotted as a function of Ntr reveals the coupling strength 
between 13C and the quadrupolar nucleus 14N.  In fact, this is not true when T1Q is short. Our 
powder-averaged simulations with δSL= 2π  1.5 kHz shown in Fig. 7. 6 indicate that only for 
T1Q > 100 ms, it shows the expected difference between S0 and S.  The effects of T1Q 
relaxation in SPIDER become significant already at longer T1Q times than in REDOR.  Most 
importantly, the heteronuclear evolution in SPIDER is effectively only half as fast as in 
REDOR [5].  In addition, the S0 signal decays faster in SPIDER than in REDOR due to T1Q 
relaxation during the 0.8-ms period for L-spin irradiation (which, of course, is applied only 
when S is measured, see Fig. 7. 1.  As a result, shorter T1Q strongly reduces the ∆S = S0 - S 
intensity, especially when T1Q ≤ 1 ms, where S0 ≈ S; this is apparently the case for the 159 
ppm and 56 ppm 13C sites in Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH, showing ∆S = S0 - S ≈ 0 in Fig. 7. 11(b) 
below.     
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The effects of T1Q on the theoretical maximum ∆S intensity that can be obtained by 
REDOR experiments for L = 1/2, 1 and 3/2, and by SPIDER experiments for L = 1 are 
indicated in Fig. 7. 7.  For very short T1Q, ∆S remains vanishingly small due to self-
decoupling; for intermediate T1Q, ∆S increases significantly as T1Q increases.  For long T1Q > 
100/δ, ∆S asymptotically approaches its maximum value, which is 1 for L = 1/2 and L = 3/2, 
and 2/3 for L = 1.  
 
Design of pulse sequences for S00.  The T1Q relaxation effect during the S0 pulse sequence, 
see Fig. 7. 8(a), is significant due to the continuous recoupling of the SL interactions during 
each of the two halves of the pulse sequence.  The phase  
 
ΦSL(t) = 
  0
t
∫ ωSL(t’) dt’     (7.14) 
 
keeps growing to N ΦSL(tr/2) at Ntr/2.  The two-spin coherence, which is proportional to 
sinΦSL(t), grows accordingly.  The larger the S-L coherence, the larger will be the effect of 
T1Q relaxation of the L-component of that coherence.  If generation of S-L coherence could 
be avoided, T1Q relaxation would have no effect.    
This undesirable signal reduction can be minimized in a pulse sequence without 
significant long-time recoupling.  The simplest such sequence would be a Ntr/2 -- π-pulse -- 
Ntr/2 Hahn-spin-echo sequence.  Note that even here, the S-L coherence is generated 
transiently, with the maximum phase ΦSL(tr/2) in the middle of each rotation period.  More 
importantly, the signal from this sequence will not be directly comparable with S or S0 , since 
those signals are obtained after many more π-pulses. Due to the effects of imperfect 1H-
decoupling during the pulses, pulse flip-angle errors, resonance offset, etc., the decay of S0 is 
much faster than T2 relaxation. 
Therefore, we designed pulse sequences with the same number of 180o pulses as that 
for S and S0 but minimal S-L recoupling.  The most successful example is shown in Fig. 7. 
8(b).  It features two rotation-synchronized Hahn echoes, at the beginning and end.  Around 
the center, 180o pulses are applied every tr/3 for four rotation periods, so that at the center, 
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ΦSL(Ntr/2) = 0. Due to the fast alternation of the sign of the effective frequency imposed by 
the relatively closely-spaced 180o pulses, the phase ΦSL remains small throughout the whole 
recoupling period. Evolutions of the phase ΦSL under REAPDOR or SPIDER S and S0 pulse 
sequences as well as the newly designed S00 sequence, calculated using the SIMPSON 
program [20], are shown in Fig. 7. 8(c). While for REDOR S0, ΦSL reaches a large value of 
8ΦSL(tr/2) at Ntr/2, ΦSL is seen to be always comparable or smaller than 1.55 ΦSL(tr/2) during 
the S00 pulse sequence; for reference, free evolution gives a maximum of 1.0 ΦSL(tr/2).  
Independent EXORCYCLEs [21] of the first and last 180o pulses (in the Hahn-echo part of 
the sequence) were employed.  The same phase sequence and phase cycle were applied in the 
S0 pulse sequence, which actually appeared to increase the S0 intensity compared to an 
incomplete xy phase sequence on all fourteen 180o pulses.  We also designed and tested 
many other pulse sequences with some smaller pulse spacings than shown in Fig. 7. 8(b), but 
they did not work as well as the one presented here, in particular being more narrow-band.  
The signal obtained with minimum recoupling is termed S00.  The S00 and S0 spectra 
match well near resonance (within ±1 kHz). In our experiments, the match of the S00 and S0 
spectra was found to remain good (within ±4%) down to – 12 kHz downfield from 
resonance, while it degraded markedly for offsets > +1 kHz upfield from resonance. The 
reason for this asymmetry, which was similar for different xy-8 sequences (e.g. x y x y; x –y 
x –y; and –x –y –x –y), remains unclear. The S00 sequence produced reduced C-H dephasing, 
resulting in ~10% higher signals of CH groups.  This was compensated empirically by 6 µs 
of dipolar dephasing before detection, for all samples measured. 
Table 1 provides an overview of the intensities of S, S0, and S00 for various T1Q 
regimes.  The entries are based on the curves in Figs. 7.3, 7.6 and 7.7 (for S, S0, and ∆S) and 
on the experimental observations for S00.  In the regime with negligible relaxation, T1Q > 
100/δ, we have S00 = S0, otherwise, S00 > S0. Finally, for T1Q<< 1/δ, self-decoupling is 
reached, where there is hardly any heteronuclear evolution before the spin state of the 
quadrupolar nucleus relaxes and therefore no 13C - 14N correlation can be detected.  ∆S0 
represents the improvement of signal intensity made by using the new pulse sequence. 
However, directly obtaining the full ∆Stot in one spectrum by combining the new S00 pulse 
sequence with SPIDER dephasing in S is experimentally very challenging for demanding 
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samples like natural organic matter, because the artifacts from a few percent of mismatch 
between S00 and S0 will be comparable to the desired signal ∆Stot. 
 
T1Q-enhanced, ωr-dependent T2S, MAS relaxation.  Even during free MAS without 
recoupling pulses, the effect of T1Q relaxation on the heterogeneous evolution may be 
detectable.  During the course of each rotation period tr, SyLz coherence is generated at the 
expense of Sx and relaxes towards zero.  By the end of the rotation period, the two-spin 
coherence is reconverted into magnetization, but less so if the two-spin coherence has been 
depleted by relaxation.  This speeds up the effective T2 relaxation of the observed S-spin.  
The evolution at the beginning of each rotation period is the same (in the quasistatic regime) 
but is terminated the earlier, the shorter the rotation period, since the initial state must be 
recovered at the end of the rotation period.  Therefore, the longer the rotation period, the 
greater the two-spin coherence will become, see Fig. 7. 9 (a) (b).  As a result, the effective T2 
relaxation time of the S-spin (T2S,MAS) will decrease markedly with increasing tr and 
decreasing spinning frequency. 
The dependence of T2S, MAS on the spinning-frequency ωr, relaxation time T1Q, and 
coupling constant δSL can be predicted using numerical simulation. The time-dependent 
frequency during free MAS can be written as: 
 
ωSL(t) = C1 cos (γ + ωrt) + C2 cos (2γ +2ωrt)  
            + S1 sin(γ +ωrt) + S2 sin(2γ +2ωrt)     (7.15) 
 
For a spin-pair dipolar coupling, S1 = S2 = 0, [22] and  
 
C1 =  − δSL 2 /2 sin(2β)        (7.16a) 
C2 = δSL/2 sin2β.                                      (7.16b) 
 
We use ωSL(t) instead of the constant ωSL in Eq. (7.8) and evaluate the evolution 
numerically as outlined in Appendix A, Eq. (7.A4).  Powder averaging is performed by 
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adding curves for β = 0o,…, 90o with sinβ weighting.  The effect of γ on the simulations is 
minimal, since all values of γ+ωrt are scanned in the course of each rotation period.   
 
Parameter dependencies of T2S, MAS.  At a fixed spinning frequency (8 kHz), the T2S, MAS – 
relaxation time decreases with decreasing T1Q and increases when T1Q < 20 µs (see 
simulations for L = 1 in Fig. 7. 9(c)), due to the loss of heteronuclear coherence. Figure 7. 
10(d) illustrates that T2S,MAS increases with spinning frequency for constant T1Q.  This effect 
is more pronounced when T1Q is relatively long. However, when T1Q is smaller than 3 µs, 
T2S,MAS is almost independent of spinning frequency, increasing by only 0.1% from 3 kHz to 
12 kHz:  The two-spin coherence SyLz relaxes so fast that it does not accumulate significantly 
during one rotation period, even at low spinning speed, and therefore, it shows little 
dependence on the spinning speed. The effect of T1Q on T2S,MAS for different spinning speeds 
is shown in Fig. 7. 9(e). Generally, in the short-T1Q regime, T2S,MAS decreases as T1Q 
increases, due to the increased coupling generating large two-spin coherence term SyLz 
combined with fast relaxation of Lz; in the long-T1Q regime of spin L, T2S,MAS increases with 
T1Q, due to the slow-down of the decay of the two-spin coherence term SyLZ.  At a higher 
spinning speed, the T2S,MAS minimum value is larger and appears at a smaller T1Q than that 
for slower spinning. 
The ωSL dependence of T2S, MAS relaxation was also explored in simulations for a 
fixed spinning speed of 2π 6 kHz, see Fig. 7. 9.  Figure 7.11 (a) shows the T1Q-dependence of 
T2S, MAS for coupling strengths between 2π 0.1 kHz and 2π 10 kHz.  The curves of log T2S, 
MAS vs. log T1Q have approximately the same shape, with minima fixed at T1Q = 1/(2π 6 kHz) 
= 27 µs for ωSL < ωr, see Figure 7.10 (a,b).  This is due to the evolution being mainly 
modulated by ωr when ωSL << ωr.   As a result, the largest effects of T1Q relaxation are 
observed for smaller T1Q values in free MAS (with ωr modulation) than in recoupling 
experiments (with ωSL modulation), since in practice usually ωSL < ωr.  For ωSL = 2π 10 kHz 
> ωr, a slight horizontal shift of the minimum is observed: When ωSL >> ωr, the evolution of 
the two-spin coherence is modulated by ωSL and the T2S, MAS minimum position will be ωSL-
dependent.  The depth of the minimum depends strongly on the coupling strength νSL = 
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ωSL/2π. Linear fitting shows an inverse-square dependence of T2S,MAS on νSL, T2min = 101.27 
kHz (1/νSL)2, see Fig. 7. 10 (b).  
 
Experimental Results and Discussion 
 
“Missing signals” in 13C{14N} SPIDER NMR.  CP/TOSS and SPIDER spectra of Boc-Arg-
OH and Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH are shown in Fig. 7. 11(a) and (b), respectively.  In the ∆S SPIDER 
spectrum of Boc-Arg-OH, all the expected signals of C bonded to N are observed.  By 
contrast, the chemically similar Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH does not produce the expected ∆S peaks for 
the C=O and C-H carbons bonded to the “backbone” N.  A two-fold signal reduction was 
also observed in the SPIDER ∆S spectrum of chitin, an N-acetylated polysaccharide that 
forms the exoskeleton of arthropods, see Fig. 7. 5 of ref. (7).  In the following, we prove that 
these signal losses are due to relaxation of the 14N spin state during the S0 pulse sequence, 
and demonstrate the predicted unusual T2S, MAS behavior for these same carbon sites. 
 
Measurement of ∆S0 from S00 and S0 spectra.  S00 spectra of Boc-Arg-OH and Boc-
Arg(Z)2-OH with minimal recoupling are displayed in Fig. 7. 12, measured with the new 
pulse sequence shown in Fig. 7. 8(b).  They are compared with S0 spectra obtained using the 
matching pulse sequence of Fig. 7. 8(a).  The difference ∆S0 = S00 - S0 reveals signals loss 
due to T1Q relaxation during the refocused recoupling.  The intensity of ∆S0 matches the S0 
intensity loss in the SPIDER experiments, in particular for the bands of Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH at 
159 ppm and 56 ppm, which are due to the carbons bonded to the “backbone” nitrogen.  This 
provides an experimental confirmation of our hypothesis that the reduced S0 intensity in the 
SPIDER spectra is due to transient recoupling to a 14N with short T1Q.  
The observed ∆S0/S00 and ∆S/S0 values enable us to estimate T1Q, based on the curves 
of Fig. 7. 6.  The small ∆S signal at 159 ppm and 56 ppm indicates that T1Q < 0.3 ms, 
according to Fig. 7. 6(c).  The experimentally observed significant decay of S0 shows that the 
self-decoupling regime has not been reached, T1Q > 0.3 ms, according to Fig. 7. 6(b). 
The S00, S0, and ∆S0 spectra of chitin, an N-acetylated polysaccharide, and of the 
oligopeptide, (POG)10, are shown in Fig. 7. 13.  For chitin, the considerable ∆S0 intensity for 
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the signals of the two carbons bonded to N proves that the weak SPIDER ∆S signal found in 
ref. [5] is caused by the reduced intensity of S0.  The observed dephasing, ∆S/S0 ~ 0.25 and 
∆S0/S00~ 0.25, indicates that 0.3 ms < T1Q < 1 ms.  For (POG)10, intense signals of all 
carbons connected to N show up in the ∆S0 spectrum, indicative of short T1Q between 0.2 and 
1 ms for proline and hydroxyproline N in the peptide.   
For carbon sites close to quadrupolar spins with sufficiently long T1Q > 10 ms, 
recoupling techniques such as SPIDER, REAPDOR or TRAPDOR give the expected results; 
13C sites close to 14N nuclei in Boc-Arg-OH are examples. Nevertheless, even for these 
carbons, the non-zero ∆S0 intensity also indicates a slight intensity reduction of S0.  
Adaptations of the new S00 pulse sequence for SPIDER, REAPDOR, or RIDER experiments 
would facilitate applications of these methods to systems with short T1Q relaxation times.  
The challenge consists in matching S00 and S pulse sequences well enough to make the 
artifact difference signals much smaller than those of the nitrogen-bonded carbons. 
 
T1Q-enhanced T2S, MAS relaxation.  The effect of the fast T1Q relaxation of the “backbone” N 
of Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH on the T2S, MAS relaxation time of the neighboring carbons is indicated in 
Fig. 7. 14, which shows the dependence of T2S,MAS on ωr for the nonprotonated carbons.  The 
curves show that the T2S, MAS values of the carbons bonded to N increase as spinning speed 
increases, most prominently for the 159-ppm carbon, which also showed the largest ∆S0 
signal.  At faster MAS, the rise of the curves becomes less obvious due to imperfect 1H 
decoupling resulting from interference by MAS.  The measured data points are compared 
with simulated curves, and the fits give good estimates of the 14N T1Q relaxation times. The 
14N bonded to the “backbone” carbon with a chemical shift of 159 ppm has a short T1Q 
relaxation time of ca. 0.2 ms, while the other 14N sites have T1Q values of ~ 2 ms.  In the fit 
of the signal of the carbon resonating at 161 ppm, it was assumed that the three 14N to which 
it is bonded have the same T1Q of ~ 2 ms, giving an apparent T1Qapp = 0.67 ms based on 
1/T1Qapp ≈ 3 x 1/(2 ms). 
 
Dynamics driving T1Q-relaxation.  The short T1Q of the nitrogen in the N-acetyl side groups 
of chitin is not too surprising, given that torsional fluctuations can rock the side group.  In 
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collagen and related peptides, motions of proline rings have been known to shorten T1C.[23]  
The mechanism of relaxation in Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH is less obvious.  In order to probe the 
MHz-rate motions that drive T1Q of 14N, we have measured the longitudinal T1 relaxation 
times of all resolved carbon sites in Boc-Arg-OH and Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH, see Fig. 7. 15. The 
values show that the T1C values of sites near the –COOH group in the “backbone” of these 
two compounds are quite different, suggesting some changes around COOH in Boc-Arg(Z)2-
OH.  
It is instructive to compare the measured 13C and estimated 14N T1 relaxation times for 
neighboring sites.  An approximate relationship can be obtained based on the following 
assumptions, which enable quantitative calculations [24]: (i) Dipolar interaction between 13C 
and 1H is the main spin-lattice relaxation mechanism for 13C. (ii) Quadrupolar coupling 
provides the dominant relaxation mechanism for 14N. (iii) The reorientational correlation 
times τc are identical for both 13C and 14N. (iv) The molecule undergoes isotropic motions. In 
the fast motion limit, the relaxation rate of 13C due to C-H dipolar coupling can be given as: 
 
1/T1C= (4/3)γ213Cγ214N   h S(S+1)rC-H-6 τc      (7.17) 
 
and the quadrupolar relaxation rate of 14N is  
 
1/T1Q= (3/8)(e2qQ/ )2 τc        (7.18) 
 
With rC-H = 1.09 Å and e2qQ/  h = 3 MHz, we find 
 
T1C = 6200 T1Q         (7.19) 
 
From the experimentally measured T1C value of 11 s for C in N-t-Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH, Eq. 
(7.19) yields an estimated 14N T1Q of 1.8 ms, within an order of magnitude from the 0.2-ms 
T1Q value estimated from S0 and T2S,MAS data.  
In order to check for fast large-amplitude motions, the CSA powder patterns of the 
C=O carbons were measured by SUPER [25] experiments in both Boc-Arg-OH and Boc-
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Arg(Z)2-OH.  The powder patterns for the CO sites in Fig. 7. 16 do not exhibit evidence of 
large amplitude motions.  The chemical shift anisotropies determined from these spectra are 
summarized in Table 2.  Comparison with literature CSA data of carboxyl groups[26] 
suggests that the –COO group in Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH is protonated, while that in Boc-Arg-OH 
is deprotonated.  We suspect that the NH proton in the “backbone” undergoes some motion, 
since we only observed two protonated N in the 15N spectrum (not shown), while there are 
three protonated sites in the structure of Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH.  It is interesting to note that 
investigations of solid state proton exchange in a variety of organic compounds have also 
suggested that fast quadrupolar relaxation of 14N is induced by fluctuations in its electric field 
gradient that accompany proton exchange. [27]    
  
T1Q effects in J-coupled systems.  This paper has focused on effects of T1Q relaxation of the 
heteronucleus under dipolar recoupling and under free MAS.  As briefly indicated above, the 
effect analogous to that with dipolar recoupling occurs during “free MAS” under the 
influence of a heteronuclear J-coupling [8].  In this case, the simulations for S dephasing with 
a single coupling frequency ωSL (see Figs. 3(a) and S1(a)) are applicable.  The S0 experiment 
corresponds exactly to a Hahn-echo measurement of T2, where the sign of the heteronuclear 
J-coupling is effectively inverted by a 180o pulse at τ = Ntr/2.  Thus, the single-ωSL S0 decay 
curves as shown in Figs. 3(b) and S1(b), including some slight oscillations, are expected to 
be observed in T2 measurements of an S-nucleus J-coupled to a quadrupolar L-nucleus with 
short T1Q. 
 In practice, J-couplings in the 1-kHz range are common for atoms with many 
electrons, i.e. for nucleides of higher mass.  These have weak heteronuclear dipolar couplings 
due to the relatively large internuclear distances resulting from large atomic radii, but 
relatively large J-couplings.  In 125Te (S=1/2) NMR of Sb2Te3, we have indeed observed 
shortened T2,Te, MAS ≈ 0.4 ms compared to Te in PbTe or GeTe, together with a short T1Q,Sb, 
MAS ≈ 0.5 ms for the central transition of 121Sb (L = 5/2).  
 
Unpaired electrons.  The dipolar coupling of nuclear spins with unpaired electrons of short 
longitudinal relaxation time or fast longitudinal spin exchange is another case where multi-
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spin coherence is generated by a coupling, decays fast due to relaxation or spin exchange of 
the (electron) L-spin, and shortens the T2, MAS of the observed nucleus S.  The quantitative 
analysis of this effect, where the couplings can be much larger than considered here (> ωr, 
while we implicitly assumed ωSL < ωr) and must be described by more complex 
interactions[28] is beyond the scope of this article. 
 
Conclusions 
The effects of fast longitudinal relaxation of a quadrupolar nucleus coupled to the 
observed spin-1/2 nucleus have been studied theoretically and experimentally. Theoretical 
analysis and simulations have shown that short T1Q can cause significant reduction or even 
disappearance of ∆S signals in experiments like REDOR and SPIDER.  In order to 
demonstrate and minimize the effect, a new pulse sequence with minimal recoupling has 
been designed and shown to produce an improved reference signal S00.  A significant 
difference signal ∆S0 = S00 – S0 proves coupling to a heteronucleus with T1Q ~ 0.3 ms.  
Applications to a molecular crystal, to an N-acetylated polysaccharide, and to a collagen-
mimetic oligopeptide show that the effect is quite common. Furthermore, studies of T1Q-
enhanced, ωr-dependent T2S, MAS relaxation under free MAS without recoupling have shown 
both theoretically and experimentally that short T1Q (5 – 200 µs) of the coupled 
heteronucleus can cause a strong decrease in the apparent T2S, MAS of the observed nucleus; 
fast spinning helps greatly to lengthen T2S, MAS.  Simulations of the spinning-speed 
dependence provide good estimates of T1Q. Finally, possible reasons for the short T1Q values 
of 14N in the studied compounds have been explored. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Samples.  Arginine derivatives, Nα-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-L-arginine (Boc-Arg-OH) and Nα-
Boc-Nδ, Nω-di-Z-L-arginine (Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH), were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Boc-
Arg(Z)2-OH was 98% pure, and Boc-Arg-OH contained 5-10% n-butanol.  Chitin (poly (N-
acetyl-1, 4-β-D-glucopyranosamine) was purchased from Fluka.  (POG)
 10 was purchased 
from Peptide Institute, Japan. All samples were used without further treatment.  
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NMR parameters.  The NMR experiments were performed using a Bruker DSX400 
spectrometer at 400 MHz for 1H, 100 MHz for 13C, and 29 MHz for 14N.  A Bruker 4-mm 
triple-resonance probe head was used for the SPIDER experiments at a 5-kHz spinning 
frequency, with ca. 56 kHz 1H decoupling power, which is increased to 63 kHz during 13C π 
pulses.  The 14N radio-frequency field strength was γNB1≈2π 30 kHz, and the 13C 180o pulse 
length was 8.1 µs.  The recoupled dipolar evolution consisted of eight rotation periods (1.6 
ms), and the 14N irradiation time of four rotation periods.  The 5-kHz MAS experiments 
using the pulse sequences shown in Fig. 7. 8 (a) and (b) for measuring the regular and an 
improved reference signal S0 and S00, respectively, and ∆S0 were performed with a 4-mm 
probe head in double resonance mode.  All experiments were performed with a cross 
polarization (CP) contact time of 1 ms and a recycle delay of 2 s.  In measurements of S0 and 
S00, the 13C irradiation frequency “on-resonance” was set near protonated carbon resonances 
during the 13C 180o pulse train and near those of non-protonated carbon resonances during 
detection.  The gated decoupling time before detection in measuring S00 was 6 µs. 
SUPER experiments were used to obtain 13C CSA powder patterns in the arginine 
derivatives.  These experiments were carried out at a spinning speed of 5 kHz.  The 13C field 
strength of the 360o pulses was 62.5 kHz and the number of t1 increments was 96, with an 
acquisition time of 5 ms. 
T1 and T2 relaxation time measurements were made after 1-ms cross polarization 
time, using a z-filter and Hahn echo, respectively.  TOSS was used before and TPPM 1H 
decoupling during detection.   
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Appendices 
Appendix A.  Free heteronuclear evolution with T1Q relaxation, and numerical 
calculation 
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Heteronuclear evolution with longitudinal L-spin relaxation is governed by the von 
Neumann equation with relaxation, dρ/dt = -i/  h  [HSL,ρ] + R ρ, Eq. (7.6), where the Redfield 
supermatrix R acts only on the L-spin part of the density matrix; its effect is given by the 
relaxation exchange matrix W according to Eq. (7.2). Inserting the density matrix for L=1, 
ρ(t) = Sx diag(px,1,px,0,px,-1) + Sy diag(py,1,py,0,py,-1), into Eq. (7.6) gives 
 
  dρ/dt = Sy {ωSL diag(px,1,0,-px,-1) + diag(W (py,1,py,0,py,-1))}  + 
      Sx {-ωSL diag(py,1,0,-py,-1) + diag(W (px,1,px,0,px,-1))}  (7.A1) 
 
This can be set equal to the standard expression for the time derivative of ρ(t),  
 
dρ/dt = Sx diag(dpx,1/dt, dpx,0/dt, dpx,-1/dt)  
+ Sy diag(dpy,1/dt, dpy,0/dt, dpy,-1/dt)     (7.A2) 
 
Generalizing to arbitrary L-spin, Eqs. (7.A1) and (7.A2) can be used to generate 2(2L+1) 
coupled differential equations for the p-coefficients: 
  
 dpy,m/dt =  ωSL m px,m + Σm’ Wm m’ py,m’      
           (7. A3) 
 dpx,m/dt =  - ωSL m py,m + Σm’ Wm m’ px,m’, 
which are equivalent to eq.(59) in ref. [29]. In the absence of relaxation (W = 0), the 
solutions are the well-known sinusoidal oscillations, but with relaxation the solutions are 
much more complicated.  
For L = 1/2, the four coupled Eqs. (7.A3) can be solved analytically, as shown in 
Appendix B.  For L > 1/2, it is more convenient to evaluate ∆p = dp/dt ∆t numerically time-
step by time-step, using 
 
 ry =  W ( py,L, py, (L-1), ..., py,-(L-1), py,-L)  
 rx =  W ( px,L, px, (L-1), ..., px,-(L-1), px,-L) 
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 ∆py,m = {ωSL m px,m + ry,m} ∆t 
 ∆px,m = {- ωSL m py,m + ry,m} ∆t 
 py,m(t+∆t) = py,m(t) + ∆py,m 
 px,m(t+∆t) = px,m(t) + ∆px,m       (7.A4) 
 
A time step of ∆t = 0.1 µs was shown to produce the same results as shorter steps and was 
used in all the numerical simulations. Alternatively, one can use Abragam’s exponential-
matrix solutions [29]. 
  
Appendix B.  Analytical REDOR Signal for L = 1/2.   
For L = 1/2, Eq. (7.A3) gives four coupled equations,     
 
 dpy,+1/2/dt =  ωSL 1/2 px,+1/2 - r (py,+1/2 - py,-1/2)     (7.B1a) 
 dpy,-1/2/dt =  ωSL (-1/2) px,-1/2 + r (py,+1/2 - py,-1/2)     (7.B1b) 
 dpx,+1/2/dt =  - ωSL 1/2 py,+1/2 - r (px,+1/2 - px,-1/2)    (7.B1c) 
 dpx,-1/2/dt =  - ωSL (-1/2 py,-1/2) + r (px,+1/2 - px,-1/2)     (7.B1d) 
 
with r = 1/(2T1L).  Given that px,-1/2(0) = px,+1/2(0) and py,-1/2(0) = - py.+1/2(0), we can set px,-1/2 
= px,+1/2 = px and py,-1/2 = - py,+1/2 = -py.  This makes Eqs. (B1b) and (B1d) redundant, leaving 
 
 dpy/dt = px ωSL/2 - py 2r        (7.B2a) 
 dpx/dt = py (- ωSL)/2        (7.B2b) 
 
Here, it is straightforward to incorporate transverse T2S relaxation of the S spin:   
  
dpy/dt = px ωSL/2 - py (1/T2S+1/T1L)      (7.B3a) 
dpx/dt = py (- ωSL)/2 - px/T2S        (7.B3b) 
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The factor of 1/2 in front of ωSL is usually avoided in calculations limited to spin-1/2 by 
writing a factor of 2 in front of the right-hand side of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (7.7), but this is 
not advisable in calculations for general L that are also of interest here.  The solutions for the 
initial condition px = 1, py = 0 differ qualitatively whether  
 
     w = ωSL
2 T1L
2 −1         (7.B4) 
 
is real or imaginary: 
For long T1L > 1/ωSL, w is real, and we obtain oscillatory solutions 
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For short T1L < 1/ωSL, w is imaginary, and we obtain 
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Note that in recoupling experiments, t is usually denoted as Ntr.  Curves calculated based on  
Eqs. (7.B5a) and (7.B5c) are shown in Fig. 7.2(a). 
The reference signal S0 is obtained by applying one more or one less inversion pulse 
at the center of the recoupling period. This is equivalent to an inversion of the effective 
heteronuclear coupling frequency ωSL in Eq.(7.B2) at Ntr/2.  The solutions in Appendix B can 
be used to calculate the initial condition for the second part of the heteronuclear evolution, 
i.e.  
p
 x
0(0) = px(Ntr/2)  and p y0 (0) = py(Ntr/2) with px and py as given in Eq. (7.B5).  
For long T1L > 1/ωSL, w is real, and  
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For short T1L < 1/ωSL, w is imaginary, and 
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For all T1L values,  
  
py
0(t,T1Q ) = (1 −
1
w 2
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−( 1
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Curves calculated from Eqs. (7.B6a) and (7.B6b) are shown in Fig. 7. 2(b). 
 
Appendix C.  T1Q–Dependence of the REDOR decay constant TSL 
 
From numerical REDOR simulation for spin L=1 with T1Q relaxation of the L-spin, 
we have determined the dependence of the time constant TSL in REDOR S and S0 
experiments on T1Q, see Fig. 7. 4. Some aspects of these TSL vs. T1Q curves were difficult to 
explain quantitatively based on a qualitative analysis.  In the following, we derive these 
features based on the analytical analysis for L = 1/2. For all cases, we assume that T2S >> 
T1L, so that the effect of T1L is not masked by fast T2S decay. Analytical simulations of TSL 
vs. T1L for spin L = 1/2 are plotted in Fig. 7. S2 (see Supporting Material); they closely 
resemble the numerical results for L = 1 shown in Fig. 7.4.  
For short T1L << 1/ ωSL, |w| ~ 1, and Eq. (7.B5c) for the dephased signal S can be 
approximated as  
  px (t,T1L ) ≈ e
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which gives Eq.(7.11). 
For long T1L >> 1/ ωSL, we have w ~ T1LωSL and Eq. (7.B5a) can be simplified to 
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where the decay is due to the cos(ωSLt/2) oscillation and therefore independent of T1L; 
this corresponds to the long-time plateaus in the TSL vs. T1L curves for REDOR S in Fig. 7. 
S2. 
 
The REDOR reference signal S0 of Eq. (7.B6b) can be simplified for short T1L << 
1/ωSL, where |w| ~ 1:  
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In other words, S0 ≈ S, which explains the overlap of the curves for S and S0 in Fig. 
7.S2. for short T1Q values. 
For long T1L >> 1/ωSL, w ~ T1LωSL, and 
  p x
0 (t,T1L ) = e
−
t
2T1L (0 + 0 − (−1)) = e
−
t
2T1L
     (7.C3b) 
which gives TSL ~ 2T1L independent of ωSL, as observed in Fig. 7.S2.  
 
Appendix D. Supplementary data 
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at 
doi:10.1016/j.jmr.2008.12.021. 
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Tables and Figures 
Table 7.1.  Table of normalized SPIDER S, S0, S00, ∆S = S0 - S, ∆S0 = S00 - S0, and ∆Stot = 
S00- S intensities for long (T1Q > 100/δ), intermediate (10/δ < T1Q < 100/δ), short (1/δ <T1Q < 
10/δ), very short (T1Q ~ 1/δ), and extremely short (T1Q << 1/δ) quadrupolar relaxation times, 
for L = 1 and Ntr = 20/δ.  Note that the definition of the S-L dipolar coupling constant δ 
includes the factor 2π. 
 
T1Q Signal S00 S0 S ∆S ∆S0 ∆Stot 
Long  
(T1Q > 100/δ) 
1 1 0.33 0.67 0 0.67 
Intermediate  
(10/δ <T1Q<100/δ) 
~ 0.9 ~ 0.8 ~ 0.4 ~ 0.4 ~ 0.1 ~ 0.5 
Short 
(1/δ <T1Q < 10/δ) 
~ 0.8 ~ 0.5 ~ 0.5 ~ 0 ~ 0.3 ~ 0.3 
Very short 
(T1Q ~ 1/δ) 
~ 0.8 ~ 0.7 ~ 0.7 0 ~ 0.1 ~ 0.1 
Extremely short 
(T1Q << 1/δ) 
~ 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 0 0 0 
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Table 7.2.  Summary of 13C chemical shift principal values obtained from SUPER spectra of 
Boc-Arg-OH (compound 1) and Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH (compound 2), and isotropic chemical 
shifts from MAS. Principal values have error margins of ±5 ppm. 
 
Compound Carbon site Chemical shift components (ppm) ∆σ σiso 
1 COO- 242 174 124 118 180 
2 COOH 257 153 113 144 174 
1 NC=O 245 130 112 133 162 
2 NC=O 232 125 125 107 159 
2 NHCOO 234 115 115 119 154 
2 NCOO 242 127 123 119 164 
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Fig. 7.1. Pulse sequences for (a) S{L} REAPDOR and (b) S{L} SPIDER with L > 1/2.  
Pulses with 90o flip angles are shown as narrow filled rectangles, 180o pulses as narrow 
unfilled rectangles. The irradiation on the L-spin in SPIDER consists of closely spaced ~2-µs 
pulses with ~1-µs spacing.   Reference signals S0 are obtained without irradiation on the L-
spin, but with the train of 180o pulses on S. 
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Fig. 7.2. S{L} REDOR S, S0 and ∆S simulations for spin L = 1/2 with T1L relaxation. Single-
frequency analytical simulations are shown in (a-c) with solid lines, numerical simulations 
are represented by open circles. ωSL = 2π 1 kHz was used in both simulations. Numerical 
powder-averaged REDOR simulations are shown in (d-f) with δSL= 2π 1.5 kHz. T1L values in 
ms are indicated at each curve. 
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Fig. 7.3. S{L} REDOR simulations for spin L = 1with T1Q relaxation. Single-frequency 
REDOR (a) S, (b) S0, and (c) ∆S simulations with ωSL = 2π 0.5 kHz. Powder-averaged 
REDOR (d) S, (e) S0, and (f) ∆S simulations with δSL= 2π 1.5 kHz. 
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Fig. 7.4. Decay time constants TSL of REDOR S and S0 for spin L = 1 as a function of T1Q, 
with two different coupling strengths, ωSL= 2π 0.5 kHz and ωSL= 2π 1 kHz. 
 
 
Fig. 7.5. Contour plots of (a) TSL for REDOR S decay and (b) TSL0 for REDOR S0 decay as a 
function of T1QSQ and T1QDQ on a logarithmic scale, for L = 1.  The coupling strength is ωSL = 
2π 0.5 kHz. 
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Fig. 7.6. S{L} SPIDER simulations for L = 1 with T1Q relaxation and powder averaging, for 
a coupling strength δSL = 2π 1.5 kHz, and with 0.8-ms irradiation on the L-spin. (a) S, (b) S0 
and (c) ∆S.  
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Fig. 7.7. T1Q dependence of ∆S intensities extracted from REDOR and SPIDER simulations 
with δSL = 2π 1.5 kHz. Filled triangles: S{L} REDOR ∆S for spin L = 1/2, at recoupling time 
of Ntr = 2 ms. Filled inverted triangles: S{L} REDOR ∆S for spin L = 3/2, at Ntr = 2 ms.  
Filled squares: S{L} REDOR ∆S for spin L = 1, at Ntr = 1 ms. Open circles: S{L} SPIDER 
∆S for spin L = 1, at Ntr = 2 ms.  
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Fig. 7.8. (a) Simplified pulse sequence for measuring S0 without irradiation on the 
quadrupolar nucleus. (b) Matching pulse sequence for measuring an improved reference 
signal S00 with minimal transient S-L recoupling. (c) Simulated evolutions of the phase ΦSL 
of the magnetization in REAPDOR or SPIDER S dephasing (S), REAPDOR or SPIDER 
reference experiments (S0) and for the new pulse sequence shown in (b) (S00). The unit used 
is the phase ΦSL(tr/2) generated within half a rotation period (tr /2) under free evolution.  
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Fig. 7.9.  Effects of T1Q relaxation during free MAS, calculated for L = 1.  (a, b) Amplitude 
of the two-spin coherence of heteronuclear evolution simulated with long T1Q = 333 ms 
under magic angle spinning (MAS) of (a) 2 kHz and (b) 8 kHz. (c) Simulated T2S, MAS decay 
at 8 kHz without recoupling, for various T1Q values. (d) Spinning frequency dependence of 
T2S, MAS for various values of T1Q in ms as shown in the Figure. ωSL = 2π 1.5 kHz was used in 
the simulations. (e) T1Q dependence of T2S, MAS at various spinning frequencies.  
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Fig. 7.10. (a) Simulated T1Q dependence of T2S, MAS with various coupling strengths. (b) Plot 
of minimum T2S, MAS vs. coupling strength νSL. The relationship between T2Smin, MAS and νSL 
= ωSL/2π kHz obtained from the fit is: T2Smin, MAS = 101.27 kHz * (1/νSL)2. The simulations 
were carried out for a spinning frequency of ωr = 2π 6 kHz. 
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Fig. 7.11. CP/TOSS, S0, S, and ∆S 13C{14N}SPIDER spectra of (a) Boc-Arg-OH, which 
shows the expected dephasing; (b) Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH, which shows ∆S = 0 and low S0 for two 
expected carbon signals, at 159 and 56 ppm (marked by arrows).  
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Fig. 7.12. S00, S0, and ∆S013C spectra of (a) Boc-Arg-OH and (b) Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH, which 
shows the largest ∆S0 = S00 - S0 for the two carbon signals at 159 and 56 ppm.  
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Fig. 7.13. S00, S0, and ∆S013C spectra of (a) chitin and (b) (POG)10. Significant ∆S0 signal is 
observed for all C bonded to N.  
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Fig. 7.14. Measurement of T2C, MAS as a function of spinning frequency ωr for various 
nonprotonated 13C sites in Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH. The fit curves (dashed lines and open symbols) 
are simulated with different values of T1Q and T2: 159 ppm (T1Q = 0.17 ms, T2 = 38 ms), 161 
ppm (0.67 ms, 16 ms), 164 ppm (2.3 ms, 45 ms), 154 ppm (2.3 ms, 49 ms). The 
discrepancies between the measured and fit curves at ωr/2π > 10 kHz are due to imperfect 1H 
decoupling resulting from interference by fast spinning. The literature value of the C-N bond 
length in OCNH is 0.1339 nm, corresponding to δSL = 2π 1.8 kHz, which was used in these 
simulations.   
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Fig. 7.15. Measured T1C relaxation times in (a) Boc-Arg-OH and (b) Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH. 
Significantly shortened T1C  values in Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH are highlighted in bold. 
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Fig. 7.16. COO powder patterns obtained as cross sections from 2D SUPER spectra of (a) 
Boc-Arg-OH and (b) Boc-Arg(Z)2-OH. The T1C relaxation time of each site is listed to the 
right of its powder pattern. 
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Supplementary information 
 
Fig. 7.S1. S{L} REDOR simulations for spin L = 3/2 with T1Q relaxation. Single frequency 
REDOR (a) S, (b) S0, and (c) ∆S simulations with ωSL = 2π 0.5 kHz. Powder-averaged 
REDOR (d) S, (e) S0, and (f) ∆S simulations with δSL = 2π 1.5 kHz. 
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Fig. 7.S2. Decay time constants TSL of REDOR S and S0 for spin L = 1/2 as a function of 
T1L, with two different coupling strengths, ωSL = 2π 0.5 kHz and ωSL= 2π 1 kHz. 
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Chpater 8  
General Conclusions 
General discussion 
 In this thesis, the application of solid-state NMR to characterize the organic-inorganic 
interfacial structure in bone and biomimetic polymer-calcium phosphate nanocomposites was 
discussed. Also, relevant solid-state NMR method improvement and development to 
facilitate the accurate inter-atomic distance measurements and achieve broadband high-
resolution NMR were documented. 
   The unique capability of solid-state NMR to select only the signals of organic 
species at the “buried” organic-inorganic interface enables the characterization of the 
collagen-apatite interface in bone. This study identified citrate as the major organic 
component at the interface, potentially the “active” biomolecule relevant to bone 
biomineralization. Citrate accounts for 5.5 wt% of total organics and covers the apatite 
surface at a density of 1 citrate molecule per 4 nm2 in bovine bone. With a geometrical area 
of 0.65 nm2, citrate occupies 1/6 of the available citrate surface. The structure and geometry 
study of citrate revealed that citrate is about 0.4 nm away from the apatite surface with its 
backbone slightly tilted relative to the apatite surface. The three apatite-binding carboxylate 
groups face the apatite surface, while the non-polar CH2 groups are close to the more 
hydrophobic collagen matrix; this configuration “binds” the chemically very different two 
phases: collagen and apatite, and optimizes the mechanical properties of bone. The study also 
explained why apatite, rather than other calcium phosphates, forms as the main inorganic 
constituent in bone: the distances among the carboxylate groups of citrate match the spacing 
among Ca ions in the apatite crystal lattice. This study echoed the inquiry of the plate-like 
apatite crystal structure with a 3-nm thickness by proposing that citrate interferes with crystal 
thickening via strongly binding the apatite surface. 
 The proposal of citrate preventing apatite crystal thickening and thus allowing for a 
plate-like structure was proven by conducting biomimetic synthesis of Pluronic polymer-
calcium phosphate nanocomposites with various amount of citrate added. The solid-state 
NMR study of these nanocomposites, complemented by XRD, TEM, and SAXS, has shown 
that the thickness of hydroxyapatite crystals within the nanocomposites decreases with 
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increasing citrate concentration. Citrate significantly modifies the interface structure of the 
nanocomposites, indicated by increased disordered phosphates with increasing citrate 
concentration, which provides a strategy for interface engineering to accomplish optimal 
performance of nanocomposites. Moreover, with citrate concentration comparable to that in 
body fluids, hydroxyapatite crystals of similar size as those in bone have been produced, 
which indicates that citrate is a major regulator of the apatite crystal size in bone.  
 As discussed in Chapter 1, the mechanical properties of bone and bone-mimic 
nanocomposites not only depend on the interface structure and the size of apatite crystals, but 
also their organic and inorganic compositions. Bone is composed of 65 wt% (45 vol%) of 
mineral and the rest is collagen, non-collagenous proteins and water. Bone-mimic polymer-
calcium phosphate nanocomposites synthesized by sol-gel method often fall short on the 
mineral portion. The mineral content has been raised by using Lysine-Leucine diblock 
copolypeptide, which can form a gel at very low concentration (0.5-4 wt%), to template the 
formation of polymer-hydroxyapatite nanocomposites. The TGA result showed that 
composites have been obtained with hydroxyapatite of above 50 wt%. Solid-state NMR 
identified the mineral phase as hydroxyapatite and confirmed the formation of 
nanocomposites.      
  In this thesis, magic-angle spinning (MAS) was used in conjunction with all 
the solid-state NMR methods employed to attain high resolution NMR. However, MAS 
cannot spin out CSA that is comparable or larger than the spinning speed. Regular sideband 
suppression methods such as TOSS or PASS are not suitable for spin systems involving high-
Z spin-1/2 nuclei in a non-cubic environment with a large CSA and spectral range, due to 
limited excitation range of long pulses. Thus, we have adapted Gan’s magic-angle turning 
(MAT) experiment to fast MAS, termed fast MAT, to maximize the sensitivity and 
accomplish broadband excitation by solving pulse timing issues. Fast MAT was 
demonstrated on a model compound and applied to characterize technologically important 
tellurides, which has showed that fast MAT can generate “infinite-speed” spectra over a 
spectral range up to ~1.8 γB1 without significant distortions. The comparison between fast 
MAT and PASS confirmed that fast MAT is preferable when broadband excitation is 
required.  Echo-matched Gaussian filtering has been used in offline data processing to 
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improve the signal-to-noise ratio and sharing between channels after shearing to minimize 
spectral artifacts due to digital rounding.             
 REDOR NMR has been employed to select the signals of citrate out of those from the 
collagen matrix and quantitatively determine the distance of citrate carbons from the apatite 
surface. The corresponding methods for spin systems involving quadrupolar nuclei, such as 
SPIDER and REAPDOR, suffer from the fast relaxation of quadrupolar spins on the order of 
sub-millisecond; this leads to inaccurate or impossible determination of inter-atomic 
distance. The phenomenon was studied by analytical and numerical simulations of REDOR-
like spin evolution of spin-1/2 coupled to spin-1/2, 1, or 3/2. The study has showed that fast 
T1Q relaxation causes reduction or vanishing of the two-spin coherence before the second 
recoupling period, which leads to intensity loss of the reference signal S0, in turn an 
overestimation of the inter-nuclear distance. This problem was demonstrated on several 
model compounds. Fast T1Q relaxation also causes the shortening of T2 due to involving 
transient dipolar coupling evolution, which is spinning speed dependent. The minimization of 
T1Q effect in SPIDER and REAPDOR was achieved with a new S0 pulse sequence with 
minimal recoupling. 
 
Recommendations for future research 
 The role of citrate in bone and biomimetic synthesis can be further examined. First, 
the amount of citrate varies among different mammalian species, different bones of the same 
species, and the same bone of different mineral age. Thus comparative studies can be carried 
out to relate the citrate concentration with the apatite crystal size in vivo, the variation of 
citrate concentration with mineral age, and possibly abnormal citrate concentration in 
diseased bones. Clinical therapies using citrate control may be developed to correct 
anomalies of natural tissue mineralization. The basis for natural selection of citrate 
concentration in different bones, possibly for various requirements of mechanical properties, 
can be probed. Second, citrate in bone may not only affect the apatite crystal structure, but 
also the mineral content in the tissue, therefore, the correlation of citrate concentration with 
the degree of mineralization can be explored. Third, the biological origin of citrate in bone 
and the control of citrate concentration in body fluids can be investigated. For bone-mimic 
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syntheses, the crystal size control and surface modification by citrate can be combined with 
polymers that can form a gel at low concentration and simulate the hierarchical structure as 
the collagen matrix in bone, so the structure and composition of bone can be more closely 
imitated. To extend the concept that small molecules such as citrate rather than high-
molecular-weight proteins are indeed the main player in the biomineralization of bone, small 
molecules with the key functional groups of essential proteins can be used to substitute 
certain proteins for specific functions. 
 Fast MAT can be further refined by combining the advantage of simple 
implementation and data processing of PASS with the broadband feature of fast MAT, as 
described in Gan’s most recent published and ongoing work. The application of fast MAT 
can also be expanded to other high-Z spins such as 207Pb, 119Sn, and 195Pt.  
 The effect of fast T1Q relaxation can be included in REDOR simulation programs for 
more accurate determination of inter-atomic distance. The compensated S0 pulse sequence 
remains as a good probe for qualitatively evaluating the potential T1Q relaxation effect.     
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
